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Abstract

The individual program plan (LP.P.), forms the basis of instructional organization for
~rsons with mental hartdicaps. Although much of the educational literature is based on
improving the document itself, little attention is given to the overall process, or to the
effects of external facto* such as staff at1titude and cooperation on the consistent delivery
of this procedure. Part A, (The Project), draws on literature from management psychology
and organizational be~viour which deals with causes of inconsistency in health-care
environments. This s~tion als~ outlinles a method, for testing the effectiveness of a
management manual (Part B) whIch proposes to alleVIate some of these problems. Part B,
written for teachers, I.PJp. managers, social workers and counsellors, presents traditional
(behavioural modificatibn) methods used in staff performance training aligned with 6
recommended managen:1ent strategies, including a Pre-I.P.P. meeting form, a past I.P.P.
analysis form and Staff brientation checklist. The strategies can be used separately from
staff performance trainihg projects to determine areas of weakness in the programming
process.
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PART A

1) IN1RODUCTION:

a) Individual Program Planning

b) Rationale for Project

c) Target Audienoo

d) Consistency Dbfined

a) Individual Pro~am[Planning

Individuals who have a mental handicap may live with their family while others

live in institutions, group homes, or supportive home programs (similar to foster homes).

If they are capable, they may live independently in an apartment with support from a

community service workpr. After age 211they graduate from a school setting into a

sheltered workshop--ver1j few advancing on to competitive employment These vocational

and residential Programs!*' are operated by community service agencies or government

controlled institutions. '!these agencies are required to prepare an Individual Program PIan

(I.P.P.), (Ministry of Community and Sodal Services Guidelines, 1984) for jeach person

in their care. The I.P.P. is a form drafted .at an annual meeting or conference, by a team of

counsellors and instructdrs who sharle primary responsibility for that client. This group

decides what instruetion~ areas are priori1ties and what areas of instruction they will work

on in the upcoming year whether it be academics, behaviour,communication, gross-motor

skills, or combinations of these. These decisions are stated in the form of long term goals

* Program-(upper case)- r¢fers to an academic, residential or vocational facility.
See Terminology section~ Part B for further description.

1
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(1-2 years) and short teJin objectives (6-]l2 months). At the I.P.P. meeting it is decided

who is responsible for eafying out which programs, and who will provide the follow-up

to service goals. (For a ~ple of an I.P.P. form, see Appendix A.)

In 1985, school bpards in Ontario were confronted with the Ministry ofEducation

Bill 82, which stated thatl all boards had to provide Programs for children with mental and
I •

I

physical handicaps (Exceptional), regardless of severity of disability or potential for
I
,

cognitive development p,very year of their Slchoollives, each student who has been

designated "Exceptionali has his or her case brought to an Individual Placement and
i

Review Committee mee1jing (I.P.R.C.). This committee is comprised of the school
I

administrators, parents ~d special education coordinators from the school board (Ministry
I

i

ofEducation, Bill 82). Tlhis group determines the category of exceptionality and which
I

classroom (or special edqcation Program) the student will attend. If the person lives in a

community service agenh residential facility or attends a vocational Program, the I.P.P.

replaces the I.P.R.C..

After both of thes)e meetings (school board or agency! institution) it is the
. i

responsibility of the teac~er or primary counsellor to develop an Individual

Education Plan (I.E.P) ot Individual TeachingfTreatinent Plan (I.T.P.) often referred to as

i

a program* or plan. I use the term I.P.P. manager, to refer to the person who has the

ultimate responsibility fqr the co-ordination of the I.P.P. meeting and the completion of
I

both the I.P.P. and I.T.P.VI.E.P. forms. nlis perron is most likely to be the teacher,
I

counsellor, social worket!case manager or the workshop instructor. The plan is supposed
I

to be drafted with input from all the pertinent people in the handicapped person's life.

(Unfortunately, not all sJhool boards invite teachers to this meeting.) The parents (if they
I

are available), participat~ in the I.P.P. and I.P.R.C. meetings and the agency which has

primary responsibility fot the client (school or service agency) co-ordinates the meeting.
I

In 1984 the Min~stryof Community and Social Services for Ontario developed
I

guidelines to standardizd the I.P.P. process in community agencies and institutions

*program- (lowerc~ p)- will always refer Ito the specifics of the I.E.P. or I.T.P..
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which provide non-acadymic Programs. It should be pointed out that these are not
i

regulations as in Bill 82, Ibut rather guidelines, allowing for individual differences of

each agency and the uniqueness of their organization.

For the purposes Iof this project I have chosen to deal specifically with the I.P.P.

process, which overlaps !with the I.P.R.C. process only at the level of writing
I

instructional plans (1.E.l?s). Unfortunately the I.P.R.C. is a closed system willi little
I

room for recommendatiqns for improvement.. The flowchart in Table #1 explains the

typical process involvedl in today's I.P.P. management used in service agencies and

institutions.

I.P.P.s have becofme a science unto themselves over the past eight years because

most agencies decided tQ develop their own I.P.P. format to better fit their particular

systems. One agency alone found seven different I.P.P. formats within its various service
I
i

departments (Love, 199q, p. 2). Program specialists evolved with new improved I.P.P.

methods to determine n~ds and set goals. Methods used by major corporations to plan

their market objectives hlave been applied to ]~lanninghuman objectives on the I.P.P.s
I

(e.g., progress must be ~easurable). Professional conferences around North America
,

abound with program st$tegies which promise to lead to better teaching and record

keeping. It is apparent tlilat I.P.P.s are intended to help make the caregivers accountable to

the parents as well as th~ client. My question, however, is: just because the procedure

exists, is there any gUaraPtee that what was promised or prescribed gets done?



Table#!

I ndiuidual Program Pllanning Process Flowchart
I

. I
C~IENT ENTERS A. PFlOGRAM

:(vocational'lemiC, residential)

II.P.P. MANAGEIFlISi ASSIGNED
(teacher, stbcial worker/case manager, primarycounseilor)

(prier to admission 01within first week)

PREUIMINARY ASSE~)SNlENTS COMPLETED
(Observ~tion, teaching trials, basic skills testing etc.)

(alt.r admission andrortO I.P.P. meeting)

KEY TE~!\M IS CONTACTED BY I.P.P. MANAGER TO
ARRANGE AN I.P.P. MEETING/CONFERENCE

I •

(pa~ent, counsellor, teacher, social worker,
, therapist, PSYcrOQiSl' doctor)

I.P.r? ME::ETING;
LONG-TERM GOALS AND SHORT-TERM OBJECTIVES DECIDED

(~tthin two-three IonthS of admiSSion)

INDIVIf+)UAL TEACHING PLAN WRITTEN BY KEY
1jEAM MEMBERS or I.P.P. MANAGER

. J
I SERVICE GOAILS CARRIED OUT

( after I.P.P.)

! J
E~aluate, Review and Modify I.T.P.

1
, PROGRAM FIEVIEW MEETING

( 3-6 montlhs later)

J
REPEAT THE WHOLE PROCESS

4
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b) Rationale for Project
I

In my consulting 1 practise I do not encounter many teachers or counsellors who,

when accepting a new cliient into their program, look at what they need to replicate from
I

the individual's previouslprogram. In some instances where a client has never been

outside of the protection !of the parent's home, or was living in an institution willi very little

programming in effect, i~ is necessary to start from scratch. However, the majority of

persons with mental handicaps who enter a new Program have been in either an academic
I

or residential Program sJmewhere and have a rich history of intervention.
I

I'

I have seen hun~eds of treatment plans or programs which start out in a very

promising way, but then Ifor one reason or another are set aside or given up completely.

This results in hundreds !of thousands of dollars worth of expertise being spent throughout

the lifetime ofone indivi~ualwith a handicap, with perhaps a fraction of this making a

substantial improvement Iin their skilllevf~l and subsequently their life. One questions how

many companieswould ,urvive in business if they met twice yearly to decide goals and

delegate responsibility aqd later the goals were unrealized because employees continually
I

found excuses for not w~rkingon them.
,

I

A large community service agency in Ontario recently completed a research project
I

(Love, 1990) to determ~e the quality of lP..P. conferences within it's agency. The
I

results showed a high deg,ee of compliance with the previously mentioned MinistrY
I

guidelines, but weaknes~esexisted in the overall production of program plans. "Most

conferences failed to ide~tifypriorities from among the goals suggested, and they failed to

state goals in measurable; terms" (p.1). Love stated that this problem could be due to either

"a) a lack ofexperience ~f I.P.P. teams in mfasurement, or b) vague goals that made
i

measurement very diffiqI1t without furthf~definition or revision of the goal". The study
,

also found that only 60%1 of the chosen annual objectives reflected the overall long term

goals (2-5 year) 'determihed by the group (p.2).
,

The study recomtnended that conferences should to be ron more formally by the

chairperson to ensure th* those in attenrumce understand the purpose of the meeting. Love
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I

also found confusion in $e use of terminology between "major goal" and "long term goal"
I .

and suggested that such ¢rms were subject to different interpretation, thus causing
I

semantic confusion (p.3 j). The most important overall finding was that the I.P.P.
I

conferences (74 in total) lused in the research, produced a mean rating of only 6.3 on a

scale of 1-10 (10 being h~gh), (standard deviation 1.5) in rating the effectiveness of the
I

conference to produce a 1'high quality" written plan.

In my view, these results are not unique to this one agency. The current I.P.P.

process in manyorganizftions (service agencies or school boards) do not guarantee that the

priority needs of the clie,t are addressed thoroughly and consistently. The principal

reasons are procedural m)d management inadequacies at various staffing levels. Staff
i

cannot be consistent in rneir program output if their interpretation of a goal or a
. I

I

.responsibility is different from that of their colleagues, as a result of vague statements on
I

the I.P.P. and/or I.T.P. fprms. If supervisors do not thoroughly train staff in job

responsibilities and com~unicatewhen changes or additions occur, there is role ambiguity

for staff and the objectiv~sare once again at risk. When programming objectives are not
I

stated in measurable ter$s, the result is a haphazard approach to programming. This leads

to programs not being cattied over from one staff person to another, or from one setting to
I

another, or if they are, th~y are prone to misinterpretation, therefore creating the waste of

service dollars.
I

I suggest that wfUrnesses in the I.P.P. process, as partially demonstrated in the

research by Love (1990)l has led to poor programming or program failure in tlle past.

Latedn this section I diScuss issues presented by Gardner and Chapman (1985), Cherniss
I

(1988), Robbins (1987) \and Meichenbaum and Turk (1987), associated with low job

satisfaction and employJre burn-out. One such cause of burn-out is repeated ~on-attainment

of personal goals. If staif are rePeatedly '.onfoonted with a client who is not making any
I

progress, they will surel~ experience personal feelings of failure. Hence we have a cycle
I .

of failure in the I.P.P.prpss. Staff do not understand their role or the method for

achieving instructional <f'jectives, resulting in clients who do not reach the goals selected in



c) Tar2et Audience
I

This manual is mtended for any professional or paraprofessional who works in a

social service or educati~nal (speciaJl education) system in which I.P.P.s and I.E.P./I.T.P.s

are used. This includes ]>rincipals, speciaJl education teachers, social workers, workshop
I

or group home counsellqrs, therapists, nurses, or related health care professionals. It

would also be ofbenefit to parents ofchildren with mental handicaps who are new to the

LP.P. (or lP.R.C.) pr~ssor those who are familiar with the process and wish to
I
I '

improve goal setting andl strategies for their child. The user of the manual need not be a
I
I

programming specialist !Wherever possible, generic terminology* and examples are used
I

to enable as many servi~ providers as possible to benefit from the information.

* Refer to terminolo~ section (in manmu section) to clarify concepts.
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d) Consistency Defined
I

I

In this context, c~nsistencymeans standardization (uniform practise) in as many
I

aspects of the managembnt of the I.P.P. as possible. This encompasses areas such as the
I •

delivery of treatment P1grams, training of staff, documentation, communication

procedures and transfer ?fprograms from one setting to another. Total consistency is an
I

impossible goal to achiete in all areas because of human variables. This project is intended
I

to provide a framework for optimizing standardization (consistency) andlor to be a
I

I

screening tool to determfe where poor management (inconsistency) has lead to
I

nonattainment ofI.P.P. ~bjectives.

Two organizatipnallevels are addressed throughout the project; a) the
i

suprastructure level and; I b) the primary level. When referring to the managerial
I

bureaucracies and polici~swhich direct the people and processes dealing with the client, the
I

term suprastructure is u$d. This level would include principals, department managers,

directors or group home I supervisors. The primary level, is where the specifics of the

instructional program ar~ carried out by "front-line" staff, consisting of teachers,
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I

commitment, overall pro$ram consistency does not occur, and there is nothing to maintain.

Therefore the I.P.P. man~ger needs to employ a double layer of programming--an
,

umbrella procedure to gtiJarantee the consistent delivery of the many aspects of the I.P.P..
i
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I

2) BACKGROUND LITERATURE:
I

a) Causes ofpro~am inconsistency

b) Attitudes: How attitudes are formed
I

c) Methods to detelop consistency

d) Discussion

a) Causes of pJro~ram ihconsistency
I

The literature within the fields of psychology, education and mental retardation does
I

not refer to consistency is an aspect of programming or program evaluation. In fact, very
I
I

little information is avail~le regarding this topic, making it necessary to draw from a
I

variety of research sources such as managerial and industrial psychology, organizational
I
,

behaviour and health car~. In the health care field, consistency is often referred to as

adherence*.

Many people sayl a program is only as good as the staff who deliver it. It is not

possible to discuss consi~tency in program delivery or program adherence and recommend

strategies to-achieve it, Jithout dealing thoroughly with the issues pertaining to the staff
I

who are responsible for ~chieving this consistency.
I

*The topic ofpro~1adherence impacts onto the health care field, especially hospitals and medical
clinics. The terminol gy used is treatmeltlt adherence (or following doctor's orders) and looks into
the ways in which s ff playa role in the attainment of health goals for patients. The majority of
the literature deals with staff compliance to prescribed teaching methods, to make l~at:i.ents adhere to
treatment regimens stch as diabetic diets, heart monitoring and catheterization procedures. Because
of the nature of the 6xpectations upon health care professionals to perform standlardized routines,
treatment adherence is definitely applicalble to the field of special education and social services. The
same types of probl~ms occur across all setltings (the hospital, residence or classroom) with very
similar results--that is staff compliance in carrying out the prescribed routines. I have used the term
program adherence t4 refer to the same iSSllle as applied to this topic. -

--- ._---------
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Many factors contribute!to the dynamics between a person and his or her job, their work

associates and their supefvisor. As well, :such factors as limited resources, union

regulations, timetables, ePntemporary ideology and cultural differences are causes of
I

inconsistency. I have li~ited my project to seven causes of inconsistency which I adapted
I

from related topics in m~gerialpsychology and organizational behaviour. They are as

follows:

i

Causes of pro2Tam inconsistency
I

i

1. poor attitude of staff

2. job conflict

3. role overload or role abIbiguity
I.
I

4. lack of teamwork betfeen supervisors and subordinates

5. lack of monitoring

6. lack of feedback

7. poor communication !

I will now discuss the lit6rature pertaining to these causes.

1. Poor attitude of staff .

One reason whYI staff do not adhere to prescribed instructional programs is that
I

they do not see their rol~ as that of instructor, but rather as a care giver. This perception

originates from the mor~ traditional attitude that persons with mental handicaps need to be
I

cared for and made comfortable rather than taught to be independent Staff expectations are

low for the client, hence Istaff do not see the value in conducting the program in the first
I
I

place. A program mig* require that staff spend several hours, over a period ofmonths, to
I

teach the client to perf+ a skill for themselves, where it might take the staff only two

minutes to perform (e.g.l. tying shoe laces). Teaching a skill is very time consuming and

often the time invested ift teaching a skill does not always garner the desired results.
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According to Meibhenbaum and Turk (1987), some of the attitudes of health care
!

professionals in medical ~ttings which account for their not adhering to treatment

programs include:

- pessimism,"my input is not useful"
!

- "I ~ed it in the~t; it doesn't work with my population" (not-applicable)

- "It is toocomplica1kd Who can remember to do all these things?" (Stimulus overload,
too many obStaclfs and barriers)

- ''Who has the time Ito worry about and to do what is suggested? I have to see so many
patients per hour pI' per day and there is no time to do all this adherence stuff."
(useful but no time)

I •
I

- "You don't get rei+bursed for education and prevention." (no payoffs)

- ''I'm not a 'shrink.' I I haven't been trained to do these things." (low self-efficacy)
(p.257).

Browder (1987, Ip.119 ) agrees that " lack of belief in the possibility of changetI

affects the level of comJitment by family members to adhere to a program. Many of these

beliefs can be witnessed in the staff working with persons with mental handicaps in
I

I

academic, vocational and! residential programs as well as with parents and hea1thcare
• I

I

personnel. Their years of false starts, overwOJrk and poor training can leave them feeling
!

i

very ineffectual in their jobs, thus reluctant to adhere to an I.P.P. program.
I

2. Job Conflict and 31 Role overload or role ambiguity
I

According to ~obbins (1987, p. 332-344) and Rahim (1986, p.42) people

experience conflict in th~ir job if there is role ambiguity, lack of clear organization,

communication break-d~wn,work overload, mutual or one-way dependence, or lack of

homogeneity between~es. These problems can lead to inter/intra- personal or
!

inter/intragroup conflict,lwhich might create an employee who is less effective because time
I

is taken up with~g or avoiding conflict. With regard to program consistency, the
I

I

result of conflict is a stafff person who is lless likely to be consistent in dealing with a given

client, because the staffFson is preoccupied with managing conflicts, trying to
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understand what their re1ponsibilities are, or planning how to carry them out.

Gardner and Chapman (1985) statle'that there are different types of work overload.
!

Some of these are: doin~ too many things on a shift, working too many hours overall, or
i

where"... staff are ex~tedto work and make decisions without reasonabl~planning and
I

preparation. This type of overload causes physical and emotional stress. It leads to

burnout." (p.267) This ~so leads to the neduction in the attainment of overall
I '

organizational goals. I s~ggest that role over10ad, when linked with several other job
i

factors, is an imPortant vi¢able in overall employee job satisfaction.

4. Lack of teamwork be~ween supervisors and subordinates
I

Another fundam~ntalelement in developing and maintaining program adherence is

the role of the teacher or ldirect care worker. Teachers, according to Harrington and Honda
I

(1986) are exPected to b¢ SPeCific generalists. They point out that child care workers must

be therapeutic counselloJs, managers, teachers and relationship builders. Quite often

workers in SPecial educaia.on or health-care settings deal with very stressful situations and

are expected to perform 4variety ofroles "which can lead to role conflicts within the

organization" (Harringtq,n and .Honda, 1980, p. 29). They also state "Staff often work in a
I

professional vacuum-iso1ated by a lack of emotional and professional support Oftentimes

there is too little intra- agency support andllittle, if any, inter-agency or peer-to-Peer

interaction" (Harrington land Honda, 1980, p.26).

Each staff personl within an organ~tionplays a fundamental role in promoting the
I

achievement ofcollective goals. I have observed in some consulting experiences a mutual
I

understanding and appref;iation for the roJles and tasks ofall members of the team, no
I

matter what the nature o~ those tasks are. This 'honouring' as I like to call it, fosters an
I
I

• I

attitude of reSPect between members of the team and as a result of the co-operation, more
I

goals are met.
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5. Lack of monitoring ahd 6. Lack of feedback
I
I

Gardner and Chapman (1985) discuss the problems faced by caregivers of the
I

mentally handicapped, w~o begin their careers with high expectations ofbeing able to help
I

the handicapped, not realring the stress or the complexities involved with teaching this

population. Current statfof-the-art programming requires that the primary worker be

trained in behaviour modfication techniques, health/medical procedures, orthopaedics,
I

cognitive psychology, sofial work or case management and other skills &uch as

communication augmenJtive systems, speech therapy, or technical aids. Once confronted

with the reality thatpe~s with mental handicaps' a) learn slower than normal individuals

and b) require many mor~ teaching trials to acquire a skill, staff become discouraged,
i

overwhelmed and frustrated. The pay is usually low and intrinsic rewards few, leading to
I

burnout and a high turnofer of staff (Gardner and Chapman, 1985, p. 268). The repetition
I

and routine soon take the~ toll on the enthusiasm and energy of a new teacher or counsellor

who gets little or no feedback from his or her immediate supervisor.
I

People in the health Icare field are usually there because they are reinforced

intrinsically. However, i~ this reinforcement is not substantiated in some form (supervisor
I

feedback or client impro~ement), they are reluctant to comply to the specifics of their job.

Gardner and Chapman (11985) elaborate on this notion:

The symptoms of burnout are more difficult to analyze. Most people enter the
I
I

human service fi~ld to help others. In burnout, the initial attitude of compassion
I

i

turns to not caring.The desire to hlelp and to make a contribution and the urge to be
I

creative, turn in~o a "nobody really cares" mentality. . .. Psychological or

emotional burno*t is a more complicated problem. Some people become burned

out in environments that do not provide emotional support to employees. As a
I .

I

result, many of tq.e initial symptoms and behaviours of burnoutare not sufficiently
I

appreciated becJuse they are pJ:1esent in many staff. A common symptom of
I

burnout is undirected anger. This is anger not justified by special circumstances.
I
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Instead, it is ani anger that boils and ferments near the surface. Unfulfilled
I

expectations fU~1 the anger. The anger is then directed against supervisors,
I

colleagues, or th~ people Participating in the program (p.264).

,

Chemiss (1988) cbnducted a study in which the personal characteristics of two
I

supervisors, in this case $;hool principals, were evaluated in reference to the level of
I

burnout exhibited by the*" staff. He found that the principal of the school with a low level
i

of staff suffering from jop burnout engagoo in significantly more support than a school

which had higher burnoJt scores on a job satisfaction test. He concluded that supervisors
I

might help reduce staffb~outby spending more time in planning, organizing, and

. advocating for staff. Fwfthermore, a supervisor who listens more and talks less, and who
I

tries to engage in much srall talk with staff, will not necessarily be more supportive

(pA53). Cherniss sugg1sts it is important that supervisors be task oriented and not simply

give the impression that ~ey are supportive; they must follow through with concrete
I

actions.

I

7. Poor communication !
,

I

Robbins (1987) ~oted that semantic misunderstanding can cause misinterpreta- tion
!

I

amongst staff and ineffic~encyin an organization:

Semantic diffi~u1ties are a frequent problem in organizations.They imPede
,

communication e~sential for cooperative efforts between units. Semantic
!

difficulties can be attributed to the different training background, and
I

socialization proJressesthat members of units have undergone. . .. As with

physicians and ~ofessionalhospital administrators, their academic training

and orientations 4l.ffer significantly. Differences in training develop dispar~te
I

vocabularies and ~argon,which impede the effective movement of ideas (p. 344).
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,

Many of the staffll talk to about programming say that they could not understand
, I ' .

I

how to carry out an insmtctional plan, or what was meant by the objectives stated in the
I

IP.P., because of the way they were writtJen. Given the amount of time it takes to write
I

up an I.P.P. or to prepar~an I.T.P., this is very unfortunate. There is either a deficiency

in the training of these st¥tor, as I suspect, the informati~nwas not communicated

appropriately in the IP.~. meeting. Before a supervisor lays blame on staff for not
I

i

adhering to job requirem~nts,he or she must be certain that those requirements were stated
I

and demonstrated clearlyl in the first place,. These problems are addressed in various

Chapters of the manual. :

Attempts are mad.e to achieve consistency by managers at the suprastructure level in
!

the form of staff trainingJ annual staff evaluation, yearly reports or statistics and staff
,

communications (meetin~s, memos etc.). BUlt there is rarely regular follow-up to determine
,

specific w~esses in the system, or determine if the weaknesses originate at the

suprastructure level itsel~. There is a definite need for evaluation ofall a~s ofprogram

effectiveness in IP.P.s a~ both 'the primary and suprastructure levels. This project attempts
I .

to minimize the causes a+d effects ofpersonal blocks to performance and effectiveness, by

.providing strategies that~ into account the dynamics of the individuals who must carry

out the requirements of~e I.P.P. process, and pin-pointing where the process needs

improvement.

b) Attitudes: What they are and how they are formed
I

Because of its imPortance to this topic in all phases ofprogramming, it is necessary
I

to deal with the question jOf attitude tlhrough a review of the current literature on how

attitudes are formed.

The use of strategies to optimize c:onsistency ilnplies that teachers and direct care
I

staff standardize their jo~ behaviours in ways which may have been prescribed by
I

someone else, despite th~ fact that human behaviour is difficult, if not impossible, to
,
I

standardize. Social psyc~ology has taught us that attitudes and belief systems are learned
I

_._-----------_ ...-.._..- _..
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by social and cultural e*riences. In my view, these experiences form the basis ofour

personalities and are cotrlpounded by education and socioeconomic variables. Although
I .

I

there is more likelihood ~f success if everyone shares common attitudes, we cannot force

staff to alter their attitudds. We can only influence attitude. A consistent attitude is an
. I

intangible, abstract chara:cteristic, only measured by subjective tests. In contrast, preset
I

cognitive or skill goals and instructional techniques can be measured by observable and
I

concrete behaviours.
I

Lawless (1979) states that "effectiveness is defined in terms of tl;te degree of goal
I

achievement obseIVed inl the organization" (p. 32). In order to achieve goals, there must be
i

unity among members o~an organization :and some form ofcommon attitudes or

commitment to goals. r1w1ess goes on to say that attitudes have two elements; one is an

affective or feeling com~nent,while the other is a behavioural tendency. We can have an

attitude about an issue orlan item and simply feel a certain way about it and keep it to

ourselves, or we can dis~lay in our behaviour our attitudes by such things as the clubs we
I

join, the type of work w~ perform, or the place we live.
I

A great deal ofrFch has been done regarding the development ofattitudes.

It involves the juxtaposipon ofour feelings, cognition and behaviours and the agreement
I

amongst these elements ~ith ongoing infonnation from our environment. Rosenberg
I .

(1960) put forth the theo/Y ofaffective-cognitive consistency, where our attitudes are

affected by the way we ~alue certain things, thus developing our cognitive framework of
I

the world and the way we behave within it Ifwe believe that an object will lead to
I

attainment ofa number ~f important values then we have a strong positive attitude about it;
I

similarly, strong negativ~ feelings (prejudices) will be associated with beliefs that the object
i

tends to block the attainment of important values.
I
I

Festiilger (1957)J developed a second theory <?f attitudes, which is slightly more
I

controversial. He sugge~ts that people are not motivated by positive values, but rather by
I

their attempts to avoid cJgnitive dissonance. Cognitive dissonance is whenever a cognition
I
I

(an object or idea) is inc:;bmpatible with our framework of the world and how it should be.
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He says that the presencei of dissonance is psychologically uncomfortable, thereby
i

motivating people to reduce the dissonano~and achieve consonance. One can reduce
I

i

dissonance by: avoiding ~ssues, gathering with others who share common ideaslbeliefs,

convincing ourselves thai an activity or i1:f~m is better for us even though it is bad for others,
I

or by forgetting about it. Think about people who continue to smoke, given all the

information regarding.lu~gcancer. These people are dealing with a subject which is

psychologically uncomf~lefor them, but they do not wish to believe the medical

reports, the ';doctors adv~ce" etc., because it is too difficult to alter their behaviour. As a

result, they choose one of the above coping mechanisms to reduce the dissonance they are

experiencing.

A third theory regarding attitudes ils that ofKatz (1960), whose functional theory
I

maintains that holding a Jarticular attitude can maximize rewards and minimize penalties.
i

Individuals therefore forth their attitudes according to what motivates them. An attitude can
I

defend the ego against ~pleasanttruths about the self or the harsh realities of the
i
I

environment. An attitud~can also express a basic value system, or make sense of
I
I

experiences and the way Iwe understand the world.
i

The subject of attitude plays an important role in program planning for persons with
I

mental handicaps. The aftitude of staff, as discussed above, affects the way they view their

role, the client, andpro~recommendations. In the manual I discuss various methods

for the I.P.P. manager to Ideal with attitudes which come into conflict with the objectives of
I

the I.P.P. team. These strategies can be found in Chapter Three (c).
i
I

! •

c) Methods to Develop iConslstency
. !

For some staff, cbnsistency in I.P.P. management may be a foregone conclusion.
I .

It occurs to them natural~ that when they take on. a new client they m~twith previous
,

primary workers, or 'Yh~nchanging an Individual Teaching Plan (I.T.P.) objective, they

~~ ~--~------------~--"---------
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I

discuss it with other pertf.nent individuals.. However, this is not always the case.
I

Much of the information dealing ..\lith employee co-operation comes from the

literature on management and industrial psychology. It can easily be applied to social and
I

education services. In p~rticular,behaviour modification has played a strong role in
I

developing strategies which reflect on staffperformance training and program adherence.
I

The results of the use of~ehaviourprogramming are positive (Reid and Whitman 1983;

Bourdon 1982; Burgio et al., 1983; Flanangan et al., 1983; Mayhew et al., 1979; Burg,
I

Reid, & Lattimore, 1979f, Iwata et al., 1976; JMontegar et al., 1977). The following is a

survey of the various+sof staff performance training as viewed by the behavioural

research which was usedl in developing the strategies.
I

1. Recognizing a proble~ exists
I

The first step towlards delivering a consistent program is to recognize there is a
I

problem when clients~ not achieving the goals set out in their I.P.P.s. For onereasoo or

another there may be codflict between staff members either intra- personally or
i

interpersonally. These p~ycho-socialissues are a common problem. for management when
I

I

faced with a group of sta!ff, who are often reluctant to try something new or, strategies
I

which are time consumitig. This can be a major source of conflict amongst staff and
I
I

supervisors which can befcome more complicated if the staff are unionized. It is also a
. I

problem for psychologists and behaviour therapists who are asked to remedy these
I

problems.

Jonassen (l989), Isuggests that it is in.accurate to assume that the reason people do
i '

not perform their jobs awropriately is because they do not know how. He recommends
I

that a careful analysis of Ithe problem be conducted to determine the desired consequence of
I

certain behaviours, the ~urceof the probJlem, the difference between the goal and the
I

actual performance, and ~e causes of the deficient performance. The source could be a

personality conflict, poof communication, competition for limited resources, lack of
I

homogeneity within a grpup (Robbins 1987) or a variety of sources, unrelated to lack of
I
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skills. Once an analysis ~s completed, a suitable solution can be selected. Jonassen also
,

points out that use of performance analysis is "widely used in industry, agency and military
!

training operations, how~ver, in more traditional educational settings (e.g., public schools,

higher education), the logic is novel" (p. 15).

2. Discussion ofproble~s and plans at all levels (supervisors and subordinates)
,

Usually it is man~ement (or board members) who request assistance to alleviate
!

problems with staff. Thi~ can make staff more reluctant and possibly feel threatened,
,

because they see this mO~fe as negative, suspecting management is critical of their skills. If,
I

i

however, staff ask for help, or voice their own training needs, there is more likelihood of
I

• I

agreement and enthusiasf in regard to petformance training (Robbins 1987). A cohesive
I

organization is one in "wlhich all the members like one another, work well together and
I

i

communicate fully and rnly" (Robbins 1987, p. 28). If this does not exist, the overall

effectiveness of the orgarfization is threatened.

When people f~l powerless whilte working on a program, because they know they

are only a small "cog" in/a very large wheel, it results in feelings oflow motivation or

apathy (Hersey & Blanchard 1972). As a result, we must deal with the attitude of staff not

just toward programmin~or the client but also with being involved in staffperformance

training. As mentioned ~lier, if staff do not see the value in teaching clients to perform

skills for themselves, acn{erence is reduced, which leads to inconsistency and little or no
i
i

skill acquisition by clien$. The team approach in service delivery can help to increase

effectiveness (Hersey & Blanchard 1972),. but it requires a great deal ofeffort from the
I

parties involved to sustafn the desired objective. Blake (et al., 1970) assert the following:

1. The more groups sIiare common responsibility for problem solving and for

decision making, me more likely thf~y are to cooperate.
!

2. The more groups ate able to establish joint memberships, the more likely they

are to cooperate. !



3. The more groups ate willing to shan~and diSGUss their perceptions of each other, the
i

more likely they afF to cooperate.

(in Cohen et al., 1984, p. 336)

3. Analysis ofjobs and 14. Definition of grnll1s and performance objectives
,

In the field of ma,pagement psychology, these methods ofaligning supervisors and
!

subordinates and setting ~get behaviours are referred to as participative management and

management by objectives, respectively. The 'use ofmanagement by objectives is similar to
I

that of behavioural contclcting. Behavioural contracting is an agreement (written or verbal)
i .

negotiated between two 1r more individuals to achieve a particular, mutually agreed upon

target behaviour (Kirsch~nbaumand Flanery, 1985, p. 598). The use of contracts to bring
, • I ,

I
I

about desired behaviours Ihas been used extensively in therapeutic situations (weight loss,
I

smoking cessation, family-marital relations). Behavioural contracting and management by
i

objectives have both bee~ used successfully by many businesses and direct care staff
I
I

working with emotionally disturbed individuals, especially adolescents. Hersey and
I

Blanchard (1972) defme rPanagement by objectives as:
!

A process wll,ereby the superior and the subordinate managers ofan enterprise

jointly identify i~s common goals, defme each individual's major areas of

responsibility in ~rmsof the results expected of him ~d use these measures as

guides for opera~ng the unit and assessing the contribution ofeach of its members.

(p.104)

With regard to "particiwative management" Burgio (et al., 1983) suggest:

,

... by allowing staff tb participate actively in the design and implementation ofa
!

management program~ there may be a grea1l:er likelihood of acceptance of that program.
I

In this latter regard, Slmner (1953) has suggested that the greater the feeling of

personal control withitt a situation, the llower the probability ofa person exerting

21
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counter-control in tha~ situation. (p. 38)
I

I

The notion here, which is supported by others (Robbins, 1987; Harrington and Honda, 1986;
I

Kirschenbaum, 1984; Varni ~dWallander, 1984; Peck, Killen & Baumgart, 1989), is that

individuals are more likely td exhibit certain behaviours if they have been included in the
I

identification of target behaJ.ours, selection ofgoals and consequences and monitoring of

those behaviours. Table #2 ~~presentsa modiel ofbehavioural contracting and gives an idea

of the sequences involved: I

Table #2

A SEQUENTIAL MODEL OF BEt-IAVIOURAL CONTRACTING:

FORMULATE~ <X:NERAlE -c-'-~)IDENTIFY-'---~~MONIlOR -~)oDEUVER PROGRAM
INITIAL EXPECTATIO~~S, TARGET PROGRESS CONSEQUENCES

DECISION AND GOALS I. BEHAVIOURS I
TO CHANGE AND PLAN t

EVENTS GENERAUZ~TION

. (Kirschenbaum & Flanery,1984, p. 599)

By operationaliziP.g (defming and breaking down into small steps) the role of staff

or standardizing the pr~ures, there is less chance ofconflict due to communication

difficulties and increased chance for uniform output (Bourdon, 1982). Divack (et all.,

1985) states that consisrer,t techniques are required to make behavioural procedures

effective and failure of b~haviouralprograms can occur if techniques are not adhered to by

all members of a team. Although it is nearly impossible to produce identical responses

from a group ofpeople ~ho may be working with a client "it is possible to bring within

----~-----_._._----_._-----
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acceptable limits everyorte's word choice, facial expression, sentence complexity and tone
!

i

ofvoice" (Divack et al., f985, p. 349). Yl~t this is only possible if the techniques are

written and defined as c1tfarly as possible 1to reduce the likelihood ofincorrect

interpretation.

5) Training of supervisOIls and subormnatjes

How the techniqqes are taught to staff also affects adherence to prescribed
i

instructional programs. Reid and Whitman (1.983) focused on the ability of staff to learn
I

I •

new procedures, and their willingness to adhere to behaviour modification teaching
I

methods. They found th4t lectures advising staff how to use a technique or modeling it for
I

them, called antecedent ~pproaches, were the least successful in improving staff
I

performance. Contingen~y management procedures such as immediate performance

feedback from supervisors or professionall personnel was the most successful in changing

staff skills.

The literature strbngly suggests that the most positive influence must come from
I •

the management level if~ormancetraining projects are to be accepted by staff.

Resistance to behaviour ~anagement techniques continues despite its proven success

record. To many, behav~our still implies "negative behaviours" (violent or aggressive) as

opposed to learning or performance behaviours. Flanagan (et al., 1983) described a
i
I

typical situation in whic~ a behaviour training team was asked to "make the best of the

situation" by working on~y with cooperative staffmembers, without the support of

management. This lead~ the eventual faiJlure of the project.

The dependence ?n an outsider to conduct staff training or program techniques is

not sufficient to maintain progress. The impetus must come from the management level.
I

Divack (et al., 1985) rec~mmend that the iindividual(s) involved with staffperformance

training (such as behavi~ur management programs) be "viewed as a full member of the

treatment team, rather thk as an outsider who comes to offer occa~ional advice" (p. 349).

The responsibility for delveloping consistency and providing feedback should be that of the
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primary supervisor or ca~manager. Meichenbaum and Turk (1987) propose that all
,
I •

aspects ofadherence trairling "cannot merely be delegated to a technician with an
I

accompanying expectatidp that the improvements will be maintained. Instead, we must

modify our own behavio~ to maximize the maintenance ofpatient adherence" (p.26O).

6) Measuring/monitorin~progress and 7) Feedback
I

Two of the majorlproblems with strategies which promote staff treatment adherence
,

are the time necessary f01] their implementltion and the psycho-social effects of the
,

prOcedure on staff. The ~uestion ofwho should monitor and which monitoring system is

more effective is still be~g tested. Staff ~elf-monitoring, supervisor monitoring and
i

.public posting ofperf~ancecontinue to be popular, but some research questions if staff

can be trusted to give hortest information when it comes to self-monitoring (Bourdon,
I

1982). The important fadtor to the success of self- monitoring is not only to make the
I

!

target behaviours meas~leandobservable, but "attention to the collection system can
I .

reduce the extent of errors and the tendency by staff to cheat" in their collection (Bourdon,

1982, p.107).

Sharfstein (1985~ thinks that professionals can be trusted to monitor themselves

much more effectively t:Iim a third party such as the government. He sees third party

monitoring ofprofession~s (especially psychiatrists in the U.S.) as intrusive and
,

unwarranted. Kirshchen~aum (1984) suggests that ... "self-monitoring generally
I

I

produces more consistenf changes in behaviour compared to external monitoring" (p. 611).

He supports the notion ~at self-monitoring is less intrusive and less expensive, since it

does not require the timel of supervisory staff.
I

Self-monitoring i~ highly acceptable to staff, is time efficient with respect to the
I

supervisory time necessaty and, in researc:h conducted by Burgio (1983), it is beneficial to
I
,

clients as well. He desi~eda procedure for improving d.irect-care staff performance by

using a participative rnankgement approach in institutional settings that involved
,

self-monitoring procedtJes. Staff not onlly set their own performance standards (for
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example, increasing staff!to client interactions), but they also monitored and graphed their
,

own behaviour, evaluate4 their own perfOlrmance and praised themselves as well. This

procedure appears to havf overcome the resentment staffhave for being monitored (or

"watched") by a supervi~r.

I

Although self-mqnitoring systems have proven to be an effective tool in bringing

about changes in staffbe~viour,the need for supervisory feedback is just as important to
i

maintaining appropriate $taff behaviours. If staff are isolated and their actions go
I

unnoticed, there is less lifelihood of improvement or change (Cohen, et al" 1984).
I

Supervisors need to be a"fare of the manner in which they give feedback Public posting
, i

of staff performance can pe confused with a means of "humiliating staff for shortcomings,
I

as opposed to recognizin~ their efforts" (Green et al., 1978, p. 411). Although

punishment or threats of ~osing one's job is the technique used most often to control staff

performance, it is questiqnable if it will sustain improvement and what the overall effects

can do to staff morale (R~id & Whitman, 1983).
I

Cohen, (et al., 1984) and Lawless (1979) agree that feedback to staff regarding
I

their behaviour, whether lit be positive or negative, is fundamental to solidifying skills in a

subordinate's behaviour tepertoire. The successful secondary outcome, in this case a client

or student acquiring a skili, is not enough to bring about a positive behaviour consistently,
I

or to extinguish a negati~e behaviour resp~vely. They both recommend that feedback be
I •

concise: descriptive rathth' than evaluative, dealing with specifics and given in small doses--
!

not too much at once. St,aff need to feel accountable to superiors on a weekly basis.

Bourdon (1982) agrees ~y stating that "fet".-dback given casually, iriconsistently or only

when the performance i~ poor, loses its impact" (p. 108). Supervisors must also set a

good example by being ¥tling to subject themselves to feedback as well and making an

effort to change their beijaviours in response to it

8) Follow-up and deliveI[y ofcontingent consequences
I

Flanagan (et al., 1983) designed a facility-wide consultation and training team
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I

similar to the one I have~n refeni.ng to. He worked closely with management to

promote institutional ch~ges. As in most organizational behaviour management programs
I

there was a strong reliance on middle manageJrs to reinforce staff for attending behaviour
I

training sessions and for Clelivering specifi.c pmgrams to residents. Ifcontingencies are

agreed upon and schedul¢<! evaluation points are determined by all members of the group,
I

success is possible. How~ver, as Flanagan stated:

If top managetnent fails to track progress and deliver effective consequences,

critical events or ~tionsdo not occur and failure is guaranteed. Unfortunately,

failure is often att#buted to behaviour modification procedures being impractical or

unworkable when in fact they are mer-ely untried. (p.165)

9) Maintenance

Flanagan (1983) ~ggested that maintenance be achieved by first, making change

and improvements to the institution a priority and second, by continuing, weekly, monthly
i

and yearly, to set performance objectives. He recommends that staff continue to be
I

monitored by manageme~t,and managem~mtbe accountable to predetennined goals

reviewed regularly by an lexternal agent (e.g. a consulting team, board of directors or parent

group). Bourdon (1982) ~uggests that "at leach level of management managers have a

vested interest in examin~ngthe progress of the managers two levels below" (p.lll). Thus

you have a built in maint~ancesystem at !both the suprastructure and primary levels. The
,

follow-up process is most important to consistency and although it may be time consu~g
I

initially, it saves time in the long run by avoiding the need to start and restart programs or

staffperformance training sessions.

d) Discussion

Although there ar~ no concrete recommendations for methods to optimize

consistency in program ~anagement,one (;all glean from the literature that it is a recognized

area ofconcern and the aJil-inc1usive model for more efficient programming still eludes us.
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Until recently, research ~d management techniques looked at employee skills and used
i

behaviour techniques anq monitoring sys1l:::ms to improve the performance of staff. These
I

techniques helped to bring about some degree of short term improvement in some aspects
I

I

of programming, but littl~ is known about how to maintain successful programming once it
,

has been achieved. Resdp-ch points out that management should make themselves

accountable to annual gotus and provide feedback to staff, but more research is needed to

determine the optimum s)rstem for long term maintenance ofperformance goals.

It appears that consistency is assumed to be present in the delivery of the I.P.P.
i

process, and in the superyision and training of staff, yet the amount of ongoing research

being conducted to imprqve programming and staffperformance leads me to question if

supervisors and staff are properly trained lin tb.e first place. Perhaps there is a need to
I

improve training progranjls at the college and university levels, or to examine initial staff

orientation methods.

More informati04 regarding methods lto change inappropriate attitudes toward

persons with mental handicaps would be beneficial. Negative attitudes impact on a variety

of program factors such ~ staff program adherence, public attitudes and community

integration.
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3)MEIHOD

The manual is pr~sentedin seven chapters, the fIrst two elaborate on the notion of
i

consistency and contain background information for those individuals not familiar with the

current literature regardi*g programming land intervention techniques. Chapters Three to

Six elaborate on method$ to optimize consistency in attitu~s,goals, techniques and in the

maintenance of consiste~cyonce it is achieved. Chapter Six is a synthesis ofmany of the

notions and could be usetl by readers who simply want an ovelView of the strategies. The
I

concluding chapter sumQ1arizes the strate~;iesand provides a flowchart for incorporating the
,

strategies into an agency1s I.P.P. process.

The strategies to ~ptimize consistency are comprised of several forms to be

completed by I.P.P. teaIri members and the I.P.P. manager. The forms are designed to

move about with the clie*t and no matter what program the client is attending, the new
i

care-givers are provided jwith thorough information about the primary intervention needs of

that individual so that th~y can easily adapt their techniques to those which have met with

success in the past.

Several sections iIn the manual outJline suggestions for dealing with certain situations

such as how to manage $ I.P.P. meeting or foster attitude changes. These have been
I

developed from some ofithe literature on management psychology, as well as my own
I

ideas. The guidelines fojr the writing ofI"P.P.s and I.T.P.s are based on my own
I

experiences after years of preparing and evaluating these documents. The guidelines stress

methods to minimize inq6nsistency due to vague or ambiguous communication.
i

I find the behavic>ural research has. been helpful in identifying the causes ofpoor
i

treatment adherence, but!recommendations for dealing with problems which result in

inconsistency are limited. I have been involved with several staffperformance training

projects which involved 0I'ganizational behaviour management principles and consider them

useful for teaching staff.i However, there are few practical solutions for groups who
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cannot access behaviour management teams or performance training specialists. In order

to provide the IP.P. man~erwith a summary of strategies to obtain consistency, in

Chapter Six I juxtaposed :the causes of poor treatment adherence with the standard
,

performance training model and designed concrete strategies (detailed in the manual) to
I

facilitate consistency in qVerall I.P.P. process. The intention is that the strategies can either

provides~with meth04s to alleviate the problems before they begin, or aetas a screening
!

device to identify where ~e problems exist and alert them to the need for intervention.

The manual in it'$ complete form is presented in Part B of this projec,t and is

followed by the appendides and bibliography.
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4).BYALUATIO~PRdcEnURE

To evaluate the ~ticipatedeffectiveness ofthe strategies recommended in the

manual the following pr~urewould be used:

a) To evaluate ~ticipate!p effectiveness

Reader survey - The rou$J1 draft of the manual would be given out to approximately 18

individuals cmrentIy wdrking with persons with mental handicaps. These individual

readers would represent across-section ofprofessionals and paraprofessionals with

variances in the number hf years in tins field, amount of training, current role or

responsibility and age r~ge. They would be asked to evaluate the rough draft using a

"Reader Survey Form" ~see next section). Their ideas and criticisms regarding style, ease

of use, general suggestiops for improvement and opinion regarding the topic would be

elicited on this form. Th~ information would then be used to rewrite the manual to make it
I

clearer and more useful.

b) To evaluate actual efffjetiveness

Subjects - Thirty individuals would be selected from a cross-section of vocational,
I

academic and residential IPrograms. The subjects would hold a variety of positions, but the
. .

criteria for selection woJld be that they manage at least one client IP.P. as part of their
I

responsibilities. Each subject would select one student/client which they would use
I

throughout the experime~t.

Pre-test - Client recordsiwould be evaluated by the researcher using the Past-I.P.P.
I

Review Form (Append~F), recommended in Chapter Three of the manual. Data would

be collected regarding the number of times a particular goal has appeared on past I.P.P. s
I

and the number of times !short term objectives and subsequent instruction plans had been

successful.
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Method - The subjects ~ould then be randomly divided into three groups of 10; three or

more from each of the Ptograms listed above. The fIrst group (A) would attend a one-day
,

wor~op onpro~gand consistency, where limited reading material was handed

out The second group (B), would be givlen copies of the manual, extra copies of the
!

forms, and asked to use ~ese for two years. The third group (C) would be the control

group who would be eXl¥Jsed to neither of thle above. Contact would be maintained over

two years through writteh correspondence and telephone reminders.

Mid·Experiment Prohft - After the fIrst year, a researcher would attend an I.P.P.
I ,-

meeting for subjects in glroups A and B, to score how many of the strategies were in use.

At this same time client's fIles from both groups would be examined to determine; if the

subjects were using the ~trategiesand; how they were used.

Post·Test - Following tile two years a post-test would be conducted with the client
I

records from all groups :;md the Past I.P.P. Review form, to determine if there had been an
I

increase in the successf~l attainment ofI"P.P. goals and instructional objectives. Staff

from group B would alsd be asked to complete a Survey form detailing their satisfaction

with the manual, the fonps and recommendations for improvement. Staff from all groups

would complete.a job sa~sfactionform.
I

Evaluation of Results - A successful outcome of tllis experiment would produce the

following results:

- improvement ih attainment of LP.P.s goals in group B, as a result of the
!

management stra~egies to optimize: program consistency

- demonstrate t~t individuals who had attended a workshop did not make as

signifIcant an imProvement in their program management skills as those who had
i

used the manual for two years

- secondary data ]would show that after two years, staff who incorporated

strategies to optitinize consistency in I.P.P.s had greater job satisfaction
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,

5) RESULTS - READER SURVEY:
I

a) Description ofjprocess

b) Survey form

c) Evaluation of Results

d) Discussion

a) Description of proce~s

As outlined in seetion 4, the frrst stage of evaluation of the manual is to receive

feedback from a variety ~f readers on the format and contents. This was completed in

January 1991, and some !comments have been incorporated into the fmal draft ofthis
I

project The readers w~e selected from a. cross-section of school boards and service

agencies in order to hav~ a broad range of backgrounds and experiences. The survey was

designed with input froIIjL one of the project supervisors. The readers were given one

month to read the manu~ and asked to complete the survey form below. Other than the

covering memo, no other information was given.



Beth Bradshaw
24 Reid Drive,
Mississauga, Ont.
15M 2A6

Dear Reader

Let me begin by tjhanking you for helping me to complete this project. Your input

is extremely valuable. ~en reading the manual I am interested in having your comments
I

about the content, clarity and tone. Please complete the reader survey attached to this

letter and, if you like, elaporate on your comments on the back of the form. Even if you

don't read the manual, pl~se complete this form anyway.

Once you have f'ir/ished reading it, please give me a call (858-0779) or return the

manual and survey form to me as soon as possible. I need the form back on or before
!

February 5. Thank-you again for your time.



b) READER SURVEY:

What is your position:.__+- , _

How many years have you "forked with this population? _

Please answer all of the ques~ions as honestly as possible and elaborate at any time.

Use a check-mark beside theiphrase which best describes the way you read the manual:

1. Did you read the manual? I yes , sortof _ no _

2. If "sort of' did you: _,_ skim read

_._ read only a fetN sections

_ read selected Chapters

other:__---'- _

3. Ifyou didn't read it all, o~ only skim read it, why? Tick the box beside the phrase which best

explains why you did not rea!d the whole manual.

_ I was too busy

_ The manual w~s too long

_ The manual was too complicated

_ I'm not intere~ted in this topic

_ I started to rea~ it but lost interest

_ other (please~xplain):---.----------_

i

4. Place a check-mark besi~ the word which best describes your opinion of the manual. (Please

select one descriptor from eafh column.)

excellent

_good

fair

_ poor

_very helpful

_ somewhat helpful

_ not helpful

Other: _

5 a). What Chapter(s) were the most helpful?
• I



5 b). What Chapter(s) were ~le least helpful?

6. With regard to the format ~f the manual, it was: (please select one from each column)

excellent

_good

fair

_ poor

_very clear

somewhat clear

difficult to follow

Other: _

7. What information needs t9 be elaborated on? _

8. What information was missing that you feel is pertinent to the topic?

9. What, if anything, was n~t needed?

10. Which of the strategies ~o you feel you would likely use?

11. Do you like the title? yes, _
I

no _

Ifnot, what other title would! you use? _

12. What are the main critici~ms you would make about the manual? Please specify.

13. What other comments wquld you like to make about the manual or this topic?

I

14. Would you agree that inc9nsistency is a major contributor to program failure?
<

Yes No __ If ~ot, what is?
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c) Results of Survey
I

Ofthe 18 survey forms given out, 16 were returned. Within the group the average

number ofyears working with this population was 8.9. Respondents were from different

organizations; school bo~ds and/or service agencies as indicated with the following codes:

*= community service atency A

+ =community service a~ency B

@ = school board A

C=school board B

t = school board C

The range ofoccupations of respondents were as follows:

Program managers - 1*

Principal - 1 @

SPecial Education teachers - 2 Ct

College Professor (in thi~ field) - 1

Residential Counsellorsl- 3 *+

Vocational Instructor - 1 :*
Teaching Assistants - 3 i:;: t

Department Director - 3 @*

Persons not in field - 1

Of the 16 who re~ponded, seven r~.ad it completely while the remainder either read

only selected Chapters Ipr skim read it. The main reason given by six of the respondents

for not reading it compl¢tely was that they were too busy. The overall opinion of the
I

manual was: six people relt it was "excellent", while eight felt it was "good". Ten

individuals foUnd it very! helpful while fOUf found it somewhat helpful. Two people did
I

not respond to this ques~on. Chapters 3, 4d, and 5 were the most helpful. Chapters Four
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a,b,c and 6 were conside~ed the least helpful. With regard to the format of the manual, 12

readers found it very cl~, with no one stating that it was difficult to follow. Four readers
I

did not answer this question.

Comments regarding the content of the manual were as follows:

- Seven people responde!d to question #7 which asked what sections of the manual needed

to be elaborated on. There was no consensus among their comments. One person felt the

manual should elaboratei:m more case studies and references to practical problems in the
I

field. Another suggested more discussion should! be given to the rights of disabled people,

and parents' involvemen~ in the process. One person wanted elaboration on the "Progress

Postcard" strategy and anpther felt the theme ofconsistency should have been referred to

more often throughout the manual. Lastly, a residential counsellor felt that more emphasis

on consistency ofatti4Id~s should be emphasized throughout the manual.

- Four persons made comments for question #8 which asked what information was
I

missing. One felt more attention should be given to the variables which lead to
I
I

inconsistency, such as "~-loadand timf: restraints". Two others stated that the manual

should discuss alternatives to programming, stating that not all clients need a structured

program and perhaps my:values base or OIientation was inappropriate. One person

suggested a back-up videb be made to go along with the manual as part of a staff training

package.
I

- Question #9 asked wha~ information was: unnecessary or not needed. Only five people
I

responded to this questio;n and again, there was no consensus in their comments. One

person felt the informatiqn on fostering attitude change was unnecessary. Another felt it

was not necessary to eIaq6rate on Gentle Teaching..One respondent did not feel it was

necessary to elaborate on how to write LP.P.s and LT.P.s, stating it was review for
I

persons in this field. On~ person felt there: had been too much definition and repeated
I

analysis of terminology. ,Another suggestloo that the manual was overly personal.

- Question # 10 asked wHich of the strategjes would they be most likely to use. Fourteen

people responded to this ~uestion. Three people said they would use all the strategies.
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I

Four people specified th~ Pre-I.P.P. form" Two felt they would use the I.T.P. format

recommended and three ~tated they would use the Standard Teaching Procedure outlined in

Chapter Five. One persop said they would use the communication suggestions made in

Chapter Six while another made a supportive (agreement) comment regarding the topic in

general.

- Eleven readers liked th~ title, while four did not. One person suggested: "Consistency; to
I

be or not to be" and ano~er suggested that the main title should focus on implementation of

I.P.P.s. One person did qot respond to this question.

- Question #12 asked the ~eader to specify their main criticisms of the manual. Three

people commented that me range of the topic was too large, feeling it needed to be
I

consolidated and synthesp;ed. Several people felt there was too much research analysis.
I

Four people gave detail~ comments and made remarks on specific sections of the manual
I

(which I have incorporat~ into the fmal draft). Another person felt there was too much
I

repetition. One person (V(ho only skim read the draft) repeated their criticism that the

manual should give a "mvre vigorous consideration ofvalues; less presumption that
I

programming is a virtue ~d an end in itself. This is a dangerous concept in the wrong

hands!"

- When asked for generaJI comments, all re.aders responded. Four stated that the subject
I ,

matter was very importarh. The overall consensus was favourable, most stated that they
I

enjoyed it, "liked the chatty style", felt it was "not overly academic and full ofjargon",
I

I

feeling it was very readaqle and clear. Onle respondent said that the recommended system

was very simple and praqtical, agreeing that the field is prone to "reinventing the wheel".

Once again there was a qiticism (from the same individual mentioned in the previous point)

that the "value base" of the manual, as stated in the opening text presented a serious
I

problem.

- When asked if they wo¥d agree that inconsistency is a major contributor to program

failure one person did not complete this question. Fifteen said yes, with no one

disagreeing.
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d) Discussion

,

The feedback frOlp the reader surv,ey was generally favourable. Most persons who
!

read it were in agreement!that the topic was significant and had a substantial effect on the

management of I.P.P.s. The majority of the comments from staff in subordinate positions

tended to be positive and!reflected their need for concrete input on how to write I.P.P.s and
,

IT.P.s. Comments fro~ readers in a senior or managerial position were more critical
,

regarding specific philosJPhical and technical points. I suspect that the positive comments
I

regarding topics such as dommunication strategies and changing attitudes were a result of
!

the learning interests of~e respondent. Readers with. strong biases towards Social Role

Valorization (S.R.V.) primciples tended to repeat their criticisms regarding the lack of
!

consideration for the "val6ing" of persons with mental handicaps throughout the manual,
I

making little or no comrnients on other aspects of the manual such as format or strategies.
!

Several specific comments regarding the Siet up, amount and placement ofbackground
I

literature was extremely helpful in the preparation of the fmal draft.
!

As a result of the reedback from the reader survey changes were made to the

chapters on background i~formationand maintenance. Discussions regarding current

philosophical attitudes and approaches to programming were grouped into a general

information chapter (Ch~bter Two) thus aHovlTing persons familiar with topics such as
! .

history, S.R.V. and Behajviourism to skip over it. The section pertaining to terminology is

now placed after the Pre(ace for several reasons. One reason is to immediately acquaint
,

readers (novices and others) with the terms used in the manual, and secondly, in response
I

to the comments on the rkder survey, to make the'manual clearer--Iess bogged down in
- I

definitions and terminoldgy. This placement also assists readers who are preoccupied with
I •

a different "value base" to determine whether or not the manual supports their philosophical
I

approach, which may lead them to decide to discontinue reading further.
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Infonuation regar)ding methods to foster attitude changes was grouped with

information on how to b~gin the I.P.P. proces.s ("Getting Started"). The chapter on
!

maintenance was simplifi~and the suggested! strategies made easier to find and follow by

taking out most of the description of supporting literature. Much of this background theory

was placed in section twol ofPart A Should the manual be published in the future, Part A
,

would be made available lseparately, for those readers who want more thorough

background research inf<tmation.
!

Although the sug~estion of presenting the strategies in the form of a video package

is a good one, it is questi~nable if this would be an effective training tool, since, as the

research shows, lecture tyPe staff training does not develop staff skills as well as one-to

one teaching sessions wi~ supervisory foJl1ow-up. Instead, I would recommend one day

workshops for supervisots, in which the manual would be used as the training format. It
I

would review ~e strateg*s, demonstrate the correct use of the fonus and help participants

to identify target areas o~need in their individual I.P.P. inanagement process. The
!

expectation would then~ for the su~sors to return to their own facility to put the
!

strategies into place with ~eir staff.

6) Conclusions

Upon completionl of ~his project, the need for further attention to the notion of
,

I.P.P. consistency has be(:ome strongly apparent. It is evident from the related research
i

and from the results of tHe reader survey, 1that the need for consistency in program
I

management exists and i~ a recognized wc;:akness in many situations. Without following

through with the proposeb method ofevaluation, it is difficult to detennine if the strategies
,

put forward in the manual would indeed alleviate some of these problems.
I
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As services for ~rsonswith mental handicaps have expanded, the problems in
,

delivery of programs ha~e grown as well. Simultaneously, issues pertaining to

philosophical a.pproachaF to interfere with the development ofeffective intervention

techniques such as behaviour managemen1t and staff performance training. As a result of

writing this manual, it h¥ become apparent that the S.R.V. movement can no longer be

looked upon as merely a rnnge group, since whole organizations are currently adopting

100% of the S.R.V. prin4iples and choosing not to expose their client's to programming of
I

any sort, as it is considerfrd non-valueing. I can only conclude that this approach will not

lead to improved delivery of services, or attainment of skills by the clients, but rather, a
,

further division between ~rvice providers. Although efforts were made to detach the

information presented in lthis manual from philosophical arguments, it was not always

possible, given topics sudh as consistency in attitude, (behaviour management) techniques

and terminology.
I

Inconsistency is l[kely a problem in a variety of professions such as law, politics,

. manufacturing and com~erce. The social service industry is relatively new (basically only
I

100 years old) and contirluing to develop its focus and structure. As organizational

processes evolve there are likely to be shifts in management techniques from highly

structured to that which i~ more casual or lxlectic. However I doubt it will never become

as standardized as the manufacturing sector. As stated in the manual, this is due to the
I

nature of this field, where the social service mandate is that ofassisting people to improve
I

their lives. Attempts have been made in this manual to find a balance between the need for
I

improved organizational iProcesses and the sensitive nature of dealing with individual
!

human needs and differep.ces.
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PREFACE

I

Many things happenied while I was writing this manual. I traveled through Europe for nine

months, helped deliver my fIiend's baby, and a war started in the Persian Gulf. Great events, horrible

events. Unfortunately it is th~ horrible events which have the mostimpact on us. I cannot help but make

I

a personal connection with thiis war in my rationale for this project. During the first few days of the war, I
I

noticed feeling disappointment and discouragement. I felit a sense of failure as a member of the human
I

race; the Cold War had finall~ended and the Berlin Wall was down. We had come a great distance as a

species to be better, to overc9me our differences, to be a more civilized race. Two steps forward, one step

back. This new war told us a# we had not really ('-Ome that far at all. My sigh ofdisappointment seemed
I

I

to be felt collectively, almost laround the world; the feeling was evident in interviews I saw on the
I

television, in the peace march~s I attended, in the newspaper editorials I read, and in my colleagues and

friends.

This disappointmentl reminds me of my feelings regarding the treatment and management ofpeople
i

with handicaps. How much Wugress have we made? In the second halfof this century the institutions were

shut-down. People with handicaps were allowed into the education system., they were given nice homes
I

and recreational programs. But, has society really made a profound difference to the lives of these people, or
I

is it just "window dressing"? !The same sigh ofdisappointment I described above, is there in my

I

professional colleagues and tile families I meet. The disappointment is there when I visit a school
!

playground where a child sitslalone in a wheelchair, watching others, but no one ever speaks to that child

,

because they don't know howito use the picture board on his or her lap tray. With all our legislation,

technology and pedagogy, hate we really made any difference in their lives? Two steps forwanl, one step
I

back.

Since 1976 I have worked in southern OntaJrio with individuals who have mental handicaps and
I

who range in age from 6 montm to 72 years old. In allmost all cases they are dually-diagnosed; that is, as

having one (or several) other flisorders. These indude behavioural, communication, visual, motor,
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intellectual, and auditory implrirments, as well as medical problems such as epileptic seizures. I first
!

I

worked with this population ill a recreation capacity as the co-ordinator of integrated summer programs,
I

then as the training co-ordina~br for a communication augmentative service at a "crippled" children's center
,

in Toronto. I later became a Ispecial education teacher (behaviour and Total Communication) worldng

!

with multi-handicapped childfen. Eight years ago I went on to full-time, :free-lance consulting,

specializing in non-speech cormunication and programming with various service agencies. In my role as

a consultant it is my responsi*ility to evaluate my client's programming needs, to make recommendations
I

to the Individual Program PI$mng (I.P.P.) committees and to design programs to achieve what I have

determined to be the appropri~te learning goals. I observe and evaluate my clients in their family homes,
I
:

group homes, institutions, cla{;Sfooms, workshops, nUJrSing homes, and hospitals. I meet with their

teachers, parents, counsellors,i doctors, therapists, and anyone who comes in regular contact with them. I
!

work on several mult- discipl~ treatment teams with behaviour, physio, occupational, speech and

psycho-therapists and have~ommendedarid designed coUntless I.P.P.s along the way.

My reason for ente4g this field in the first place was because I believed (like most ofus in the

field) that I could make an in$-ovement in the lives ofpeople with handicaps. For the most part, when I

was teaching, I did achieve thlt goal, but it was a temporary triumph. To be truly effective as an educator

or practitioner, one must try t~ ensure that the changes brought about in our clients' (or students') lives are

inaintained over time and settings. That is tb.e true test ofour effectiveness.
I

This manual deals with a very wide range of infonnation and ideas. Without my practical
I

• i

experiences in the areas described above, I would never have been able to see the system from so many
!

perspectives nor see the need to develop strategies for consistency. It is my intention to share my ideas
I

with people who, like myself,iwork in this unique profession with it's own unique problems. We are

confronted daily with the herdics of medicine and the ignorance of society. How can any of us say we are
!

not changed by the experiencJs we have while working with a person who has a mental or physical

handicap? Out ofmy experiebces, triumphs and disappointments, I have written this manual to try to
I

continue to take steps forwardl.
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TERMlNOLOGY:

a) THE PEOPLE!

b) THE CONCEfrS
I

c) GENERAL TERMS

I

Ineffective comniunication is one of the main causes of inconsistency in

programming (see Chap~r Six). The marmal is written in a style intended to be "user

friendly", free ofexcessive professional j:argon or terminology. In order to ensure that the
!

terms in this manual are *nderstood by all? I will elaborate on their meaning and the way in

which I have used them. :

Unfortunately, thb issue of labels is inescapable in dealing with this subject; as a
I
, .

result, I have spent more ~me on it than I would have liked. A great deal of linguistic

"tap-dancing" has gone ~n regarding labeling of individuals who have special needs.
,

Terms such as deaf, M.RJ (mentally retarded), developmentally delayed and physically
!

challenged, have gone by the wayside. Some people cringe when they hear a term such as
!

retarded, mute or handi~ppedand are quick to correct those who seem to be less

benevolent Their concern is that stereotypes associated with those terms will distort our

perception of the individ~;we will see the stereotype, not the true individual. As a result

of this thinking, the curr$t trend is to avoid the adjective as the noun---it is now more
I
,

socially (or politically) ~ect to say "persons with mental handicaps" or "persons with

developmental disabilitids" as opposed to "the mentally handicapped" or "the disabl~d" .

As a realist, I reebgnize that a label (good, bad, stereotypical or not) is still a label,
!

no matter how polite we~ to be. Stereotypes exist in the attitudes of the uninformed,

regardless of what termi40logy is chosen. So rather than beat around the bush for the sake

of being polite, I have u~d the term "metltally handicapped". I Certainly hope that
I'

readers will be more contemed with the content of what I have said than with the

terminology used. My Jpologies to anyone who may be offended.
!
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a) The People

1. clients

Although the tenr is rather sterile, I have chosen to refer to the persons discussed

in this manual who havelmental handicaps, as "clients". This includes students, patients,
I
,

residents, or children. I~ of it as a non-slti.gmatizing, generic term which does not
I

reveal where the individl!lallives, their agle, status or health condition. (Much Jlike Ms. as
I

opposed to Mrs. or Miss).
I

I have chosen td deal specifically willi persons with mental handicaps (any age)

who may also be mUltih~dicapped; from. time t~ time I refer to some individuals who use

assistive devices. l~y pf my clients have dual, or triple-handicaps e.g. mentally

handicapped plus hearini impaired with Clerebral palsy, or mentally handicapped with
I

vision impairment and a4tistic tendencies. At times it is difficult to differentiate those with
,

severe behaviour disorders from those with purely psychiatric problems. For the purpose

of this manual I will be e~cluding individuals with "normal" intelligence, who suffer from a

confirmed psychiatric diJorder. Although much of the information in this manual is geared
I

towards persons with mehtal handicaps, it may be generalized to persons with only
I •
,

physical or emotional h~dicaps. However, the reader should keep in mind that because
I

ofadditional philosophic!aI issues, the manual was written specifically for those individuals
I .

with mental handicaps. The various handicaps discussed in this manual as well as the
,

I

.individuals who work wi1th them are as folliows:

I

2. persons with mental ~andicaps - haviing a developmental deficit in cognitive

abilities, thus affecling thbr overall social, academic and vocational aptitude.
,

3. behaviour disorder -lincludes one of many possible deviant behaviours: self

stimulation, obsessive bdJiaviours, self-injurious behaviours, aggression and autism.
I
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I

4. persons with physical handicaps - Persons having a motor impairment which
. I'

affects their movements ~d possibly theil' ability to walk, so that they may need assistive
,

devices such as a wheelchair.
I

I

5. multihandicapped - :Persons who have two or more of the above disorders i.e., they
I

will have a mentallttandidap and use a wheekhair and are also blind, or they will be
I
I

mentally handicapped, b~t also have a behaviour disorder and have a hearing loss.

6. staff - (sometimes refFed to in this manual as subordinates or employees), the

workers who work on thJ front lines with persons who have mental handicaps: teachers,
!

teaching assistants, counSellors, instructors.
I
,
I

I

7. manager - (sometim~s called supervisor), the person who oversees the

co-ordination of Progranis and the staff who carry out the individual program plans.

This can include school ~rincipals,group horne supervisors or workshop managers.

I

8. I.P.P. manager - Thel staff person who has the major responsibility for the actual

LP.P. form and has been assigned to co-ordinate all the pertinent details (and individuals)
I

involved with the I.P.P.. I This person may be the social worker, case manager, primary

worker, or teacher.

9. primary worker/coupsellor - the person who has the most contact with the client

at either the vocational, abademic or residential Program. They are responsible for
I .

designing and caIDjing out the instructional programs, taken from the LP.P.. This person
I

could be the teacher, gro~p home counsellor, vocational instructor, day-care teacher or
I
,

parent.

10. key team members ~ Since the client usually attends more than one Program,

(academic and residential~or vocational and residential) there is\usually one primary
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I

worker for each setting. JAs a result several people are responsible for instructional
I

programming and theyn~ to coordinate their efforts. The key team. members are the

individuals with the high~st level of contact or responsibility in the client's life (this can
I

include the parents, the teacher, the group home supervisor and/or counsellor, workshop
I )

instructor, social worke~, therapist, or principal).
!

b) The Concepts

Individual Program PI,nning

Every year ofthek life, each student who has been designated "Exceptional" in an
!

Ontario school, has their ~se brought to a meeting of an Individual Placement and Review
I
I

Committee (I.P.R.C.) co~prised of the school administrators, teachers (in some cases),

parents and special eduJtion coordinators from the school board (Ministry of Education,
I

Bill 82). This group deci~s what classroom (or special education program) the student·
,

will attend From this m+ting the teacher is to develop an individual education/teaching
,

plan (I.E.P. or I.T.P.). Iflthe person has graduated or is in a residential or vocational

program they have an I.~.P., (Ministry of Community and Social Services guidelines,
I

1983). (For a sample of 1m I.P.P. form, se:e Appendix A). In both instances a plan is to
I

!

be developed with input tom all the pertinent people in the handicapped person's lif~. This
I

group decides what inst:n.ictional areas are priorities and what they will work on in the
I
I

upcoming year whether it be academics, behaviour, communication, gross-motor, or
!

combinations of these. 1jhe parents (if the:y rore involved), participate in the I.P.P. and
I

I.P.R.C. meetings and th~ agency which has primary responsibility for the client (school
I

I

or service agency) co-or9inates the meeting., The flowchart in Appendixl, explains the

typical process involved ~n today's I.P.P. management.
I
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Consistency

By consistent, I 9tean·uniform, standardized, harmonious. With reference to the
I

I.P.P. it means that everybne is performing as many of the program techniques as possible
I

in the same way, having fpe same information, working towards the same objective and
I

being accountable to the ~me I.P.P. team for their actions.

It is understanda~lethat total consistency is an almost impossible goal to achieve
!

because each human beirfg is different. That's what makes us all so wonderful...our
,

individuality. But if the f0rkers at the Toyo1l:a or Chrysler plants decided to improvise

with their own ideas and Imethods on the job, we might be in serious trouble on our roads.
I

In the social service fiel~ our raw material is a human being, and the desired end product is

an independent person; ~ne who has developed to his or her maximum level ofpotential. I

am by no means suggestirg that we lose sight of the humanness of what we do by

becoming a production-liPe service provider. Nor am I advocating that primary workers
!

forfeit all their programrrting creativity. ~lhat I am suggesting is that wherever possible,

we bring unity to the dai1~ procedures related to the management of the IP.P. and
I
I

standardize the techniqu~s used as a result of the objectives selected by the I.P.P. team.

Adherence

This term is used ;frequently in the health care literature regarding patients or staff

compli.aD.ce with the doctPr's prescribed treatment plans. For example, do patients exercise
,

I

as often, in the manner pr~scribedby the doctor? Do staff deal with a particular patient in
I

the manner recommende4 by the doctor?
i

I have generalizeef this term to the jfield of Special Education as it deals with issues

common to consistency. IFor example, do staff carry-out the client's exercise program as
I

prescribed by the physio*erapist? Does the supervisor train their staff on the appropriate

method for communicatiItg with non-verb~tlclients?
I
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Programming

People are often ~onfusedby the word "program". We watch programs on T.V.,

we take our children to S~turdaYmorning programs at the centre and we write programs on
I

the computer. In the fie* of the mentally handicapped, we have our own areas of

confusion. Our clients atltend a Program and we then design an Individual Program Plan
I

and then we carry out thd individual teaching plan. Or we might say we are meeting with
I
I

the day-program to disc~ss the Indiviidual Program Plan and the person who will write up
I

the intervention progra~. (How's that for professional double-talk?) It needn't be
I

confusing. The main fodus of this manual is on the process involved with the I.P.P. and

the coordination of the ~rviceproviders who are responsible to that client. I will also deal

with the implementation ~lan or individual teaching plan and how it should be designed to

develop consistency in ~e LP.P. process.

For the purposef of this manual, the various types of "programs" can be

differentiated as follows: i
,

I
I

Individual Program P14n; I.P.P. - (See Appendix A)

The document ,(~s determined at an LP.P. meeting) which outlines the client's
I

needs, long term goals add short term obje..ctives for the next year (or two).
I

small "p" program- (Sr Appendix B)
I

When a lower caf "p" is used I am referring to the actual step-by-step outline of
I

how staff are to implemeht the short term objectives set out at the LP.P. meeting. It might
I

also be referred to as an ihdividual teaching plan (LT.P.), implementation plan, action 
I

plan, "How-to" or beha~ourprogram (see Chapter Five). It is expected that all staff who
I

work with the client on tI1at goal/objective are to adhere to this plan and perform the activity
I

in a consistent or uniforn} manner.
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BIG "P" PROGRAM •
i

When a capital .,*., is used in the text, it refers to a service (usually government or

community funded) pro~ded for a group with specific nee4s, which utilizes social service

staff to work with clientsf It can refer to a recreation Program, a home- finding Program or

birth-counsellingPro~ and in this field, it refers to vocational, residential or academic

Programs.

Long Term Goals (L.T.!G.s)

L.T.G.s are the g~neral goals which the LP.P. team selects for the client for the

next 1-2 years. They are Ibroad in nature aLnd encompass a range ofdomains such as life-
!

skills, vocational activiti~s or communication. Examples include: Gail will live man

apartment in the city by ~erself. Carl will become more mobile. Glen will play with other

children.

I

Short Term Objectives I(S.T.O.s)

S.T.O.s are only ~-8 months in duration, are very specific and encompass only one
,
,

domain. They are meas~rable"andwork towards the attainment of the L.T.G.s stated in

the I.P.P. meeting. ~ples which would reflect the L.T.G.s stated above would be:

Gail will cook all her mdus. Carl wiU use his electric wheelchair without assistance when
I

going on outings to the niall. Glen will reduoe his rocking behaviour from 40 minutes per
I,

hour to 15 minutes per h~ur by playing with a ball.

c) General Terms

Service Agency - the p~blic service organization which co-ordinates the services for
I

the persons with mental Ikndicaps, such a.s school boards, community associations, and
I

regional service networIcl
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Suprastructure Level- II have used the term suprastructure level throughout this manual
!

to describe the organizatibnal structure which manages the people and processes dealing
I

directly with the client. I~ is above the prim.aPj level and it would differ from agency to
I
I

agency, situation to situa~on. It is fundamentally a managerial bureaucracy and. it mayor
I

may not have a formal definition.

Primary Level- The prirfary level is the orgamizationallayer where the "front-line" staff

oPerate. This is where th~ "hands-on" work is done with the client and the actual day to
,

day activities and teachin~programs are carried out.
I

i

i

Technique - Refers to ilie instructional pJrOCf'.-dure used to teach a skill. It usually
I
I

involves a list of specific ~teps to follow according to the learning style of the student. For
I

example, when teaching dhildren how to print, teachers will often begin with teaching the
I

I

students how to draw circ[es and sticks (lines), and then they have the students trace the
I

letter in the air. Next the~ will break-down the letter into a series of lines and circles, while
I

pointing out where the li$s connect and where a circle may close or stay open.
I
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!

CHAPTER ONE - BAqKGROUND

a) INTRODUCTION:
!

(i) Why do we n~d to be consistent?

(ii) Who would u~ this Manual?

A few years ago I!visited a workshop for the mentally handicapped I noticed a

young man who turned out to be a former student of mine, whom I had taught for four

years. I had helped him t1 progress from a non-verbal behaviour problem to a relatively
,

independent young man tith an expressivle sign-language vocabulary of over 700 words
i .

and a grade 3 reading lev~1. I remember watcJ~ing him walk down the hall the day he
!
I

graduated from (secondatY) school wondering if anyone would ever talk to, and get to
,

!

know, this very dynamic ~oung man. I remember questioning myself as to whether I had

taught him the right things. When I saw him in the workshop, I experienced what every
!
I

teacher must feel when, ~ears later, they see one of their prize students suffering from the

hardships of the real world. My student no longer spoke full sentences with his hands,
I

instead he used peeps and unintelligible sounds (which I had spent countless hours
! ,

extinguishing) and only ~egan to sign in Oine word sentences once I physically prompted
i

him to do so. The staff ,ho now supervised him remarked to me that they didn't know he

knew sign language and Jsked what he had said. People did not talk to him in any
! •

i

manner- sign or speech~To them he was a non-verbal worker on the production line and
I

didn't create too many prpblems, so he was basically left alone. They didn't know how

truly capable he was and ~hat a rich personality he had Was I a failure? Had I spent five

years doing the wrong thing? What went 'wrong?

55
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This type ofenco~nteris not an isolated experience, for it has happened to me and
I

my colleagues many tim~s. After this mee,ting I understood why the psychologists,
i .

consultants, older teacher~ and therapists used to look at me in quiet amusement when I
I
I

bubbled at planning mee*ngs that we couJld teach Johnny to do thus and so. "That's all
I

very well and good," the~'d say apathetically ..."but what about when he graduates? Or
I
i

when you leave?" In all t1ny youthful exuberance and naivete, I never imagined that the
i
I

key to working with the hl3ndicapped lay not only in the accomplishments we make in
i

i

programming but in the ability of the system to maintain what we have achieved. Ifwe are
i

to be truly successful in the field of Special Education, we must ensure that the countless
i

hours of instruction are Jot all wasted each time the client's environment is somehow
i

changed. Therefore cons~stency in the IP.P. process becomes a precondition for
i

achieving this maintenanf.
I

In my view, servife providers need to give more attention to past LP.P.s and

evaluate the effectivenes~of their provision of services on a regular basis. A system does

not currently exist which ~ttempts to ensure that the skills and the needs of a person with a

mental handicap are carri~over from one setting to another, from one staff person to

another. I rarely encoun1ier teachers or counsellors who accept a new client into their
I

program and look at wha~ they need to replicate from the individual's previous program.
I

Instead, they try to "reinvbnt the wheel" and start all over again with what they deem a
i
I .

priority. In some instan~swhere a client Ihas never been outside of the protection of their
i

parents' home, or they w~re living in an institution where very little programming went on,
i

it is necessary to start fr01n scratch. However the majority of persons with mental
i

handicaps who enter a neil\' Program, have more than likely been in either an academic or

residential Program somewhere and normally have a rich history of intervention.
I

I have written this manual to enable the people who are involved in Individual
i

Program Planning (I.P.PI) to become more effective in their management of this

procedure. This is accoJplished by formalizing the I.~.P. meeting, improving the way the
I

I.P.P. is written up, folloWing specific criteria for writing I.T.P.'s and defining the role of
I

staff. The overall goal is lo optimize program consistency among the service providers, in
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I

their attitude, consistencyIin the goals se4 the techniques they use and in their maintenance

procedures. I suggest that inconsistency has led to poor program.- ming or program failure

in the past and through inil'roved system management and communication, consistency and
! '

!

effective programming~ be achieved. The strategies are also designed to move about

with the client and no ~erwhere they are, the new caregivers are provided with
I

thorough information abopt the primary intervention needs of that individual so that they
I

can easily adapt their stra~gies to that whilch has met with success in the past.

(i) Why do we need to br consistent?
I

Everyone in toda~'s busy world would agree that there is already enough

paperwork circulating in ~ch office or business. However, the I.P.P. has a valuable

function when it comes tol record keeping, accountability of staff to their client and
I

I

organization of servicep~s. It is no longer acceptable to tell parents that their child is
i

being cared for as in the fYs of the custodial institutions. The teachers and primary

caregivers must document what they want to do with the client and provide a written plan
I

for carrying out these idealS as well as justification for selecting the particular approach

chosen. However, this is hot to say that simply because we have a document that commits
!

us to what we will be doi!1.g, that it will nec.-essarily be done, or done consistently.
I

According to Maslowl, people are motivated to do th~ir jobs for different reasons:
I

safety, physiological, soc~al, ego, self-fulfilling ( Connelan, 1987, p. 43). Most people
I

would like to think that th~y are doing a good job, that they 'know how to do their job and
i ,

they are inherently good. IFor the most part, they hold the same opinion of their colleagues.

But being competent and Jrvanting to do a good job does not necessarily mean that a good
I

job gets done. Whatever ~e reason, they all need some way ofconfirming that their

efforts have somehow made a difference or contributed to a better world The opportunity
!

to stand back and say "I'm responsible for doing that!" does not always present itself in the
I

I

field of special education. I The road to success is a long, hard one, with many

uncontrollable obstacles like: health/medical problems (with our clients), funding
!
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,

restrictions, staffmg sho$.ges and policy interferences which stand in the way.
i

People who wor~with the mentally handicapped are often admired by others--

"You must have a lot of ~atience","You must find your work very rewarding--I could

never do what you do". bnce we manage: to remove the halo and wings we are left with
i

the reality that our client~are very demanding and, no--we don't have a lot ofpatience and

in fact some days are ex~emelyfrustrating. As teachers, administrators, counsellors, case

managers and consultant$ we are expected to: be able to work with the client and bring
I

about changes in their bePaviour (whether it be cognitive, motor, life-skills etc.), we are

expected to be an orga.ni.ier of the environment in which we work, a diplomat with parents,
i

other agencies and our 1lleagues, a team member within the organization for which we

work and a constant sourfe ofknowledge and skills to do an even better job. Add to this

the fact that we also havd a non-professipIlalllife to live as well. It isn't any wonder that we
i

need to have a lot ofpati¢nce, just to overcome the expectations placed upon us and the
I

I

obstacles we encounter. '
I

I

who achieves their instrubtional goals; more quickly, more often. The social service

.system then works better~ the people feel better about their job, they know what is expected
I

of them, there is less tim~ wasted and the amount ofprogress made with the client
i

increases. This idea is u~held by the research done in the field of institutional staff
i

training, using facility-wide program devf~lopment. It has shown that positive changes in
i
I

client behaviour and staf~performance can be brought about through highly specified

proCedures, training, evaiuation and feedback (Flanagan, Cray & Meter 1983; Burgio, et

al., 1983; Meichenbaum ~ Turk 1987; Browder 1987; Gardner & Chapman 1985).
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(iii) Who would use thisl manual?
i

This manual is in~nded for any professional or paraprofessional who works in a

social or educational (spe~al education) system where I.P.P.s are used. This includes:
i

principals, special educatlon teachers, social workers, workshop or group home
i

counsellors, therapists, n~ses, (or related health care professionals). It would also be of
i

benefit to parents of chilqren with mental handicaps who are new to the I.P.P. (or I.E.P.)
I

process or those who are familiar with the process and wish to improve goal setting and

strategies for their child. IThe user of the manual need not be a programming specialist.
i

From time to tin¥ the reader will find my use of a term or the explanation ofa

procedure does not match Ithe one which they are familiar with in the organization for
i

which they work. I have made every effort to make this manual as generic as possible, for

use in school boards, ass~iations for community living and institutions. Every effort has

been made to refer to situbons which are common to most organizations, but this is not
i

always possible given va1ancesin organizational policies and procedures. (For example,
I

some school boards refer ~o students with -physical handicaps as developmentally delayed.)
I

I encourage the reader to refer to the preceding terminology section when such instances

occur.



CHAPTER ONE -BAC~GROUND
I

. b) CONSISTENCY:
,

(i) Where should ,~e be consistent?
Major themes:

! - attitude
i-goals

- technique
- maintenance

(ii) Why aren't wJ consistent?

(iii) Summary of aauses of inconsistency
I

(i) Where should we be ~onsistent?
I

In my opinion, inlorder to teach a person with a mental handicap to be as
i

independent as possible, te social service system andit's employees, need to be consistent

in as many areas as possiijle. Specifically in:

... the attitude of the staff:! towards the client, program, other team members

... the techniques of the p~ogram.
I

- the communication and information sharing between team members and agencies
!

... choosing and writing g~alS in I.P.P.s

- follow-up and mainten~nceprocedures
I
,

I

There are two dif~erent levels in programming which are affected by these factors.
I

The primary level, where ~e actual front line workers carry out the particulars of the

program and the suprastnkture level, which oversees the appropriate functioning of the

first.

60
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I
I

1) PR1MARY LEVEL: • ~dherence to Goals and techniques (Called
i

. I

program adherence)
i .

i

a) i-do staff carry C)ut the individual

instruction plan~l

b) • do staff carry out the instruction

plan in the same way as others,

according to the Iprescribed method?

2) SUPRASTRUCTURE ~EVEL:. Is ther,e a system to maintain the

above program success and the I.P.P.

process un geillerial?

Major Themes:

I have chosen to ~ddressconsistency in four specific areas: attitude, goals,

techniques and maintenance and the ways in which they impact on the primary and

suprastructure levels.

- attitude:

One of my favorit~ sayings which I remember hearing on the old "Mary -Tyler
I
I

Moore Show", from the 170's, was; "You don't have to be a chicken to recognize an
i

egg". How true this is. Everyone views feality from a different perspective based
i

on theiro~ history, nefs, interests etc.; but we are all dealing with, and perceive in

common ways, one reali~y. In the field of menta:!. retardation, there are differing

philosophies regarding hbw this Population should be educated and provided with
I

residential services. I hare encountered a variety of attitudes and methods practised on this
i

population. I have met people who feel they :are "on a mission" and if we love the client
I

enough, perhaps the cli~twill stop beating up the other clients. Many parents' attitudes
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i

towards their sons and dajughters stem from their intense feelings of guilt, or stress from

having a child who requnles additional attention. Some older staff I encounter have
I

difficulty being finn withl the clients and are reluctant to carry out behaviour programs,

preferring to simply makt the client's day-to-day routine as non-stressfui as possible by

doing chores or tasks for !them, rather than teaching the client to do these for themselves.

What is important i~ that everyone on the team be aware of the attitude of the others
I

and efforts be made to tdnsform the attitudes of pity into ones which foster growth on
I

behalfof the client. As ~olfWolfensberger(the "Guru" of normalization) said, the
. I

sooner we start thinking ~f the person with the mental handicap as a "normal" person, the
I

.sooner they will begin to ~ehave that way. This is more productive and furthers the

learning process. Ifwe tIimk the client needs to be cared for and made comfortable, they
!

will be forever dependent upon others and not learn to be. responsible for themselves (as
i .

much as possible). Our~ttitudes are formed by our expectations and if we don't expect
I
I

much, then that's exactly ~hat we get! Ifpeople cannot agree on the above, at least they
I

should be consistent in ~eir ability to accept differences in attitude--"we agree to

disagree". Consistency i* attitudes will be discussed further in the next section of this

chapter.

- goals:

Just as it is imJ>OIiant to have a consistent attitude regarding the client, it is
i

important to have consistbnt goals. As a t~.am of people working with an individual, it is a
I

waste of time to be goingl in five different directions, especially with persons who have
I

mental handicaps who require repeated, consistent input and opportunities to practise a
!

skill, in order for it to be 1earned.

Another aspect o~programming which presents itself in my dealings with clients

and their caregivers are, ibproperly prioritized programs. These would be programs which
I

try to teach the client a sJ411 which they wiJl1likely never have any need for (like learning
I

how to make tea when th~y have no hand or arm control), or programs which have been a
,

major source of frustration and failure in past programming. All too often the
I
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primary worker feels thet know what is best for this client and they set about changing the

routines and programs b~sed on their own biases and experiences with little or no regard
I

for what was accomplishM in the past. As a result, clients are subjected to a myriad of
i

individual programming ~oughouttheir lifetime where staff attempt to teach them skills
I

based on what they see a~ important, using a variety of strategies, with only minimal
I

. success. The selection mtd clarification of goals is di~ussedin detail in Chapter Four.

Case Illustration i ..

Frank is in his mid-5([)'s, has a mentallhandicap, lives in a group home, exhibits
some deviant (but harmle~S) behaviours and is being trained for competitive
employment. He goes hohie on weekends to see his aging parents. They thin~c nothing of
the factthat their son beats his mother regularly during his visits even though he does
not exhibit this tYpe of be~aviourat the group home. The parents told the staff (via an
interpreter) that it was accjeptable for.their son to behave this way and "he didn~.: know
any better". This is an extreme illustration of a typical generation who felt God
punished them for their sihs and how we have a different set of rules for the handlicapped
than for "normal" individu~s. The parents were asked what they would do if their
younger son, came homeland hit his motheir. They were appalled at the notion and said he
was a "good-boy" and woLld never do that. Obviously it was easy for the staff to make
their point with this coupl~.

- technique:

One complaint I hek from all levels of staff is that they cannot follow the I.T.P. for a
!

particular person becaus4 it was poorly Wlritten by the primary worker. We should never

try to bring about chang~s in the behaviours of persons with mental handicaps with more
I .

than one technique, rathr, we should use one which has been agreed to by all members of

the team. It is the respo~sibilityof every team member to ensure that the approach used to

teach the client is consis~ntacross settings and staff. This is not possible however, if the
I .

terms used in the LT.P. are vague, the number and type of instructional prompts are not
!

clearly stated and detailslare left out regarding "trouble-shooting" or consequences.
I

This is probably Ithe most difficul1t area in which to attain consistency and the one

requiring the most amo~tof time in training and maintena.t)ce for both supervisors and

subordinates. But this d~s not mean that it should not be attempted. The most successful

staff training programs II have seen involved several one to two hour sessions in the client's
I
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day program as well as a~ home, with all the members of the team present. There were
i

follow-up sessions using ~deo and written fef'..,dback and regular communication between
i

the staff trainer and the~ members. The initial time expenditure paid off in subsequent

successful programming,1 once the consistency amongst the team and their techniques, had

been achieved. In Chap~Five, I describe strategies to optimize consistency in the

writing of instructional t~hniques and methods to generate standardized behaviours in
i

staff.

- maintenance:
I
I

Maintenance encc:i>mpasses the overall schema of the procedure for consistency. In
,

order to prevent confusit between follow-up and maintenance, I will use the following

example. A new form o~virus breaks out in the schools and childre~ are being sent home

in large numbers. The d~mentof health decides that all children should be given a

particular treatment imm¥iately, to prevent further outbreak. The treatment is the
I

follow-up. If sUbsequen~ya screening program were introduced which took place every

new school year, to moni~or the children and look for signs of the outbreak so treatment

could be started before~ outbreak occurred, then this would be considered maintenance.
i

Follow-up is the action~ to reach the goal, whereas maintenance is the action taken to

continue realizing that g<>fli.

With regard to persons with handicaps, the consistency of the program lies in how

staff maintain attitudes, ~oals and techniques across environments and/or across time

periods. Do people fOll0~-UPon the service plan decisions made in the I.P.P. meeting?

Do they do what they pr~mise and do they communicate changes or new information with

the other team members?1 Methods which lead to maintenance are discussed throughout the
i
,

manual, but in particular lin Chapter Six.
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(ii) Why aren't we consistent?
I

Based on my exJ1eriences in the fi,eld, I think staffat the primary and suprastructure
I

levels are not consistent ih carrying out program goals or techniques for a variety of

personal and practical r4sons. These could include poor training, interpersonal

(personality) conflicts, wprk overload, unclear expectations by supervisors and/or lack of

belief in the ability of th~ client to learn ne~w skills. Whatever the cause of nOlll-adherence,
I

we must keep in mind that others may have their own reasons for not adhering, and when
I

juxtaposed with external istresses of the job, the result is poor programming. I will
I

examine some of these causes now.,
,

The first is that Jtaff do not see their role as that of instructor, but rather a
I

I

caregiver. This perceptiop. originates from the attitude that the clients need to be cared for

and made comfortable ra~er tha,n taught to be independent TheiJr expectations are low for

the client, hence they do hot see the value in conducting the program in the first place.
I

This program might requ~e several hours of their time, over a period of several months, to

teach clients to do a skill ~or themselves, which only takes the staff two minutes to perform.
I

for them (e.g. tying shoe !laces). When you think about it, they're right; teaching a skill is

very time consuming an~ often the time invested in teaching a skill does not always garner

the desired results. Quite often I hear teachers, parents or counsellors say, "Oh, I tried that
I

once or twice and he couldn't do it, so it's easier if I do it". This underexpectation of
!

achievement by staff indicbates that they fail to realize that the time and effort SJpent initially,
I

may payoff in the long t~, by increasing the level of independence in the students or
I

clients.

Other reasons forlnot adhering to a program plan is lack of thorough information,

or lack of skills necessroi to deliver the required program. In the introduction of this
I

manual, I discussed a sitUation where I encountered an ex-student of mine who had lost
I

many of the skills I had Jorked so hard to achieve. If the staffhad read information like:
I

past school reports, or tal~ed to his family they would have been aware of his
I

communication augmend-tive needs and abilities (i.e. - sign language) and learned to

interact with the client aq;ordingly. They might also have discovered that he had the ability
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to read and write. But, d~e to a break-down ill the transfer of information or program
I •

I

techniques, from one en'$'onment to another, the client suffers. Possibly they did read or

collect all this informatio~, but didn't know what was meant by a 'Total commuriication
,

program', or it was too in~midatingto acquire the skills necessary for its delivery. Or

possibly they did try sign~gwith him and. his response was unclear (which is typical of
I

most signers who have a Fulti- handicap)" or he did not respond due to their technique.

Thus the staff were disco~edfrom pursuing the program further. Obviously improved
,

written and verbal comm~cationbetween primary workers woulq have prevented this

incident. Perhaps the sta~fjust didn't have the time to read the reports, or try the program,

. or learn the skills. This l~ds me to a third. reason for failure to adhere to program goals or
I

techniques, that being rolb overload..
I

Staff get so bus~ with the day-to-day details of running either a classroom,
I

workshop, or a group hotPe they haven't the time (or the time management skills) to carry
i

out the necessary programs. To say iliat there is an ignorance of the concept ofprogram
I

consistency would be ov~statingthe fact, but there is a problem for some, so
I

overwhelmed by the divefsity of their job and the program, that they miss the overall
,

picture of what exactly is Igetting accomplished.

According to Meibhenbaum and Turk (1987), some of the attitudes of health care

professionals which accoimt for their not adhering to treatment programs include:
I

I

-" pessimism,) my input is not useful"

- "I tried it in ~e past; it doesn't work with my population"...(not
I

applicable)

- "It is too complicated. 'Who c:an remember to do all these things?"
!

(Stimulus oV~load, too many obs1tacles and barriers)
!

- "Who has thb time to worry about and to do what is suggested? I have to

see so many ~atientsper hour or per day and there is no time to do all
I
I

this adherence stuff." (useful but IllO time)

- "You_don't tet reimbursed for education and prevention." (no payoffs)
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- "I'm not a 's~' I haven't been trained to do these things." (low

self-efficacy) I (p.257).
I

This information~ easily be witnessed in the staff working with persons with
i

mental handicaps. Their *ears of false starts, overwork and poor training can leave them
I

feeling very ineffectual :ili their jobs, thus reluctant to adhere to an I.P.P. program.
I

I .

Browder (1987, p. 119) *grees that" lack of belief in the possibility of change" will affect
I

the level ofcommitment ~y family members to adhere to a program. I suggest this

pessimistic attitude is corhmon amongst some teachers and counsellors working in the field
i '

of mental retardation as Well.
I
I

Individuals who ~hoosea career in working with the mentally handicapped, begin
I

their careers with high e~tationsof being able to "help" the handicapped, but don't have

an appreciation for the co~plexities involved with teaching and caring for this population.

State of the art programn1mg currently requires that the primary worker be trained in
I .

behaviour modification ~hniques, healthlmedical procedures, orthopaedics, cognitive

psychology, social work ~r case management and other skills such as communication
I

augmentative systems, ~eech therapy, or technical aids. Once confronted with the reality
I

that persons with mental jhandicaps a) learn slower than normal individuals and b) require

many more teaching trial~ to acquire a skill, staff become discouraged, overwhelmed and
I

frustrated. The pay is u~ly low and intrinsic rewards few, leading to burnout and a
I

high turnover of staff. ~e repetition and iroultine soon take their toll on the enthusiasm and
I

I
energy of a new teacher ()r counsellor.

i

Based on my obseo/ations, staff in tllris field tend to change their attitude, techniques
i

and ability to adhere to pfograms on the basis of their developmental level within their job.
I

Initially the new recruits Ifresh out of school (or those launching a new career) have plenty
I

i

ofenthusiasm, but little c;oncrete training. They begin with high ideals and visions of
I

becoming the next Anne IO'Sullivan (Helen Keller's teacher). Then after one or two years,
I

reality sets in and all the goals they set for themselves are unmet and they become
,

frustrated.
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At this stage a dichotom~, exists; if they are too good, their workload increases, as their

supervisors feel they are ~ffectivewith the clients and can handle more responsibility. The

pressure mounts and the~ usmilly end up taking their work home with them. They want to

do a good job and like th~ reinforcement from the boss---but with added responsibility
I

comes less personal tim~, resentmen1t from others who are less effective and a feeling of

being owned by their joblcGardner & Cha:pman 1985). They want desperately to do a
i •

I

good job, but work overlOad, inadequate support from superiors or program sabotage by
i

other staff, impedes theirl progress. Good staff don't get financial benefits for being a
I

superior teacher or coun~ellorand end up asking "Why should I wOrk so hard, I get paid
I

the same as everyone el~ who does mediocre work?" This leads to apathy, resentment

and the feeling that no mktter how hard you try, nothing works. After only two or three
!

years they become less ide3.listic in their outlook and discouraged with never achieving the'
I

initial goals they set out tipr themselves--they become skeptical and develop coping

mechanisms just to get tijem through the shift. This person knows how to dodge
i

responsibility, make the ~upervisors happy by completing all their paperwork and as
I

Bourdin (1982) puts it "h~ is able to communicate the appearance of being a performer"
,

(p. 101), without accomplishing anything truly concrete.
I

It's no wonder th2\.t people are reluctant to make the extra effort to be an effective

and/or consistent staff Json or experience clifficulty working as a team, when there is so

much intra/interpersonal Ibaggage coming into their daily job. Add to this the constraints

of the system which the~ have little or no control over. To say the personal baggage

doesn't belong in the wotkplace is unrealistic; it exists as part of human nature.

(iii) Summary of causes of inconsistency
I

As a result of this wide~ge of issues, I have choosen to categorize the causes of

inconsistency as follows~
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Causes of inconsistency:

1. Poor attitude pf staff

2. Conflict

3. Role overload Iand role ambiguity

4. Lack of teamtork between supervisors and subordinates
I

5. Lack of moni~oring

6. Lack of feedb~ck
I

7. Poor commu~ication

Strategies to deal Iwith these causes are discussed throughout the manual,
I

particularly, in Chapter S~. The purpose of the manual is to minimize the causes and
I

effects of personal bloc1cl to performance and effectiveness, by providing strategies which
I

I

take into account the systfms and the dynamics of the individuals who must carry out the

requirements of the systqn.



CHAPTER TWO

RELATED ISSUES:
I

a) mSTORICAL IPERSPECTIVE
I

b) lHE CURREl\fT ATTITUDES
i

i) - Integrafion
ii) - Social Role Valorization
iii) - Discusfion .

c) DIFFERENT A.PPROACHES TO PROGRAMMING

i) - The A~lication of Behaviourism to People and Systems
ii) - Gentle ITeaching
iii)· Disc$ion

I

a) mSTORICAL PERSPlocnvE
I
I
I

Twenty years agol a manual such as this weuld not have existed, let alone even be

considered a useful tool ilk the management of people with mental handicaps. Our attitudes
- I

i

regarding the care and tr$tment of this population have defined the type of services they
I

have received over time. :Historically, some of these individuals were locked away in

institutions where they wb-e cared fOf, some stayed at home with their families, while

others, due to their parents' embarrassment, became prisoners in their family home. The
I

overriding attitudes toward the mentally handicapped were those of pity, guilt andlor fear.
I

They were thought of as; something dangerous, a punishment for past sins, or they were
i

considered to be "Childreip for a Lifetime":; unable to care for themselves and an

embarrassment to their fahulies. Until the latter half of this century the mentally
I

handicapped were view~d as being dangerous or beyond help, and were often locked up
I
I

with criminals or in the ~stitutions for the: insane (Scheerenberger 1987, Greenland 1963).
i

By the late 19th century ~mewere fortunate enough to be housed in large institutions for
I

the "feeble-minded" whtte their basic needs were provided for: ea1:;ing, toiletting and

cleaning. Education andl community integration were rarely ifever considered Locking

70
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them away was the easie~t method for dealing with the social intolerance of the time.
I

The original institutions for the "retarded" were sequestered away from urban
I
I

communities. The feeliIl~was that persons with mental handicaps were better off in the

country, where the fresh !air would help to "heal them". Also, land to build large
I

institutions was cheaper~ small towns, far from the big cities. Institutional placement

usually came about as a rfsult of the physician advising the parents that their child was a
,

"cripple", or an "iri:lbecilci" and would be "better off' living in a facility where he or she
I

~ i '

wouldn't be a burden on the family. Many parents did "give- up" their children as a result
I
I

of this advise, but the dedision must have been a difficult one. Ifone went to visit these
I

institutions they saw a w~y of life unfit for animals, let alone humans (Williams 1984,
I

Tyor & Bell 1984). The !ponditions were unsanitary, overcrowded, the daily routine and
I

boredom unbearable and Irespect for human dignity was nonexistent. Eventually it was the

efforts ofparents, who ~gan to pressure governments to implement social welfare
,
I

programs for their handiCfap~dsons and daughters, which finally brought about education,

housing and vocational programs (Williams 1984, Greenland 1963).

Today the majo~tyofpeople with mentaJI. handicaps live at home or in a group
I

home and most (unfortuJ1ately not all) oBhe institutions have been closed up for good.

This movement towards kommunity living has been a long hard road. It has only been
I

during the past 100 yearsr that their needs for appropriate housing and some form of

education were recogniZ¥. With the growing awareness by doctors, therapists and

teachers that the mentallyl handicapped could be trained and learn to live with a certain

degree of independence, !services gradually increased. This awareness, combined with

the emergence of the sodu welfare system in Canada has led to the eventual mandating of
I

educational programs fO:r1 people with mental handicaps. Once the professionals changed
I

their attitudes, they had~ then educate the~ community as a whole to accept the idea of
I

de-institutionalization as ~ell. Society is gradually changing its way of thinking about the
! J

handicapped from one o~care and pity to that of respect and tolerance for human rights and

individual differences.
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In 1888, the first"~g school for the feeble-minded" was started in Orillia
I

(Ontario), by Dr. A. H. aeaton (Greenland 1963). Times were difficult and other
I

I

administrators did not al~ays see the value of educating persons with mental handicaps.
I ,

Often funds were cut off for supplies, space or personnel. By 1912, 21 classes 'were
I

opened for the feeblemin;oo in the City ofToronto in an effort to improve services for the

mentally handicapped.
i

Two myths influepced the nature of educational programming at the time. It had

been previously thought that only qualified "institutional" staff in a special environment
- I

I

could provide appropria~residential and educational services to persons with mental

handicaps because they ~ere "medically firagile". The institution administrators gradually

'learned that one need no~ have a medicallbackground to handle this population. Teachers
I

• I

given minimal training inlfirst aid and physical management techniques were able to work
,

with their students witho~t anyone suffering from inappropriate care. The teachers were
I

the perpetrators of the secfond myth. It was felt that all one had to do was simply set up a
I '

classroom and start to teabh the "3R's". The view was that teaching methods used with
I

"normal" students could ~e applied to this population of multi-learning impaired

individuals. This is wher~ educators first ran into trouble regarding the issue of special
I

education programming for the mentally handicapped. They ignored the environment and
I

needs of their clientele an~ transposed the standard educational curriculum of reading,

writing and arithmetic to la group who neither understood what was going on, nor had any

opportunity to apply whJ they had learned. Ifyou're going to spend your whole life in an

institution, being "cared" Ifor, what reason do you have to learn Canadian History or
I

mathematics? (This will ~e discussed further in Chapter Four).
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b) THE CURRENT ArlrruDES:

i) Integration

ii) Social Role Vatorization

iii) Discussion

Introduction

Two tenus have ~een used extensively to describe the philosophy towards services

for persons with mental ~dicaps. One is integration*, which refers to the location of the

Program in which the pdson with the mental handicap lives, works or is educated. Is it

segregated from normal Society, or is it located within, or as close as possible to, where
I

everyone else lives, worIJs or is educated? Normalization (which grew out of integration),

assumes that the person i~ in an integrated setting and refers to the underlying ideology of
I

i
the individual treatment given. Are persons with mental handicaps allowed to make choices

I

for themselves, are they Jressed the same as "normal" persons that age and are their needs

"valued" as much as thos~ of a normal person? One could say; is this individual in an

'integrated' setting with staff who are treating himlher "normally"?

i) Integration

One of the contri~utingfactors which brought about these philosophical changes
I •

was the Danish governm~ntpassing"An Act concerning Care of the Mentally Retarded and

other Exceptionally Retajrded Persons", in 1959. The purpose of this act was to

deinstitutionalize the liv~sof those who were mentally retarded (Scheerenberger, 1987,
,

p. 116). This meant providing more normal types of living arrangements for persons with
!

mental handicaps, like grpup homes and allowing persons with mental handicaps to attend

regular schools within th~ir home commUllrity. Integration quickly spread throughout

*Another term for ~tegration which is often used in school boards is mainstreaming.
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Europe and North America. In 1966 the government ofOntario passed the Homes for
i

Retarded Persons Act an~ theVocational Rehabilitation Act (Simmons 1982). Plans for

integrated group homes alnd vocational facilities in urban centers commenced as a result of
I

this Act, something whicb had been considered impossible until that time.
i
I

As with most chaPges in social-welfare, the treatment of the pe<;>ple with mental

handicaps has been imprpved, not because we are a more tolerant or caring society, but

initially because of simp~edollars and cents. The act of moving higher functioning

individuals with mental ~dicapsout of the institutions and placing them in community

accommodations came ~out because it w:as more economical to house them in group
I

homes or supervised ap$ments than in an institution. * The sucCess of introducing them
i

into the mainstream was ,~onsidered a significant change in the quality of life for this
i

population compared to ~e overcrowding and poor treatment in the institutions (Tyor and
I

i

Be111984, Chapter. 6). ~ter, governments were pressured ~o expand this service to the
I

lower functioning ment4ly handicapped population. However, this move has proven to be

more expensive, due to ~le cost of necessary attendant care and special residential
I

adaptations. NevertheleSs, what started offas a financially motivated project for a select
I

group of higher function~g individuals who had been unnecessarily institutionalized,
,

eventually became a mmlany driven movement for all persons with mental handicaps.
i

Community-basedpro~s and services currently work towards integrating the clients as

much as possible and co*sider anything that smacks of institutionalization or segregation as

inappropriate. The attitJde now is that wherever possible, the mentally haridicapped should

be allowed and expectedl to care for themselves in as many aspects of daily living as
i

possible.

These changes have generally been supported by parents and most institutional staff
I

who realize their retarcIe:b son, daughter, student or patient is capable of learn.ip.g skills and
I

living productive lives Cryor and Bell, 1984, Chapter 6). They recognize that their child
I

*Although government dbments do not clearly state this to be the fact, they imply that this was the
reason in several early polid documents (Ministry ofCommunity and Social Services; Challenges and
Opportunities 1987, Willistop Report, 1971).

I
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needs n special" intervention but they prefer services which do not segregate or stigmatize
!

them in the process. AtJitudes towards people with mental handicaps has changed, thereby
I
I

changing the overall wa)r society values tins population.

ii) Social Role Valoriz~tion (S.R.V. or Normalization)

This new way df thinking spread! to Sweden where integration was taken ~e giant
I •

I

step further in 1969 by \folf Wolfensberger who invented the term "normalizationn

referring to the underlyi,g attitude of the caregivers towards the clients. Wolfensberger
I

designed his Program ~alysisof Service: Systems' Implementation ofNormalization
I

Goals ("PASSING" or <tommonly known as "PASS"). In effect, he took the idea of
I •

integration and broaden~dit to bring about changes not only in educational settings but in
i

the underlying philosop~yof all aspects of all the services which impacted on a
I

handicapped person's li~e, including the a.ttitudes of those service providers. His method
,
,

of evaluating service sy~tems for the retarded became the accepted practise by the 1980's.

Wolfensberger defined "~ormalization",which later became known as social role

valorization (S.R.V.) as::

The use of cuIlturally normative and optimally even culturally valued,

means to enable (societally devalued) persons to achieve and maintain valued

social roles. Nor1nalization implies both the attainment of certain goals

(valued social roies for people), as well as the use of valued means to achieve
I

these goals. In o~der to establish and/or maintain valued social roles,devalued
,
,

persons should ~ave life conditions (such as income, housing,work, health

and education seivices) which are at least as good as those of the average
I

citizen's and as ~uch as possible, their competencies, appearances,
i

experiences, statUs and reputation in the eyes of society should be enhanced
I

and supported. :Normalization has a vast number of implications, from the

most broad to th¢ most specific and from the highest level of society down to

the individualleivel. (1983, p.18)
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In short, Wolfen~bergerwas advocating that people with mental or physical
I

handicaps be treated and Igiven the same (or "at least as good as") opPOrtunities in life as
!

the average/normal persqn. He argued that they should be valued in every·aspect of their
I

daily life from image e~cementto SOlrrce of income, use of generic services, life-goals

and opportunities to~ decisions regarding their own future. Whatever was normal for
I

example, for a typical 1~ year old, then those values should be assigned to individuals with
i

mental handicaps 14 yeats ofage as well (including clothing, recreation activities, selection
!

of lunch items, the schodrl they attended, the family doctor they went to), in all re~pects
! .~

regardles~ of their men~ abilities or physical limitations which are secondary to the

achievement of these go~s.

I

In order to apprefiate the impact WTolfensberger's philosophy had on the field, one
i

must keep in mind the attitude of the "carlegivers" in the seventies. The medical profession,
. !

social workers and insti~tionalstaff had developed tightly structured bureaucracies and felt

they were doing a fine jJb caring for these "helpless, burdens on society". The mere
I

notion of allowing .the 1'fPle with mental handicaps into the community and allowing them

the same freedoms and efperiences as the "average" Person was totally incomprehensible,

as well as a threat to their competency anel ultimately therr jobs.
I

Needless to say ,Volfensberger was challenging the status quo and, initially, was
,

I

not a very popular perso1;1. He developed a small following as a result of his training
I

program for evaluators?f service programs, using his analysis system and sent out teams

ofpeople to analyze diffkent programs. These teams set about determining how "normal"

the programs were, hoJ much valuing the clients received and how much the environment
!

or program was poorer *an the life-style of that of the average person. (See Appendix C

for sample). Institutions and service agencies were given a score and told which areas
I

they needed to improve.! Not one program has ever passed the evaluation with perfect

scores in either Canada $d the United St1.tes, but some programs continue to make a
I

concerted effort. Wolfepsberger developed a bit of a cult following and my exPerience of

the trend at the time was Ithat individu3.ls :in tbis field seemed to be split into two distinct
I

groups. You either agr~dwith his ideas 100% and became strong advocates of Social
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Role Valorization, or you were suspicious of his training methods and what he was
I

I

suggesting and saw himas a dreamer.
I

ill) Discussion

I was consulting ~o several different agencies at that time (early to mid 1980's) and I

spoke with quite a few aJiministrators who saw integration as a threat to their programs and

normalization as unreali~tic. Looking back on that era, it was interesting how anxious they

became when the notion~of integration and valuing were discussed. Very few would

submit to an evaluation s,uch as PASS, for fear that a low score would expose their short-
I

,

comings, and the goverp.ment would shut them down for gO?d But over a period of

about 10 years and after hgreat deal of pl1essure from parents and professionals in the field,
I

I

the changes came nevert:tleless.

The idea of integration is not nearly as threatening to administrators today. When
I

I

it comes to school placement there still a:ppears to be some question as to; 'how-much?' is
I

the right degree of lntegr~tion. Some school boards in Ontario (Waterloo Separate School

Board; Student Services iHandbook, 1987), have implemented a policy where every

student is placed in a claSsroom along with their age-similar peers, regardless of their
I

!

handicap. Other boards have the students in a separate special education class, within the
I

school, and they are intekr'ated for the non- academic subjects such as physical education,

art and music. These stuktents might receive extra tutoring from an itinerant teacher, or a
I

Special Education Reso~rce person. Few school boards continue to have segregated
I

schools ofjust nmenta1l~handicapped" students. Those that still exist are in the process of

amalgamating themselv~swith local programs and are working toward increasing
I

opportunities for their stUdents to interact with "normal" peers. (e.g., The Metropolitan

Toronto School Board).:

I became an earl~ supporter of integration but, being the pragmatist that I am, I
,

also became one of the ~iggest skeptics. Jm the early eighties, I saw many students placed
I

in classrooms with all n<,Mmal peers, which causes principals to "gush" when giving tours.
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But these children did n0thing all day but sit and watch the others in their class because
I

their teacher had no idea !what to do with them. Their valuable time was wasted; they could
,

have been learning skills~ rather than being a living monument to someone's ideological

"Mission in life". I fee~ there is no sense~ to placing a person in a program which reflects

the current philosophical trend, but lacks program substance. I would still prefer to place a
I .

client in a segregated sc~ool program if the teachers, teaching assistants and overall

program is strong and fo;rreit the opportunities for integration in the process. Some would
I
,

say, well then just get th¢ right people in,md "make it work!" and don't settle on second
I

best That all sounds weU and good, but in reality, it is not enough to get in a teacher with
I

special education trainin~ and a teaching assistant and to integrate the special student in with
,

a gym or art class. Wha,t is needed are indiviiduals who have an attitude which values the
i .

client and the principles ?f integration, the interpersonal skills and confidence to interface

with the school commu~ty, as well as the administrative support and energy to help the
I

integration process along. These elements are crucial to the success of an integrated
I

!

program; without them tip.e student is the one who suffers and the individuals exposed to a
I

poorly designed integrated program can have their attitudes permanently, negatively
I •

affected. This achieves pothing in tlle long run. In short, "if you're going to do it, do it

right".
I

The idea of integration has almoslt become the norm whereas social role
!

valorization has been m4ch slower in its understanding and adoption by different agencies.

However, when discussing client behaviours in a meeting it isn't unusual to hear a person

report that the client is dbing such and sueh and everyone in the room respond with "well,
!
! •

that's normal" and agree Iits nothing to worry about. Now staff will evaluate the
I

circumstances and if a b~haviour is typic~.lL1.ofan average person iIi the same peer group and

life-situation (given the [time and place) they will not consider it a problem. (In fact, staff
!

are often considered old fashioned and overprotective if they do not adhere to these

principles throughout th~ir interactions with the clients and in carrying out their programs.)

Integration and sbcial role valorization should always be the overall objective, but

they require the followirlg elements to be truly successful:
I •
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- thoroughly 1:raitJ,ed staff (in special education, integration and normalization
I

principles)

- staff trained in :methods to deal with others who are non-supportive

- frequent involv~mentof support/resource personnel (daily if possible)

- community support (includes direct community, Le.: school, classroom, people)
I

- appropriately a<jiapted environment
,

- parent co-opera~on

- a match betwe¢:h the client's primary program needs and the availability of
I

program support Ito carry these oult

The hysteria oveJj integration and normalization has cooled down somewhat; there

is no longer an 'all-or-ndthing' attitude by the most avid supporters. Professionals and
I

parents seem to have be4:ome reconciled to the fact that although we would prefer 100%

change, there will always be funding shortages and limitations as to what can be made
I
I

available for our clients.! The best one can ask for is philosophical support from the policy
!

makers and the commun~ty,which results: in financial and social support.
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c) DIFFERENT APPROACHES TO PROGRAMMING
I

I

Like any field th~s one abounds with quick-fix methods and better ways to improve

your client I've heard ofparents and professionals trying hypnotism, vitamin therapy,
I

i

massage therapy and faitlh healing, to "cure" persons with mental handicaps. We would all
I

like to have the key whi4h unlocks the mysteries of the mind, improves skills and helps us
i

to be better teachers, co~nsellors or therapists. As a result, the search for effective

management techniques ~o control the behaviours of the students and/or patients continues

to be an ongoing quest. •

The reason for rniy elaboration of methods such as behaviour modification and
i

Gentle Teaching is to dekonstrate how the field is currently moving in two directions. One
i

camp of educators and practitioners believes iln strict adherence to behavioural techniques

not only to teach client sf1ls, but to improve staff performance as well. On the other hand,

there is a strong shift aw~y from the scientific approach to that which proposes to be more

humane, less obtrusive a!nd more casual. Before I justify my reasons for selecting one over
i I

the other which I use in Imy strategies for consistency, I have elaborated on the two

ideologies for those rea$rs who may not be familiar with the main points ofeach

approach.* I suggest thJ reader keep in mind the concept of consistency when reviewing
i

the two ideologies, and ~valuatinghow they might be applied to the following example.

* This section ~ives the background for major areas where consistency can be
achieved and gives im overview ofcurrent trends in that area. Muchof the
information in this ~ection is presented to give the reader a basic understanding
of the concepts pre~nted in this manual. It is by no means complete and I
recommend that the lreader refer to the Bibliography to complement their research.

•
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-----------------~----------_._--------------------------------

EXAMPLE
In the past, whlether they lived at home or in a large institution, the mentally

handicapped were rar~ly considered leducable, worthy of training (Scl1eerenberger
1987), or employable. I In most institutions they spent their days, waiting for their
next meal or to be toileted. This was o'ften their only source of stimulation. As a
result, they engaged ih a variety of behaviours in order to stimulate themselves.
Self-stimulation could] t~ke on many forms; rocking, moaning, masturbation,
hand-mouthing, or sucKing on clothing. When this behaviour failed to help pass the
time, some residents wJuld engage in morel sophisticated behaviours in order to attract
staff attention and hencle interactions; whether it be positive or negative. Self-injurious
behaviours could include head-banging, hand-biting' or ear-flicking, while aggressive
behaviours (always a ~ure way to get staff attention) involved hitting other residents,
putting fists through windows, or throwing ()bjects at staff. While working in several of
these institutions, I saw

1

these problE~ms handled in a variety of ways, but their
incidence rarely helped the resident to achieve the ultimate goal of escape from the
boredom. The staff a~:ention was usually short-lived and there was always plenty of
boredom to go around.1 Hence we have' a vicious cycle; tile client, who is trying to
communicate his/her boredom (non-verbally), but who's attempts are going unnoticed
by staff who are too busy reacting to thei extreme behavi.ours which have come about by
the client's many unsud:essful attempts to communicate. This vicious cycle has been a

I

source of major frustra~ion for many institutional caregivers and educators.
________________4 ~ -----_

I

i) The application of Behaviourism to ]reople and Systems
!

We cannot discu~s programming and consistency without discussing B.F.Skinner

and his work in the area pfbehaviour modification. It is felt that mental retardation is an

inability to respond apptppriately in the environment. According to Burton (1976, p. 142)
,
,

" the concern is to identify appropriate bc;~haviours and develop the program in such a way
I .

as to increase appropria~ebehaviours. II As most of us know, the wo~k done by Pavlov

regarding stimulus - res~nse- reinforcement led B.F. Skinner to his view ofa person
I

operating in his envirompent. The use of operant conditioning* on human behaviour
I

evolved in the first half1f this century and led to a great deal of research with the mentally
I

handicapped toward thel6Q's and continues today (Burton, 1976, p.141).

i* "Operant conditioning is the process of changing, maintaining, or eliminating voluntary behaviour
through the consequences oflthe behaviour. OpeJrant conditioning uses many of the techniques of Pavlovian
conditioningbut differs in~t it deals with voluntary rather than reflex (involuntary) behaviours. The .
frequency with which a beha~iour is emitted can be increased if it is rewarded (reinfurced) and decreased if it
is not reinforced, or punished. Some psychologists believe that all behaviour is learned through

I

conditioning while others be.ieve that intellectual and motivational processes playa crocialrole."
(Rubinstein, 1975, glossarY)

I
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Although it origi.?ally was applied in institutions, it was later introduced to the

classroom with well docrmented success (Burton, 1976, p.141). Skinner's experiments
i

showed that even the mo$t severely retarded could learn through a systematic methodology

or "precision teaching" (~urton 1976 p. 116), later known as data-based learning. The
i

main principles for behatioural progranuning are:
i

1. behaviours are appropriate or inappropriate (undesired)
i

2. behaviours can be inqeased or decr~S4;Xlthrough intervention strategies

3. reinforcing a behaviotlr will increase its occurrence
i

4. removing 1"einforcem~ntfor a behaviour (or ignoring it) will decrease its
I

occurrence---behavioursl can be extinguished through this process

5. in almost all instances Ithere is a direct link between a behaviour and a prior event
I

(antecedent) which will ~ring about the behaviour every time *

Just as operant cpnditioning is a useful technique to practise with om clients, it is
I

equally effective to use~ a tool to train alIldevaluate staff (Browder 1987, p. 222, Reid
,

and Whitman, 1983). 'q1e process includes: choosing a measurable goal (or target

behaviour), measuring it~ current rate of occurrence (base-line), looking for antecedents to

the behaviour and reinfotcers which will bring about the behaviour again and then counting
I

the number of times the hehaviour happens again- once the program is implemented.
I

Obviously the target be~viours, antecedents and reinforcers vary greatly, but the principles

remain the same.

Over the past 30 ~ears, behaviour modification has become a science unto itself.
I

There has been so much !research done in this area with the mentally handicapped, that
I

whole journals have sprong up regarding countless experiments to change behaviours with
I

various populations ("Journal of Behaviour Therapy and Experimental Psychiatry","
I

Journal of Applied Beha~iourAnalysis", "Behaviour Research and Therapy", "Behaviour
I

Modification", "Behaviolur Therapy"). Unfortunately, the principles have been applied to

*1 say in "almost" ~l cases because in some instances, there is no discernible antecedent.
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the extreme, both positi~elyand negativeJly. In some instances, the use ofpunishment (in

all its worst forms) has bben applied to eliminate behaviours which were unmeatable using
I

simple positive reinforcdment, (See Amnesty International Report, 1984; Baer, 1971;
!

Harris, 1985; Prochaska~ 1974; Reilich, 1984). Horror stories abound and at one time
I

"behaviour modificationr was a dirty-word Fortunately, the specialists in behaviour

management have beco~more ethical in. their approach and stories about the use ofcattle

prods, mace and time-ou~booths are rare and their application is limited and strictly

monitored, usually by befhavioural ethics committees.

As previously mentioned there seems to be a split between the educators and
• I

practitioners regarding t~e techniques used with the mentally handicapped. One group is

strongly in favour of the Iprecision teaching method and formal, data based behavioural

programming; another group is opposed to this strict adherence to data and feels that we
I

have lost the human as~tof what we are doing. An excellent example of this other

position is evident in the work ofJohn McGee and Gentle Teaching.

ii) Gentle Teaching

John McGee, frqm the University of Nebraska Medical Center, suggests that

service providers deliver a "value base and methodology" for extinguishing persistent client

behaviours such as hittibg, kicking, screaming, self-injury and self- stimulation. McGee

is frustrated (as many arb) with the over-programming ofpersons with mental handicaps in
I

situations where the behhvioural zealots get carried away with their stimulus·- response-
I

reinforcement schedule~and lose sight of tlle fact that their client is a human being-not a

trained seal. He claims that the mentally handicapped are treated in the same way as

prisoners of war ~d puhished in inhumane ways. He encourages people to "love" the
I
I

client like a brother, despite the possibility that they can be aggressive towards you at any

minute. Gentle teaching is...

---- -_._----_.... "--
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... a pedagogy t»at has at its heart an anti-authoritarian posture toward persons

with severely ag¥essive, self-injurious, or avoidant behaviours. It embraces

the need to teach Ibonding, to focus continuously on solidarity with persons with
I

these severe nee4s, to look upon them as our brothers and sisters in spite of their

initial behaviourS and to merge a gentle and respectful teaching process with our

convictions. This can lead all of us to a deeper solidarity with one another. It is up

to care givers to ~flectupon these feelings and practises and to clari.ftj and deepen
I

their own posture toward an who :are marginalized and oppressed so that all persons

learn to share their lives and struggles and learn to live together.
!

(McGee et al.,1987, p. 28)

I attended one ofiMcGee's 1/2 day workshops in Toronto in 1989 and was rather

disturbed by what I witn~ssed. He had taken clients from a variety of different programs
i

with a wide range of seqous behaviour problems and the staff who worked with those

clients to a retreat for 4 ~ys of training. He taught the staff to "bon.d" with their clients, by
I

using repetitive talking (~oguing) and physical contact no matter what behaviour the
I

client was engaged in. ~Vhen the client exhibited an inappropriate behaviom, the staff

continued talking, provi~positive body - language and, ifpossible, blocked the client

from hurting themselve~ (Le. if they were repeatedly rubbing their ear on their shoulder,

causing the ear to be ru1)bed raw, the stafjf person is to gently place their hand on the
I

client's shoulder to,blodc some of the reinforcing sensation). I watched a video ofMcGee
I

training staffon his methods and heard testimonials from the staff, saying their whole lives
I

had changed because of:the workshop, (even though, from what I could see there had been
!

no concrete changes in the behaviour of the clients). The level of interaction with the
I

clients is extremely higl1l, the staff person is expected to almost shadow the client,

providing a constant "dihlogue" during all activities. When the client is abusive or
I

aggressive, the staff are to continue with ithe process even if the client is coming after
!

you--as in the video, ~ewere shown where one ofMcGee's clients literally bit McGee

on the head. But the g~d doctor never missed a beat and kept right on "dialoguing" as he
I

pulled his own hair from. the client's mouth.
I
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I

McGee fails to seie that his methods are founded in the basic principles of behaviour

management; the continUation of the activity or "dialoguing" as he refers to it, is the same
I

as one of the standard ig~oring techniques used in behaviour programming. His
I

procedure is fine if you ¥ve only one client to worry about, but most of us do not have

that luxury, with classroOms of 6-15 and group homes of 4-8. McGee is not realistic about
I

the lives of our clients. Perhaps we can cL~ease the behaviours in a client during a four
I

day retreat, with a ratio ~f three adults to one client, but try to generalize that to a group
,

home or classroom, where you have staff who are not consistent, equally trained or
,

I

thoroughly convinced that the client shouJld be allowed to spend his day engaged in

self-injurious behaviour.!
i

McGee's approach is anti-behavioura~and pro-spiritual transfonnation of
I

individuals with mentallhandicaps and th,e people who work with them. He affectionately

ends his text book with ~ poem. He does not substantiate his claims with research or

valid data to verify that Jus 'approach is effective. I appreciate the fact that he is concerned
I
I

about the abuse and pUnifhment of the mentaUy handicapped in institutions and programs
I

throughout the world, b~t he is a typical example of how a philosophy and an

over-exuberant messengbr should be carefully examined before being adopted as a program

technique. I am not suggesting that Gentle Teaching is not effective, and I like the
I

encouragement to talk (a:s much as possible) to the clients and to "value" the client as an

individual. I have discussed Gentle Teaching in this chapter to point out how we need to
I

find a balance between bbhaviourism and humanism when determining which techniques
I

we will endorse, withou~becoming too radical in anyone direction.
I

iii) Discussion
,

Here we have the issue of equifinality. ("there's more than one way to skin a cat").
I

Which method do you cl~oose for determining goals and techniques? Wolfensberger and

McGee or the behavioris6 with their data'? This argument is illustrated in two Individual
I

programming books curfentlY popular in the Toronto area.
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Galambos and ~etstone (1989) wrote a manual on Individual Program Planning

which stresses the import.kce ofclient-directed services and promotes family (and friends)
,

involvement in setting goats and delivering services. They encourage the service providers
I

to "combine technologiesj for 'helping with a value-base that is aimed at promoting

improved quality of life"l(Introduction, p.l). They steer away from overly formalized

decision making, datab~ programming and cringe at the idea of management by
!

objectives. In contrast tol this, Sigetich (1985), recommends contingency based

programming and precision teaching and is a good source of information for the specific
I

procedures to use to caI'I1j out these techniques. like Lou Brown (discussed in Chapter
I

Three), Sigetich appea1"s to be more realistic in how to take a philosophy and turn it into
,

workable techniques, giv~n the realities of the classroom, workshop or the group home,

with all persons who have a mental handicap. Sigetich sees programming as a formalized

group of techniques who(Se success is verifiable by data. He states:

...we must use rrteans that are as culturally normative as possible. Again, this

does not mean th4t we are restricted solely to using normal means to effect
, '

behaviour change. It means that we must use means that will allow us to create,
I

I

and maintain behaviours effectively; means that are effective but as non-deviant
I

as possible. Noteithe double use of "as possible" . Using casual, informal

behaviour change techniques, using only social reinforcements, refraining from

using reinforcements that are powerful enough to create and maintain behaviours
,

are excellent way~ to violate the overriding need to be effective in creating and
i

maintaining etiltUrally normative behaviours. Arguing that it is somehow "not
I

normal" (an erro~eous interpretation of the principle) to use powerful techniques

robs the programlmer and the learner of progress. (p.l)

Galambos and Whetstone base success on consumer happiness and satisfaction.

I question if the majorityl ofpersons who are mentally handicapped are capable of; a)

having an opinion about 'their satisfaction with the type of service they are receiving and; b)
,
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I

expressing that opinion. Most people experienced in this field would agree that very few

clients (especially those v'vith communication disorders) are capable of honestly telling their

service providers how thby feel about the job they are doing. I think approaches which
!

encourage infonnal~d ~motive-basedprogramming are more adaptable to high

functioning mentally hanllicapped individuals. The best we can do with the remainder of
. I

the population is second kuess what their preferences are and use an educated guess to

interpret if they are happy with the result. To base a whole method ofprogramming on a
I

philosophical approach ~hich is feasible with less than half of the population is unrealistic

in my opinion.

If it is not alread~ apparent, I support the behaviourists in this ideological

argument However, I w~t to add one caveat; I do feel it is very important not to lose
I

sight of the rights ofour Iclients. They should never be thought of as mer~ly subjects in an
,

experiment or vehicles t9 test out another theory. The psychological well being of our
I ,

clients (and staff) should Ialways be our first priority. I like the compound approach

designed by Sigetich, wHich is based on behavioural methodology. I like his interpretation
I

I

ofWolfensberger and hiS: pragmatic combination of humanistic principles with scientific

accountability. He see~s to be able to combine the best aspects of behaviorism while

keeping in mind the impJrtance of Social Role Valorization and the reality of the
I

I '

population whom we work with. I would recommend his programming manual for those
I

individuals who are curr~nt1y looking for one which helps to organize the process, used in

combination with the stritegies which I have recommended for consistency.



CHAPI'ER THREE

GEITING STARTED:

a) PRE-PROGRAM CO:NSIDERATIONS

(i) - Getting to know the client
(ii) - Strengil1fs and Needs

b) ASSESSING THE SnruATION
i

(i) - Do YOUjhave a consistency problem?
(ii) - Pre-LP,P. Survey and Analysis
(iii) - Analysis of Past I.P.P.s

i

c) HOW TO FOSTER AjrrrruDE CHANGE

i

a) PRE-PROGRAM CONSIDERATIONS:
I

i

(i) Getting to Know thie Client

Before any priogram can be started it is important that the primary program

person sit back and evalJate the total picture, not just the client, but the environment, the
I
I

long term possibilities for the individual and the reality of the current situation. The
i

primary counsellor may ~hoose to do one of two things during their initial introduction to

the client: s/he can go ahead and work with the client for several days without reading any
,

previous information (other than what is vital--medical information etc.) and allow their
i

own fIrst impressions and "gut-instincts" to t.ak.e over or, they can pore over the reports
• I

and documentation from! previous teachers/counsellors and let someone else's professional
,

opinions colour their impressions of the cJlient. Either way we learn a great deal about the

client and their needs wHich should be uS€'.-d in designing a plan for the future.

88
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How to Collect informatipn:

- observe (caslually or to collect data)
I

- discuss wi~ others

- interact with the client in natural activities

- review past teports, fIles

The most importa)nt point is not to try programming immediately. Ifpossible, sit
I

back:, get a feel for thel~ng environment, watch others work with the client and make

your own observations without trying any of your own strategies. Discuss with other staff

why they handled a situa#on in a specific manner--there may be a very good reason why

they ignored the client atla particular moment, but it was not apparent to you why they used
I

such a method. Quite o~en there are strategies used with clients which from the outside

look strange, but the reaspning behind them is founded in years of trial and error

programming with that chent. Once you are familiar with the client, the environment and

the other staff (in action) :you will be better equipped to determine the program.

Case Illustration: A groupiof senior citizens in McDonalds were sllocked to see a teacher
walk away from her studeint as the teenaged boy set about banging his head on the table
due to a spilt beverage. Wnfortunately they thought she was a useless teacher and should
have run to comfort him. ILittie did they know that as a result of ignoring his attention
seeking behaviour it had \1ecreased from 1,36 to 3 head bangs per week.

There are many ~ssessment forms available to use with mentally handicapped

individuals ranging froml developmental assessments to vocational and behavioural
I

assessments. This manWal is not intended to teach people how to evaluate or assess

persons with mental hanfticaps, but rather to know how to make program decisions for

them; Ifyou are unsure of how to assess this population, I would direct you to Diane

Browder's "Assessment pf Individuals with Severe Handicaps" (1987). Personally I am

not partial to anyone pahicular assessment battery. It depends on the client, their day

Program and area of neeCI. I feel that any assessment which is conducted should help the



evaluator to determine the client's strengths and needs classified as follows:
I

(il) Strengths and Needs
,

1. a) The Individual (bio~ogical make-up)

"" general health: current Problems, recent surgery, overall appearance

- history: previous living placements, family involvement, prior program

involvement

- medication: type, reasofn for medication, possible side-effects
I

- hearing, vision, allergies
I

I

- What's the problem? lSI this client learnill1g delayed because of limited expedence or

impaired capacity---or!a little ofboth?

1. b) The Individual Skills:

Consider the following ill terms of weaknesses and strengths:
I

- communication skills: ~on-verbal, vocal, gestural, paralinguistic,
i

receptive/expressive skills

- behaviour tendencies: what precipitates behaviour problems
I

- social skills: desire to oommunicate, interactions with other clients or staff
I

- motor skills: what can tlhey move, where, how much, how long can they maintain a
I

motor action

- level of independence: ~t home, in the community

- appearance: socially accleptable or "stick out like a sore thumb"

1. c) Learning style!capadity

- learning style: preferred sensory modality, 'visual, auditory, tactile
,
,

- rate of learning: numbet of teaching trials to learn skill, retention within training
I

session

- ability to generalize what they learn to other activities, people, environments
,

- motivators: social prai~, concrete reinforcer, edible

90
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- attend to stimuli: interact with stimuli

- level of learning: spontaneous or physical assistance
I

In addition the Prpgrammer should take into consideration the other aspects of the

Program which have direct influence on program adherence and success. These include:

2. The Environment: (ho,me, school. work. recreation, community)

-language: what need is 1there for the clieIllt to communicate? what opportunities do they

have for interactions

- how much can others (~taff, family, community) support the program?

- what are the staff limita!tions? time, skills, attitude

- what opportunities are available?
I

- can the community supPort the Program'? school, home, volunteers

- are the expectations of family and caregivers realistic? too high or too low?

3. The Program:

- can you afford the time Ito conduct a highly structured program?
I

- are your expectations rcWistic?
!

- are you comfortable wim your skills--do you need more training?
I

- what other profession~ input is necessary? Is it available? What can/should be

done in the meantime? I

- will the other primary 4aregivers support the program as well? What needs to

happen to bring this supPort about?
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b) ASSESSING THE SrtruATION

I

(i) Do you have a consistency problem?'

A wise, old persqn once told me; "'If it ain't broke, don't fix it" and the advise is
I

appropriate when discussing the field of Social Services. How we love to dissect and

evaluate and then design Iprocesses to fix situations, only to have them redone 6 months

later. I think this continclu state ofexamination and planning comes from the feeling that

we know something is Wrong, but "we can't quite put our finger on it". It is important to

look at the results of our i~fforts: has the client made progress? what is the morale of the
,

team ofpeople working ,~lith this client? what~ ofproblems is the team having? Maybe

the program is going sm<Pothly and "it ain't broke", so why do we feel we need to fix it?
I

We're so used to assess~g and solving problems in the Social Services field its quite

possible we don't know when to leave well enough alone. How do we know if we have a

consistency problem and we should step in? We have two obvious ways to do this; one by

looking at the end results (i.e. the number of client-goals achieved) and the other by

surveying opinions of the members of the team. But first, consider your reactions to the

following questions:

1. Are you satisfied with the progress that has been made with the client over the past

year?

2. How much time has belen spent amongst the team (or others) discussing problems?

How much time was spenlt solving them?
I

3. Do you work with a team of people wherls more than 2 people are in agreement and are
I

working towards the sam~ client objectives as you?

4. How many of last years I.P.P. goals hav,s not been met? What reasons have been given

for not meeting these godls? Is there a consensus for these reasons among staff?

5. How many have been met over the past 5 ylsars?

6. Do you constantly attend meetings regalrding your client where you weren't aware of

major changes in their life, health, staffing Iste.?
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7. Do you feel you're "getting no where fast" with this client?
I

8. If asked, could you wri~e down the main goals which were targeted for your client at

their last I.P.P. meeting? I
I

9. Do you have the skills recessary to car~y·olJt the I.P.P. objectives?

10. Do you question wha~ your role is and would you like it clarified?

11. Do you find yourself ~pending a great dleal of time dealing with interpersonall

problems with the other members of tl1e team as opposed to working with the client?

12. Are you constantly in! a stage of preparing/writing/designing programs which never

really get started?

13. How many programs! have you written for the client in the last year? How long did

each last? How many ar~ currently still running?

Ifyou look over these questions and are honest in answering them, you will

probably see patterns de;veloping within your own I.P.P. process. Either there is lack of
I

co-operation (as seen in the answers to questions 3, 9 and 11) or a lack of communication

(revealed in answers to questions 6,9 and 10) amongst the different team players. I

suggest that inconsistenqy in programming could show up in negative responses to

questions like 4,5,8,9 and 12. If your alilswers to questions 1,4,5, 7, 9, 12 and 13
I

always tend to be sometlting like: we had trouble getting the co-operation of the family,

school, workshop staff dr, it didn't work out or, John began to act up and other things

became more important fuen possibly you need to look at how realistic the goals are in the

first place. I will now turn to a strategy which elaborates on the above questions and

determines if others invo~ved with the client feel the same.
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(ii) The Pre-LP.P. Surlley (Appendix D)
I

At this point it is ~mportant to evaluate the factors which lead to program

consistency. Most importantly we must consider the team, their communication skills,

attitude and techniques uSed with the client Everyone has feelings of frustration on their

job, but issues like the ones in the previolUs 13 questions reflect some of the common

problems which can break the links and lead to inconsistency in program delivery. As

discussed in Part One (B) some of these issues are brought about by: role ambiguity, lack

of organization or direction, interpersonal1conflicft, lack ofcommunication between team

members, work overloa~and limited skills. It is the responsibility of the team LP.P.
I

manager to interrupt these non-productive patterns and bring them to the surface for

discussion and resolutioIlf.

One strategy to ~lp indicate ifyou do have a consistency problem is to ask each

member of the team to cq,mp1ete the Pre-I.P.P. meeting survey (Appendix D) and return it

to the I.P.P. manager or amother designated person several days before the meeting. The

survey is anonymous and the person who sends it out should make every effort to keep it

as such. The survey is wptten in such a way as to elicit open dialogue from the team

members, without implyilng that one su~...cts problems. It is a simple, easy to complete
I

survey, which people should be able to do in lless than 20 minutes. A covering letter/memo
I

should go out with the sttvey stating that the LP.P. manager is trying to collect some

information before the LP.P. meeting to determine the direction of the·team.

After the surve~ is returned to th4~ I.P.P. manager, another form (Appendix E) is
I

available to help to analyize the results. However, the LP.P. manager may choose to just
I

review the results inform~y to determine if there is a consensus regarding: how many
I

people in the team feel UJIlclear about their role, unsure of the goals for the client, unsure of

their skills, or would like to make major changes to the client's program but have possibly

been hesitant to discuss ~h.em with anyone. This is a very important first step for the next

LP.P. meeting. The info1)IDation from the Pre-I.P.P. Survey should be presented as the

opening topic of discuss~on. Even if the results are positive, it should be shared anyway to

reinforce the group for their cohesiveness..
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Analysis of Pre-I.P.P. suwey

The Pre-I.P.P. s~ey (Appendix D) i:s not intended to be a test of people's

memory. It is merely a fOrm to.collect information and determine how consistent the team

members are regarding tlie client's program. As in baseball, there is a tremendous

preoccupation with statistics regarding each player, their total hits at bat, bases stolen,
,
,

games played, the ball parks where games are played and the number of fans. This helps
I

managers and coaches to ldecide which combination ofplayers to use for each game and

which ones will be most llikely to bring about a successful game. What we want to do in
I

the analysis is see how many team members: think the same thing regarding certain issues,
I

need the same training, v'vant to make the :same changes in order to attain as high a level of

consistency as possible ahd also want to also bring about success. Obviously it would be

best if people would sit d!own to discuss and compare their concerns, but this does not

always happen. As a reswlt a formal surve~y, which invites their comments and is later

compared with comments from the other team members, is necessary.
I

Questions one and two should be answered without looking at any documents (Le.

I.P.P. forms, records, rePorts or charts). They are meant to determine if the team members

are aware of the objectiv¢s and goals selected for the client at the most recent I.P.P.

meeting. Members of the core I.P.P. team should know what the objectives are, but there
I .

I

may be more problems alflswering #2 (long term goals). This isn't really a problem because

the goals are selected at tlhe meeting, written up on the I.P.P. form and then set aside

between meetings, since more work goes ilnto defining, writing and putting into practise the

short term objectives. One would hope that everyone is working on the same short term

objectives. If they are n~t, this is definitely an area for discussion at the next I.P.P.
I

meeting, especially if ther results of the analysis of past I.P.P.s shows that few goals or

objectives have been me~ in the recent past.

Question three s~ould be an easy list to compile. It asks people for their present

opinion of priority needsl for the client. Simply write down each persons response, check

which ones are repeated ~d determine where the consensus lies. The problem may begin

if there is no consensus and everyone has a different opinion of what the priorities should
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be for the client. Again this is something to bring up at the beginning of the I.P.P.

meeting. Making availa~le the results of this question will save time when choosing

priority needs at the I.P.P. meeting and deJining long term goals.

Questions four arid nine, encourages the respondent sto discuss their concerns and

looks at consistency in atftitudes. Number four asks in general, what aspects of the whole

process they would change. Number nine is a little more specific; asking what they

disagree with regarding $.e management of the client. This is a difficult area to check for

consistency, since attitudb is abstract and therefore difficult to measure. The person
,

compiling the results shduld look closely at the essence of people's comments; are they
I

generally positive or negative, counterproductive or typical complaints. If any1thing, the

sharing of some of the comments to number nine might be a way to get the group to

open-up and discuss so~e of their concerns at a Pre-I.P.P. meeting.

Question number five is very important Role ambiguity or role overJload, can be a

primary source of intrapersonal conflict for many people and leads to a high rare of staff

burnout or interpersonal~nflictwith othc~ team members (Robbins 1987, Rahim 1986).

If the results of this question shows that this is indeed an issue for many people, it could
!

explain the poor consistepcy in program technique or maintenance. Ifpeople are feeling
I

overwhelmed in their role, they will definitely have difficulty delivering the required

program. If this is the case, the I.P.P. tnalnager should consider meeting with all the team
I

members individually, to discuss their concerns.

Questions numb$" six, seven and ten looks at the consistency in techniques being

used with the client. Number six checks to see if the team members feel positive about

working with the client, !or if they are frustra1ted with the progress being made. Number
I

seven will help to detem~ine if everyone::a) is using the same technique and b) agrees with

the technique which they are supposed to be using. Ifeveryone is not using the same

technique, or is not in agreement with the type of technique, this will likely explain why

progress is not being made, or why there ,are problems with maintaining a program.

Number ten asks if anyope needs further training to deal with the client. Ifsomeone is

unsure of their skills, the;n once again, program delivery will be inconsistent
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Question number eigh!t is concerned with the level ofcommunication amongst team

members, as well as the level jof contact with the client. A program can hardly be

successful if the members do hot interact or Communicate regularly regarding ongoing

program information. This \\jould reflect on the consistent maintenance of the program.

Staff members working with a client in differe.nt Programs should communicate at least

once a week, (for difficult cli~nts, I suggest once a day), even if it is to report that the client

had a "great day!" Communibation needn't be lengthy phone calls, or written reports. A

simple note or message carried by the client is sufficient.

Obviously number el¢ven is an open ended question and is there to provide

additional opportunity for team members to share their concerns. Again, these call be

compiled and commonalities teported to the team.

(iii) Analysis of past I.P.P.s I

In addition to the abo~e survey, the I.P.P. manager should review the I.P.P. forms
I

for the past 3-5 years (or longer if desired). Tilley should write down all the long term

goals which have been set fOF a client, keeping track of the number of times certain goals

are repeated. They should then do the same for short term objectives and any service plans

which were selected. The fQrmat from Appendix F might be used. This form shows how
I

many goals, objectives and plans have been met over the past three to five years, which

areas/domains the team has tie most success in achieving and which target areas are

repeated more than twice, but never addressed in any program. It also considers if the

I.P.P. manager is aware of which goals, objectives and plans were accomplished, and

suggests they learn why the~ were not successful. This can be done in discussion with the

other team members.

These three forms are a means to gather statistics on the effectiveness of the team

and the underlying problems Iwith programming for this client. In essence, they alre a tool

for evaluating the I.P.P. t~ and their ability to conduct the I.P.P. process. They then

help to select objectives for the team to work on, much like the same process used with the
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client Often, it is difficult to: pinpoint problems specifically, or their source. Th!e I:P.P.

manager may feel initially it ~s time consuming to co-ordinate and compile all this

information. However, in thellong term it will prevent people from starting and spending

time on a program which is nrither necessary or a priority. The following example helps to

illustrate this point:

Example

Let's pretend that for the past i3 years, the long term goal for John has been to find him a
• . I

group home to live in. But, forlthe past 3 years ,John's grand-mal seizures have caused
him to have frequent and exterded periods of hospitalization and rest at home. Each time a
possible placement is found, ~e is unable to initiate the preliminary trial visits because
he is unwell. The parents arel caught in a vicious cycle of caring for their son, but
exhausted most of the time be1bause so much of their time is spent visiting group homes
or filling out forms for homes Which he never gets to see. It is obvious then that the long
term goals the team has been Iselecting for the past 3 years need to be re-evaluated. They
should either be looking at prqviding more support at home to the parents or they should
be spending more time investi~ating different medical options, which might help to
control the seizures. The nee~ here is to rethinl<: and restate the goals; a) John's
seizures are affecting the op~rtunities for him to participate in programming or
alternate places to live b) the home needs additional supports (i.e. parent relief,
nursing assistance, training). In order to get the! above, c) more financial support is
needed. It is apparent that lesis time should be wasted on finding group homes which the
client is currently unable to behefit from, and greateir emphasis should be placed on
ways to deal with the current ~ituation. Thus thE~ long term goal becomes; "John's health
needs to be stabilized! for a period of at least 6 months, in order for him to move onto
another home". .

Often we have to put 9ur preferred goals on temporary hold, until the immediate

issues which impede their sudcessful attainment are remedied. In the next chapter the

selection of goals is discus~ more thoroughly. This example has been used to show
I

how the analysis of past I.P.P.s can indicate areas of weakness in the I.P.P. process.

Now that we have det!ermined the areas of difficulty with the I.P.P. you might want

to have an organizational meJting with the key team members to discuss the results of the

survey and analysis of past I.P.P.s.. This separate meeting will save time at the I.P.P.

meeting and help to give it a new focus.
I
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The pre-1P.P. meetin~ documentation (Appendices D, E, & F) should b<;,

completed at least 2 weeks pnor to the meeting in order to give the I.P.P. manager enough

time to obtain anything which may be missing.. Key team members should also have all
I

their background informationion the client compiled and they should be familiar enough

with it to present it at the I.P.1P. meeting. As a result the I.P.P. manager has an up to date,

accurate view of the team and areas which need to be addressed to achieve consistency and

the primary teacher or counse)1or has complete information regarding the strengths and

needs of the client. With all ~lris information prepared at both the primary and

supmstructurallevels, we cart now move on to the actual lP.P. meeting and the selection

of specific goals and objectivles.

c) HOW TO FOSTER ATTItuDE CHANGE

Sometimes I wonder which is more difficult: changing client behaviour, or staff

behaviour. The most commoh areas where I find staff having a negative attitude which

affects the successful performance of their job is:

1. - attitude (or opinion) towards the client·

2. - desire to work as a team •

3. - techniques used with the iclient

4. - communication with others

5. - commitment to I.P.P. go~s

--"'-"'--" -------
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In future chapters, I describe strategies to address points 2-5. I will now focus on
,

the first area- "attitude towar4s the client", review the literature, and give suggestions to

bring about consistency in attltude amongst staff.

When discussing orgarnzational behaviour, Lawless (1979) states that attitudes are

difficult to change and depen~upon three things: the characteristics of the attitude, the

personality of the attitude hol~r, and the group affiliations of the attitude holder. He

elaborates:

From a functional point ofview, depending on how many social wants

support it (change) aJild the strength of these wants, the attitude may be more or

less changeable. A copgruent change of an attitude basedon some social want or

personality need could be relatively easy, provided the need could be magnified

(calling for more nee4 satisfaction).

(p.259)

Because attitudes ~e tied together in systems, we can expect that a change
,

in one attitude will require adjustment in the entire system of which it is a part.

Indeed, as the systems are tied together, it may require a change affecting the

entire personality. Tf~is latter is not easy and in some cases is almost impossible.

(p.249)

I

As mentioned in the intrqduction, the underexpectation of achievement may indeed

bring about non-achievement. This is characteristic of one group of individuals who work

with the mentally handicapJ*l. It is a more traditional way of thinking, based in feelings

of pity for the disabled and the opinion that th,ey need "faith, hope and charity". 'They have

very low expectations of the client and as Burton (1976) describes it:

Strong underexpectation of achievement: In this instance the parent
I

views the child as cOIppletely useless ,md incapable ofeven the most

elementary skills. In linstances, this fr~4uently results in the child fulfilling

the prophecy by reduCing their motivation or subsequerit attempt at achievement.

(p.238)
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The people I find mo~t common lin this category are (as Burton points out), parents

and older staff. Rather than find fault and point an accusatory finger, we need to remember

that not everyone has had recent training or opportUnities to witness successful

programming.

The opposing group is one which began in the early 60's. It was fostered by

behaviourism and the notionsl of social role valorization. Their attitude basically looks at
I •

the client as a normal person,: in need of support, but not in the form of pity or ch:arity. Its

advocates propose education~access to community centers and services and the freedom of

clients to make choices regarding their own life (where possible).

Within these two ca.nt>s there are gradations of attitudes. There are people who

take the Social Role Valoriz:a~on principle to the limit and are unrealistic to the degree of

spending more time fighting ~attles than they do addressing the day to day needs of the

client Then there are those J/ho know it is outdated to feel pity for the client, but resist

program ideas, are reluctant tp implement programs because it IIsounds mean" and feel that

making the client comfortable is the best we can hope for. When taken to the extreme,

some of these individuals mi$ht even sabotage programs as a result of their strong feelings

of opposition to programming and pity for the client.

These are just a few e;x.amples of the attitudes held by staff which one might

encounter in the field, each d~fending their opmion not only verbally, but in their

behaviours. However, with *gard to programming it is important that everyone be as

unified in their attitude as possible, without anyone feeling "brainwashed" or having their

egos threatened. This can only be achieved through intervention from the supervisory

level.

Katz (1960), suggest& that two conditions are necessary for a change in
I

ego-defensive attitudes. One~ the reduction of threatening feelings and the development of
I
,

a relaxed atmosphere. Secorld, the opportunity to openly discuss opinions (possibly even
I

"let off steam") reduces the tplderlying feelings which might build up to strengthen the

attitude. However, he cautirn:ls that communk..ations intended to reduce feelings of threat or

swaying one's opinion, mighft also strengthen :attitudes. Attempts to change attitudes must
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be handled carefully by a strohg leader, who cannot only recognize the motivation for

attitudes, but the values whicn put them there in the first place.

It is the responsibilityi of the LP.P. m~Ilager to recognize when the differences in

attitude between the team members is affecting the consistency in the delivery of the
I

program. This can be an extr¢mely delicate issue and one which is best be handled by a

person with a certain degree of authority and responsibility. Unfortunately there are many
I

times when a supervisor may lbe the one with the inconsistent approach making it lextremely

difficult for their staff to achieve good quality programming. I have recommended a few

simple strategies to deal with attitude differences, thus allowing the team to reach a
I

consensus about their attitudes towards the client. The Pre-I.P.P. survey form (Appendix

D) should help to bring these!differences to the surface thus opening the door to the

following strategies:

Strategies to foster attitude change

- Meet with the person and gijile them an opportunity to explain their opinion and listen

carefully.

- Discuss the philosophy of th~3 team without saying that their attitude is "wrong" or

"different". Simply state which direction the team is headed as a result of the I.P.P.

meeting and how they view th!Fl client.

- Point out similarities (even if1they are extremely basic) between your opinions and

i

how you both share the common goal of what is best for the client.

- Let them express their feelinigs of being threatened by a new approach which is carried

out by all the other team, except themselves. Discuss this openly.

- Provide them with backup Iitbrature which discusses the team philosophy, nothing too

involved or difficult to read, something short anl:f 1i~lht.
I

- If you have tried these measures and rio proglress has been made, meet with the person
I

again and let them know that !¥ou are aware of their attitude differences and would like a

chance to show them anothe~ point of view.
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- Invite them to visit a programi with you or watch a 'video tape where they can see tl1le

advocated approach in praeti~e, (which also shows positive results). Discuss how a

certain attitude, technique or team structure can be easily implemented. (Choose your
I

program carefully, otherwise itlcan backfire on you).

- Arrange for them to meet wit~ a person in a similar situation to theirs (another

parent, another staff person fr~in their homeland, or someone similar in age). who has

changed their attitude and works effectively with their client as a result. Openly discuss

their concerns with the 3rd perSon and ask them to elaborate on their experiences.

If you meet with resis,tance on any of tJ~e aLbove strategies, you can choose to

"agree to disagree", which is iikely what you will have to do with parents, or those

superior to you. However, iflyou are dealing with a subordinate staff person who has a
I

fundamental differt:nce of at1itude, this can be reason for dismissal in some places.

A person working for you, who fails to adopt Ithe philosophy of the team, whose resulting
I

behaviour is having negative leffects on the success of the program, is therefore not
I

fulfIlling the requirements of :their job. It is evident to me that if someone has an

inappropriate attitude regarclil;lg the persons they alre responsible for teaching, or towards

conducting prescribed programs, they will likely not be able to carry-out the other aspects

of their job in the required manner.

This section has dealt with the complexity of the attitudes of individuals working

with persons with mental han!dicaps. In all other a~pects of I.P.P. planning we can

articulate concretely our plans to change behaviour. However, the process of making
I

positive changes in attitude involves the interpersonal skills ofa strong and dynamic leader

and the co-operation of many! talented, yet divlerse personalities. This is not an easy task

and the literature tells us that there are no defmite guidelines for changing attitudes, or for .
I

being the perfect leader (Her$.ey & Blanchard 1972). We are not in the business of

brainwashing people and it is;only as a result (]If diverse attitudes (in the frrst p1aet:~), that

positive changes have occurred towards persons with handicaps.
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In my view, the best :We can do is evaluate the outcome ofour attitudes (positive or

negative) by evaluating the 011tcome ofour performance. The criteria for success is

whether or not we have accomplished what wle set out to do.



CHAPI'ER FOUR

INDIVIDUAL PROGRAM PLANNING:

a) RELATED BACKGROUND THEORY

Functional Programming

b) lHE LP.P.

(i) - Background InfOl'lIlation
(Ii) - The I.P.P. Manager
(iii) - Teamwork

c) lHE iP.P. MEETING

(i) - Who calls it and ther participants
(Ii) - Does everyone know what is expected of them?
(iii) - The l.P.P. meeting Agenda
(iv) - Description ofAgehda Topics

d) ARRIVING AT CONSIS1J'ENT GOALS

e) CONCLUSIONS

a) RELATED BACKGROUND THEORY

As caregivers and teachers in the field of special education, we are responsible for

organizing the various details for another person's life (medical appointments, diets,

recreation events, transportation, equipment), which is quite a task, when some of us

experience difficulty organizihg our own lives. Being self sufficient and a useful member

of society is (in general), what most non-handicapped people strive for in their livles. In the

past, individuals with mental handicaps were never considered to adopt similar llie-goals

simply because they were neverexpected to take care of themselves. As a result of the

philosophical changes of the fust 15-20 years brought about by the integration and

normalization movements, the overriding instructionaJI. goal for this population has become

105
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independent living, (with a nHnimum amount ofassistance). When programming for this

population, some of the areas ;which impact on this objective include:

a) Home - when this Person reaches 18-20 years old, where can we eXPeCt them to be

living (independent living or group home)? Normal young PeOple begin to make plans to
,

leave home at about this time.

b) Life-Skills - will !his client be able to dress, wash and look after themselves, prepare

meals, shop for food and org~izetheir finana~s enough to manage on their own?

c) Vocational- what kind of Work will this client lbe able to Perform? Competitivl~

employment, or sheltered--sutpervised work?

d) Handicaps - what physical or health limitations do they need to overcome in order to
,

reach maximum independence?

e) Relationships- what sort dfrelationships does this Person have with friends, family,

advocates and their immedia1ie community or Whalt opportunities do they have to form

relationships?

These are the general areas we must take into consideration when looking at long term

planning for clients who are mentally handicapped Of course, if they are capable of doing

this for themselves they should be encouraged to do so, but this manual is not about clients

who are functioning at such an independent level. Individual program planning is the

process of selecting goals for I(and with) clients and organizing what they are taught

according to those goals. The tricky part is determining the goals so that they meet the long

term needs of the client, given the social service system in place, available funding and

community support.

In the past it was all well and good to teach the mentally handicapped basic

academic skills and then let tlleir parents or caregiver teach the rest. But what do you do

about the client who has not had those learning opportunities and is still struggling with

unzipping his/her coat and hajsn't any idea wha.t a pencil is for? We still have a

responsibility to educate them. The fieldof special education had to learn a very Jlong time
,
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ago, that teaching can encompass many associated[ areas including communication,

physical-motor development,: domestic and lifie skills, as well as basic

academics.

I recall asking a teacher of a "mentally handicapped cl~s", why she was te.aching
,

the class to sort out different 90loured pegs as part of their academic morning rou1ines. She

felt that they should be able to sort things around the house, such as dishes, cutlery and

clothing. I asked her why she didn't just teach the class these skills, using those items.

She replied that the sorting 0] pegs was a higher cognitive task, that it taught thinldng skills

and after all this was a classroom---not a home. (I noticed that the students were not able to

generalize this skill to other a~tivities iIi the school.) At the time, I felt I had missed some

point somewhere, but never forgot· the futility of the sorting ofpegs. Years later my

bafflement was met with an eptpathetic ear in the form of functional programming.

i) Functional Programming

Although Lou Brown ,is a strong instigator ofattitudinal change, I consider him to
,

be more goal or product oriented than Wolfensberger and the principles of social role

valorization. He doesn't just $uggest that program planning be looked at differenlly, he
I

recommends concrete methods for bringing about change in special education pedagogy.

In the mid 70's, he put forth t~e view that the goal of educating severely handicapped

citizens should be to teach them to function as productively and independently as possible,

in integrated, normal, environments. He claimed that the use of artificial instructional

materials and settings (like the example described above) do not allow severely

handicapped students to solve real life problems or provide them with the skills needed for

practical functions, as much a'fs do natural and realistic settings, tasks and materials (Brown

et al1976).
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quite a few people on the def~nsive. He declared that:

In special education, the logic of homogeneneity abounds to the

point of absurdity...By affording credence to the presumed positive

properties of the logic of homogeneity within educational systems,

educators have systerrtatically,although inadvertently,impeded many

handicapped and nonnandicapPed students from acquiring the skills,

values,and attitudes qecessary to function in heterogeneous multifaceted and

interpersonally comp]ex adult environments. (Brown et al., 1976)

Many untrained and undertrained teachers, administrators, physical

therapists, SPeeCh andllanguage therapists and others are providing

direct services. That js knowledge exists that would substantially

enhance the quality of educational and related services provided but

it is not being utilized 'because ofpoorly trained and/or undertrained

personnel, inadequate; inservice training models, rigid and antiquated

belief system. (Brown et al., 1981)

Once the stings from t:he insults healed, thle professionals were able to see that
! •

Brown was suggesting a currJpulum to help those frustrated with trying to adapt "normal"

academic curriculum to students who neither understood what they were learning, nor

would be required to use that! skill in a future real life situation, (like sorting pegs). He
I

presented the concept of "cri¢rion of ultimate functioning", which refers to the long list of

skills that individuals must p0ssess in order to function as independently in social,

vocational and domestic environments. His guidelines for the selection of instructional

goals are:

1. Why should we engage in this activity?

2. Is this activity necessary to prepare students to ultimately function in complex
I

heterogeneous co~munity settings?
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3. Could students function as adults if they did not acquire the skill?
I

4. Is there a different 3;ttivity that will allow students to approximate realization of

the criterion of ultimate functioning more quicldy and more efficiently?

5. Will this activity impede, restrict, or reduce the probability that students will

ultimately function in ¢ommunity settings?

6. Are the skills, materials, tasks and criteria of concern similar to those

encountered in adult life?

(Brown et al.,1976, p. 9)

With these guidelines, teachers, therapists, counsellors and administrators can

effectively select teaching malterials, environments and techniques, with a consistent focus

and well defined parameters. Confusion in defining program goals therefore is diminished

when it comes to programming. We have the parameters to set goals which have the

potential to lead to maximum !independence for the client in their home, work and

recreational life. Of course tffis must be adapted according to the functioning leve1 of the

client, but with the "criterion of ultimate functioning" as a central theme, the chance for a
I

consistent attitude towards priogramming is increased.

I have never forgotten how Brown summarized his philosophy at a workshop I

attended many years ago---"if there is something that needs to be done in that client's life;

teach them to do it for them~lves". In my view, that is w~t education is all about.
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b) TIIE IP.P.

(i) Background Informatiop

The LP.P. meeting* ils normally an annual event and reviewed every 6 months

depending upon the agency OF school board The participants include all the people
I

involved with the client's life, including the parents, teacher, counsellor, social worker,

doctor/psychologist, nurse, et~. The manager of this meeting can be one of many people.

Usually it is the case worker, or the supeIVisor of the program where the client spends

most of their time: workshopd school, group home. This team does not necessarily come

together just once or twice a year for IP.P. meetings. The core members of the group

might see one another at diff~entevents such .as board meetings, training sessions, agency

functions (such as Christmas parties or parent's nights), or fundraisers. The most

important element of this groUp ofpeople is their ability to come together as a team and

accept the leadership of the person with the most responsibility, the LP.P. manager.

In order to prevent any misunderstanding, I will review some definitions which

were discussed in the Termin@logy section, at the beginni?g of the manual. The use of the

word "program", in Individu31 Program Plans (IP.P.s) refers to the annual plan set out by

the primary caregivers and case management team (See Appendix A). At the annual

meeting it will be decided which goals the team will work towards for the upcoming year
I

and what skills the client needs to acquire to pursue these goals. The difference between

long term goals and short ter:m. objectives is quite major. Long term goals are 1-2 years in

duration, are broad in nature alnd encompass a range of domains.

* In the case of school boards"there is an Individual Placement and Review Commitltee
[I.P.R.C.] meeting held every two years and the planning of the Individual Education Plan
[I.E.P.] follows the placement /1fleeting. Unfortunately not all school boards involve the
team in the planning of the I.E.P. and it is the responsibility of the assigned teacher to
write up the plan independentl)r of the team. In soml~ cases the I.E-P. combines the
information normally found on the I.P.P. as well as an over- view of the specifics of how
the plan will be carried out. A~ a result there is I,ess documentation, thus less
accountability and consistency' within educational settings than one would expect. For the
purposes of this text, when referring to the I.P.P. it should be understood that the lP,RC
decides upon only the type of Glassroom placement of the student and the I.E.P. is
comparable to the I.P.P. in that setting.
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Short term objectives however are usually 1-6 months in duration, are very specific

and encompass only one dom$.in (sometimes two; as in learning to tie a shoe--which

involves motor and cognitive skills, but the main focus is usually on only one). After the

I.P.P. meeting, the Individual Teaching (or Tr~"atment) Plan (I.T.P.) is written and it gives

step by step instructions on how the short term objectives are to be taught. So the key

elements to focus on in the I.P.P. meeting are the long term goals and the short term

objectives which evolve from; the strengths and needs of the client. .

(il) The I.P.P. Manager

The specifics of the I.I~.P. meeting will be discussed further in this chapter but first, it is

important to review the role of the I.P.P. manager and their quest for consistency in programming.

The I.P.P. manager can be any peirson (teacher, counsellor, instructor, or social worker/case

manager) in the key team Who is 1Ultirnately responsible for the I.P.P. form. They are the pivotal

person, who could work at both the primary and suprastructure levels. They have the most contact

with all the key team members and should be aware of the factors which can affect program

success. The I.P.P. manager shomld always keep 4 underlying objectives in mind and work

towards the group:

1. agreeing on goals

2. agreeing on technique

3. making a commitment to follow- through on their promises .

4. working together harmoniously

If you are the I.P.P. m'fIlager in this process, it is easier to try to implement the strategies

contained in this manual. Ifyou ~e not, you might be running the risk of overstepping your role,

which may affect your long term career plans. Ifyou are not the I.P.P. manager and you wish to

work towards greater consistency, I suggest you share your ideas with the appropriate supervisor

and together you can work on bringing about positive changes. There are usually two layers of

personnel in I.P.P. teams:

---. -._ ..._----



THE I.P.P. TEAM

KEY TEAM MEMBERS
Other Participants

Social worker! case manager*

GroupHome ~)

Supervisor*
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SChool
Principa':";"I"':;----------40)

Program
Manager-------~.,,·

Doctor ....--:---------)0_ )01
Psychologist

Specialists
Special Education
Reading, Vision, Hearing
Orthopedic

primary worker(s)
teacher, counsellor, instructor,

nurse, parent'"

Communication, Physical, Occupational or
Behaviour therapist/consultant

'" Anyone of these individuals cOUIld be the I.P.P. manager

The LP.P. manager n¢eds to have a variety of skills. First they must look at the

effectiveness of the team (orlthe output) as demonstrated in the Pre-I.P.P. survey. They
1

should then further their diag:nosis of the situation and develop the means to change some

or all of the variables which have brought about the problems presented in the I.P.P.

surveyor from other sources I (i.e. personal COliltact). Next they need to look at the group of

people they are working with and adapt their style according to the members strengths and

needs, just as they would with the client. According to Hersey & Blanchard (1972),

people require different types of leadership depending upon their degree of training,
I

maturity level and need for ~oemotional support (development of social relationships
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with work associates). Some members will require a high degree of task definition or

guidance and high socioemorlonal support. Others, possibly more professional or mature

team members, will require less task guidance andlless relationships within the ~11l1. The

I.P.P. manager will likely be dealing with a whole gamut of problems and will have to

provide different support or feedback according to the personalities of individual team

members. For example, a first year workshop counsellor may require more task guidance

and socio-emotional support because they are unsure of their role or the I.P.P. process,

than someone such as a visitirlg therapist who will not need to have their job deftned for

them. Although this therapi~t will need to be made to feel welcome, they don't necessarily

need a high degree of socio-eJtnotional support from the manager in order to be productive.

One would hope that all "team" members would see consistency strategies as an

attempt to bring about positive changes and not feel threatened by the I.P.P. manager's

efforts. But, as Burton, Law]ess and others have mentioned, not everyone is able~ to cope

with such a concept and could possibly see it as a means to make them more accountable

or a challenge to their competence (ego-defensive). The "turf'-tending which Gardner and

Chapman discuss is quite prevalent in this fteld al1ld some staff are simply not prepared to

act as part of a team or appremate attempts by others to make improvements. This would

especially be a problem for a istaff person attempting to improve the overall consistency ofa
I

team, who is not a supervisor. In this case it is much more difftcult since it is normally not

the responsibility of a subordinate to point out the performance weaknesses of their

supervisor or peers. Hence the need for the I.P.P. manager who is trying to make

changes, to become allied with the supervisor, or for performance improvements to be

initiated by individuals with supervisory responsibility.

When opposition to change does occUJr, it is necessary to deal with resistant

individuals on a one to one basis, (not over the telephone) and discuss your concerns and

speciftc strategies to foster c@nsistency. If they are more aware of the direction you are

headed and feel part of the ptiocess they are less likely to suspect you are attacking their

effectiveness on the job. A ~rpical organizational behaviour technique when making

changes to existing structUJLes is to include those who are to be part of the change process in
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the early planning stages, thu~: making them feel involved and like an ally (Hersey &
I

Blanchard 1972; Robbins 1987; Bourdon 1982). If they still resist, there is nothing much

you can do about them. We must accept those things which we cannot change and work

around them.

According to Lawless (1979) many teachers are managers in educational and other

types of organizations, but few managers consider themselves teachers (p. 469). Since a

large part of what managers do is looking at the strengths of their subordinates and

motivate them to progress to jrrew skills to achieve a common goal, the effective I.P.P.

manager must also be a good reacher. The tonl~ of the team, the commitment, the Itrust and

the communication patterns are set by the I.P.P. manager's example.

Some I.P.P. managers may wish to automatically approach the group to develop a

Team - Contract, which is dislCussed in greater detail in Chapter 6. Others may want to

simply state that they would HIre to set some objectives for the team to address some of the

results on the Pre-I.P.P. survey form. For exampJle; "next time we meet, everyone will

know who the members of the team are and who is new and what their responsibility is".

There are many things which you can do as a h;~ader/manager to foster teamwork.

Additional strategies to imprqve one's team management skills are:

I

a) Communicate regularly--often teams meet every three months to keep the

information flowing and the pr~ram goals and techniques consistent. This is a good

strategy to develop a stronger:team. But make sure you have something concrete to

discuss, so that people don't feeJ your meetings are a waste of time. If you can't meet,

consider having a client newsl~tter sent out on a regular basis to keep everyone abreast

of the client's status. This is algood project for some parents to do who may feellikE~ an

odd link in the team. A newslEltter needn't be long, just a few paragraphs on what's new·

in the program, the client's horine-life, information about upcoming events and possibly

some current data on program progress. Where possible, the client may want to be
,

I

responsible for progress updates in the form of a letter to his/her key team members.



This activity addresses a variety of learning areas: social, life-skills, communication

and recreation.

b) Location-- By having the meeting in a seminar room, or at a kitchen table, rather

than an official boardroom, wi1th a large meetin~J table, the atmosphere can be

comfortable and personal. In ~ome cases, the meeting can take place' in the client's living

room, where team members can be more relaxeld. This provides the client (if they are

in attendance) an opportunity to do something else if they get restless during the

meeting.

c) Friendliness--I am always limpressed by case managers who try to lessen the

business aspects of the I.P.P. meeting and can develop friendly relationships with the

various team members. By providing coffee or tea there is also a chance for people to

mingle a little before the meetiing, or at a half way pooint. Suggesting a break for coffee

can also help the person chairing the meeting to inject a "time-out" from a discussion,
I

should it get out of hand.

d) Time management-- don't waste people's time. Wherever possible, meet

separately with specialists and adjunct support people who do not necessarily have that

much. to contribute to overall program planning. This can save a lot of time in I.P.P.

meetings and save your consujlting dollars for more time with the hands-on staff. Reiport

their concerns to the team, eitliter at the I.P.P. meeting, or in written form and

encourage others to do the same.

e) Encourage Teamwork-- Lawless reminds us to IUse the talents of all members.

Some people have talents of ~hich they are not even aware and the manager should

recognize and develop these. /Explain to people at the beginning of the meeting that this is
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an open forum and everyone's input is valuable. One or two people will always domiinate

the discussion later on, while others will tend to sit back. Try to draw people out and if

you have kept your own notesJ of their earlier comments, you can ask questions based on

their input for later program ideas.

f) Delegate -- Wherever possi~le; let others fee~ involved by the tasks they have to

perform and alleviate some ofl your workload.

g) Expectations - - Have high expectations of the team and of the plan's potential to

bring about greater consisten~y in the client's program. According to Hersey &

Blanchard (1972), "high expedtations result in high performance, which reinforces the

high expectations and produc\9s even higher productivity" (p.150).

h) Resource Person - - Make certain you are aware of what is going on with the

client, the field and the other t!~am members. You should be "up" on the current

literature and be willing to freely admit when you are unfamiliar with a SUbject, or
I •

piece of information.

i) Give Feedback -- Provide 16ts of feedback to the team regarding their progress.

The research on industrial psychology is very strong about providing feedback to staff,

especially in situations whereithe technique of management by objectives is used. Make

feedback as immediate as p0ssible and initially as positive as possible, thus reinforcing

early efforts. (See Chapter 6" for further information on this topic.)

j) Get Feedback - -Keep in miind you may haVE) other managers on your I.P.P. team;

use them as allies and elicit their input at various points of the process. It's often

difficult for people who are used to being in the supervisory role to suddenly be placed
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in a subordinate position. For1example, a principal who is a member of the team, where

one of his/her own teachers is the I.P.P. manager, might feel better about being a

subordinate if you check with ~hem regularly for feedback or constructive criticism,

given their own experience and/or training.

k) Model- - Be a gOOd model to the team; your professionalism, enthusiasm and

commitment can be contagious. Lawless (19i'9) puts it best:

Above all, th~ manager must be a pacesetter whose enthusiasm

for the task, drive to achieve, flexibili~y in correcting his or her

own behaviours, experimental search for greater effectiveness

and optimism about future outcomes are things that subordinates

are happy to imitate. (pA81)

(iii) Teamwork

Probably one of the $ost difficult aspects of the whole I.P.P. process is the fact

that so many people are coming together from so many professional backgrounds, attitudes

and different walks of life. I @nce attended a planning meeting for a client where there were

14 people in attendance. The meeting was absurd. Nothing was accomplished and

everyone was frustrated with the lack of a common direction among the different supposed

"team-members". But this iSI what happens to our clients. The therapists divide the client

into parts and look after their designated area (Le. mouth, limbs, behaviours, etc..). Then

the teachers or counsellors lay claim to the training and teaching ofcognitive or life-skills

and make recommendations Which can either help or contribute to the frustration. Add to

this the feelings of the paren* or clients who might be intimidated by this formidable array

of professionals and say very little except how disappointed they are with the service they
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are getting. On the other hanjd you'll get parents who are still carrying around a great deal

ofgrief over having had a ~ldicapped child and :are overly emotional in the meeting which

distracts from getting on with solving problems. Needless to say the "team" often forgets

the client is a whole, in need ofa unified approach.

Obviously it is very difficult to co-ordinat:e all these people and try to get them to

co-operate as a group which may only come together once a year. There are reduced ties

and accountability to one andther, especially if they are from different agencies. Gardner

and Chapman (1985) discusS! several barriers to the team process:

- professional jargon used in meetings or reports

- "turf-tending" or staff possessive ofprograms, information or services

- lack of clear role definition (p. 92)

We have managed to make some progJress in the field and professionals are learning

to be less territorial, more co+operative and productive. But I still walk into meetings

where staff or whole agenci~s (school boards or associations) are obviously not prepared to

work as a team and see every suggestion as an insult, or a challenge to their skills. This is

where the results of the Pre-tP.P. survey can come in handy. It can clearly and

objectively pin-point problem areas and bring issues to the forefront without letting them

smolder under the surface, Oll result in ineffec1tual meetings.

Prior to selecting goals for the client, 1the common goals of the entire I.P.P. process

should be clarified and, at this time, any appropriate changes in the structure should be

made: duties, relationships, 1!1lethods for communication, responsibility, and so forth.

This discussion should be initiated by the I.P.P. manager at a special meeting of the key

team members prior to the formal I.P.P. meeting.. This group would decide their structure,

how they will include the other members of the multidisciplinary team and what

responsibilities they will have to the team. (Use forms in Appendix D, E, & F).

Points as described b~ McGregor (1960) help to define the well functioning

group, which leads to maximum effectiveness:



1. The atmosphere tenas to be informal comfortable and relaxed.

2. There is a good deal of discussion in which nearly everyone participates,
but the discussion r,emains relevant to the task.

3. The objectives are ~1ell understood and accepted by all members of
the group. Initially~ there is free discussion of the objective but it
eventually is formulated in such a way that they could all commit
themselves to it.

4. The members listen to one another. Every idea is given a hearing.
No one is afraid ofbeing considered! foolish by putting forward
even extreme ideas:.

5. There is disagreem~ntfor disagreements are not overridden. The
reasons for disagreefment are examined and there is an attempt to
resolve them rathe:Ii than suppress th,em.

6. Most decisions are !reached by some form of consensus in which there
is a general agreem¢nt and willingness to accept the decision. Formal
voting with a simple majority is held suspect as the basis for best action.

7. Criticism is frequent and frank but comfortable and shows little
evidence ofpersOnal attack.

8. Members feel free to express their fe-elings as well as their ideas
not only on the problem to be solved! but on the very operation of
the group.

9. Assignments to members are clear and are accepted.

10. The group chairman does not dominate nor is there evidence of
a power struggle \\fhile the group is involved in achieving its task.
The issue is not wfw controls but how to get the job done.

11. The group is self-conscious about its own operation.
(In Lawless 1979, p. 32).
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c) mE I.P.P. MEETING

(i) Who calls it and the pa~icipants

Each person who is !involved with the client on a daily or ongoing basis is invited

to the I.P.P. meeting. The IJP.P. manager or person with primary responsibility for the

client should co-ordinate the meeting. Depending upon the unique program needs of the

client it may also beneces~ to invite representatives from government or funding

agencies. If you are in the ptocess of arranging who will be asked to attend and who won't

and you're unsure ofone or ttwo people, and the list is not too long already, ask them

anyway. It's better to ask everyone and then llet them decide whether or not they want to

attend, instead of taking the chance on not asking them and ruffling some feathers in the

process.

Never forget to invite the parents or guardians as well as the client to the meeting.

The current opinion by many staff is that the client has a right to be present at the~ LP.P.

meeting; after all, we are dis¢ussing their life. In my view however, if they are not

functioning highly enough to understand the purpose of the meeting, it should be left to the

discretion of the team to decine ifhe/she should be present. According to the research by

Love (1990, p. 19), only 14% of all clients knew the purpose of the I.P.P. meeting which

they han attended. Even though they were encouraged to Participate 85%of the time, and

asked questions directly 69% of the time, only 8% knew why he or she was invited to the

I.P.P. meeting. Although same would argue that we should be teaching the client how to

participate in the meeting, I wonder how beneficial it is to spend hours working on a skill

which will only be needed ollce a year, when so many other skills need to be addressed. I

suggest that staff be honest; if it will clearly be a waste of time for the client to be sitting

there for 2-3 hours, don't bring them along simply for the sake ofsome "idealisti,c"

philosophy. I find it very frUstrating to be sitting in a meeting for a whole morning with

John, discussing his obsessive head-bobbing problem, while sitting and watching him do it

during the whole meeting.
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(ti) Does everyone know what is expected of them?

Many people attend meetings and have no idea what they are doing there. As the

I.P.P. manager, if you suspect that some of the PeOple you have invited to the meeting are

unsure of their role, because l1ave never been to an I.P.P. before, have a chat with them

beforehand, even if it's only a phone call. Thqplain the purpose of the LP.P., the meeting
,

and what to expect. Try to hylp them feel less intimidated by explaining who the other

members of the team are and what will be as~edof them in the discussions. You may want

to give out a list of participailts, their title, agency represented and a brief deScription of

their role along with the agenda for the meeting. Also, make it clear what your role is and

that you see yourself as the mediator ofthe team, as well as a team member. In research

completed by Love (1990) -Where the quality of l.P.P. meetings was evaluated, the function

of each team member was explained in only 47% of all LP.P. meetings. This must be very

unsettling for many parents dr clients who are invited to participate, but do not feel

confident about interrupting ameeting to ask for ilIltroductions.

At this point the I.P.~. manager has done his/her homework, collected all the

documentation, completed tile Pre-LP.P. survey form, reviewed the results of the survey

to determine the weaknesses:in past programs and all the players should be prepared and
,

know what is expected of them. Now we can move on to the meeting itself.
,

(iii) The I.P.P. Meeting Agenda:

Basically the LP.P. meeti.n~ should follow the I.P.P. form itself (See Appendix A). The

following agenda correspont:is with the I.P.P. form (or booklet).



Name: .

Individual PrO&I"arn Plan. l\ieetin:: A2tnda

Date: _

1) Introductions

2) Pre-IJP.P. survey results

3) Information Update

4) Set long term goals (L.T.G.)

5) Strengths; Who is this person?

6) Needs; to accomplish long term goals

7) Set short term objectives'(S.T.O.)

8) Service Goals; Responsioilities

- progress review dates

- Equipment Needs and person responsible

9) Setting times for further meetings

10) Signing the form

15 -25 mins.

5 -10 mins.

20 -25 mins.

15 mins.

15 - 20 mins.

20-25 mins.

10mins.

5 mins.

2 mins.
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A note about time

The I.P.P. meeting will invariably take up a full morning, afternoon or evening

block of time. Count on it being anywhere from 2-3 hours. Tell the team that you will

have a break at a agreed upon time. People should not be allowed to talk beyond a certain

amount of time (5 minutes ?)' and the recommended times on the agenda can help as a

guideline for the appointed timekeeper to remind everyone when they are running on too

long. A good meeting doesn't get bogged down on certain issues and moves quiddy from:

presentation of a topic, discussion, problem solving, to decision making. If however, you

find one particular topic beiqg repeated or one particular person is presenting a problem,

the manager should suggest that a separate meeting be arranged to discuss whatever it is

that is becoming a barrier to completing 1I:he task at hand. If it is that important, the main

protagonist will agree to sucf~ an idea. Othervvise it may become evident that for some
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strange reason they are just trying to create problems, or heated dialogue.

(iv) Description of Agenda Topics

1)* Introduction

As soon as everyone is comfortably settled and they have a copy of the agenda,

other pertinent documents and (preferably) a coffee, the meeting chairperson should begin

by introducing everyone and darifying their roles. In particular the key members of the

team should be identified suqh as the teacher, day-program worker or primary counsellor.

This could be done by the l.P.P. manager or by each person individually. As suggested

earlier, there could even be a list of participants with the agenda accompanied by the name

of the agency they represent. At this time duties could be assigned like: secretary,

timekeeper, coffee-maker. It is useful to have a flipchart or a blackboard handy with a

designated person writing out the same information which the chairperson is writing on the

I.P.P. form so all the meeting participants can follow along with the stating ofth'e

objectives and design of the tnethod. Even though this tends to make the I.P.P. more

formal (less human oriented}it is better for all involved to read what is considered
I

important and helps their creative thinking skills, allowing them to read along and make

suggestions.

2) Pre - l.P.P. Survey

This manual is intended to provide "strategies" to help teams ofpeople working

with persons with mental hanldicaps to work more consistently with each other and the

I.P.P. plan. Effective team work cannot be accomplished without ever discussing the

functioning of the team (be i~ positive or nega!tive). Although I consider this process to be

just as important to successf1!l1 intervention as the I.P.P. itself, the cohesion and

effectiveness of the team is often considered a secondary matter and a luxury the team

cannot afford the time to proyide. However, ifone considers the amount of time spent in

* The reader is reminded that the numbers used conrespond with those on the I.P.P. Form. (A][)pendix A)
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meetings, making plans or d~signingprograms which never come to fruition, then the little,

amount of time spent doing a! Pre lP.P. survey and discussing the results is in fae;t, a more

efficient use of people's time.

At this time it would be useful to address the issues which came up as a result of the

Pre-I.P.P. survey and the analysis of past lP.P.s which were outlined in Chapter 3. The

manager must be cautious not to present the fmdings too negatively, especially if the

majority of the team members are unfamiliar with each other, since this would only destroy

attempts to develop team work. If the results tend to be very negative, it would be best, as

mentioned, to have a pre-1P.P. meeting with the key-team members, to work out specific

problem areas. The results of that meeting couad be presented at this time to infonm the

whole group that the key-t.ea.m is aware ofcertain problems and how they plan to solve

them. On the other hand, the manager may have good news to report from the two survey

forms and the group could begin the meeting on a positive note. There should be an

opportunity for discussion of'these results, taking precaution that it does not take up too

much time.

3) Information Update

This is the time to review the client's state of health, report on recent assessment

results and pending program ,changes. It needn't take any longer than 5 minutes unless

there is some critical issue which has come about as a result of the Pre-I.P.P. surv"ey. If

this is the case, mention that ilt will be discussed in more detail during #4 of the agenda.
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d) ARRNING AT CONSIS1ENT GOALS

4) LongTenn Goals

The topic of choosing and writing goalls is more complex than one might lhink. It

is the foundation of the I.P.P" and the follow-up tasks after the meeting. Long term goals

are the future activities or skills, which all meeting members agree, are realistic pursuits

for the client For example the group might ayee that ilie client will: 1) learn to wheelilieir

wheelchair independently ana 2) begin travelHng to their parent's home on ilie train

independently for weekend ~sits. These are plans which will require a fair degree of

teaching and preparation by the service-team over ilie next two years. The long term goals

will indicate to the group what skills ilie client wiU require to pursue this course and help

them to formulate ilie short term objectives. Long term goals are often described as "What

do we Wish this person could do?" (ilie sky's ilie limit) and people are asked to brain

storm about any possibilities for ilie client. However, I encourage people to keep in mind

the reality of the situation, why set a long term goal if it is not a real possibility for this

individual? Why waste valuAble time on unrealisltic goals which will never come to pass? I

like to set open-ended goals, put if ilie system cannot support it, or ilie client is definitely

unable to ever achieve iliis skill, let's find a compromise instead The two long term goals

should be ilie ilie first 1hing eptered 'on ilie flipchart for the group to ponder furoughout the

meeting.

5) Strengths; ''WHO IS" the Client?

A pleasant way to start the meeting and promote open dialogue is to give the team

members an opportunity to Share with one anoilier ilie positive 1hings which have

happened wiili the client over the past year and what progress has been made. I have

attended many meetings where ilie staff are often unfamiliar with ilie client and are

surprised when iliey hear certain information or ·stories from people who have worked

wiili ilie client previously. Sqme examples of such statements could be: " Last weekend

Jane took off her coat and hu.ng it up herself", "Jane signed Bobby (her broilier) ilie oilier
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dai', "I remember that last year Jane couldn't set her own alarm clock, but she does it

now every night". Invariably people slip into stating their major concerns regarding the

client or their program. It is best to discuss these briefly, but remind everyone that they

will have a chance to "get into things" soon.

It is also a good idea at this point for the client (ifpresent) to talk about themselves

and what their objectives iare for the meeting. This is not always possible, since, as Love

(1990) discovered, most clients are unaware of what the meeting is about, but if they are

high enough functioning to appreciate what is going on, then I strongly recommend that

they be given a chance to lspeak their mind at this preliminary stage.

Next, a list of theiClient's strengths should be written down, possibly according to

"domains" such as: domestic, social, academic, communication etc. These can be placed

on the J.P.P. fonn (page 2) for future reference. From the above example regarding the

client learning to set her @wn alarm clock, we could come up with the following strengths:

Jane; likes to operate her alarm clock--"likes electric appliances"; has learned one more

skill to lead towards independent living--"likes to do things for herself'; learns sequences

slowly but once she gets the idea, she never forgets it --"good memory for sequenced

tasks". These skill-strength statements will be he1pfu11ater when we are trying to decide

how to approach other pIiogram areas. For example, if Jane learns sequences well and
,

likes to operate small apI;tliances, then when discussing future vocational options, she

might be considered to operate a small piece of equipment at work, or work in a kitchen

operating a dishwasher.

6) NEEDS - Writing "Needs-Statements" Effectively

Now that we know what the long term goals and client strengths are, it is important

to line the two up to determine the needs. The needs should be taken directly from the

previous discussion as w:ell as from the Pre-LP.P. survey form which the manager has

already brought to every(i)ne's attention. The needs should be written out in (:lear simple

terms, for example: "John needs to be more independent", is a poorly worded need

statement. First of all, hbw do we meaSUlre more and what exactly does independent
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mean? Independentwh~? Independent how? A better way of wording it is: "John

needs to learn how to prepare himself small meals". This wording gives us a clearer idea

ofwhat level John is at, clearly what his needs are and which area he needs to become

more independent in, that being life-skills. A few more examples are:

EXAMPLES OF APPROPRUATE NEEDS STATEMENTS

- to be more compliant to ~equests: "John needs to require fewer physical prompts

when engaged in an activity with staff'

- to decrease self-stimulaU:>ry behaviour: "John needs to learn new activities when

he is bored and begins tb self-stirn,"

• to become more social with others: "John needs to be involved in more situations

where he can make frjend:s and learn appropriate social skills"

Keep in mind these statements are still somewhat general, which is acceptable since

they will lead later to the IVery important task ofchoosing short term objectives.

Once all the identified needs are listed on the flipchart, the group should then have

a chance to discuss what are the priority needs. What skills does the client req.uire to meet

the long term goals discuSsed earlier? Wh:at is the primary current issue standing in the

way of meeting these gO$L1s which might have come up on the Pre-I.P.P. survey? What is

realistic to the situation...given health/medical, academic, or staffing limitations? In the

research by Love (1990 p. 16) regarding the quality ofI.P.P. planning, he found that in

only 39% of the I.P.P. meetings in his study, set priorities for short term objlectives

(referred to as long term goals in his study) based on what had been identified as major

goals. It is very important that the long term goals reflect the short term objectives and

vice-versa.

Michael Owen (1987) points out that staffare forced to decide between limited

resources and increasing service needs. "To make maximum use ofagency resources it is
I

important that energy be directed towards fuose goals that are the most important for each
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client" (p.108). He suggests use ofMaslow's hierarchy of human needs as a basis for

priorizing goals:

1. Basic needs (food, clothing, shelter, safety)

2. Relationship and belongingness needs

3. Needs other than 1 or 2

4. Developing strengths

Three or four priqrity needs should be selected for the I.P.P. task but the others

should be entered in the minutes for future reference. The three which have be:en selected

should then be circled on the flipchart and entered on the I.P.P. form.

Brainstorming:

Now that the I.P~P. team knows what the client needs to learn to do, they can sit

back and think of creative ideas to help bring about this learning. This is a good time for

the group to reflect on past successes and/or failures and consider alternate program

environments or activitie~. From this will evolve the specific short term objectives.

7) SHORT TERM OBJECTIVES:

Short term objectives (S.T.O.) are the instructional activities which the primary

caregivers will be workirig on with the client over the next 6 months. They are never

carved in stone and the group should feel free to make alterations as they proceed through

the meeting. They shoul\i be agreed upon by all the individuals attending the: I.P.P. and

flow directly out of the Needs Statements.

One of the causes of inconsistency discussed in Chapter one is poor

communication. When referring to S.T.O.s it is important that anyone who reads the

LP.P. understand what is intended and what will be done with the client. Thils can only be

done if S.T.O.s are stated clearly, in measurable terms with minimal opportunity for

misinterpretation. In the research conducted by Love (1990), only two out of five I.P.P.
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conferences stated objecdves in measurable terms (p.15). I suggest that this leads to

semantic misunderstandirtg and consequently affects consistency in programming. As a

resu14 the following criteria for writing S.T.G.s should be employed in all I.P.P.s to

reduce inconsistency:

Wording:

It is always best to take a need and tum it into a positive skill. Consider the

consequences of the issue and state (very oonc:retely) what the ~ip-sideof that problem

might be. For example; If I eat too much, I gain weight. The consequences are that I can't

fit into my wardrobe from last summer. The opposite of a negative consequence, stated

.positively and concretely are; if I lose 10 pounds I will be able to wear my favorite summer

dress which is currently one size smaller that my figure. So my S.T.D. becomes; in one

month I will wear my pink summer dress to Rea's party. (Notice how I added a positive

reinforcer) .

S.T.D. statements should be worded positively, excluding terms such as:

decrease, stop, refrain from, not, no-longer etc. In addition to being written in a positive

way, using clear, concrete terminology, they should be measurable with the criteria for

successful completion included. These S.T.O. statements always begin with the word

WILL. For example:

EXAMPLES OF APPROPRIATE WORDING FOR SHORT TERM OBJECTIVES

- Need Statement: "John needs to learn to prepare himself small meals"

S.T.C. : "John will learn to make a sandwich and a bowl of cereal".

- Need Statement: "John needs to stop biting his nails when he is bored and has nothing

else to do with his hands''.

S.T.O.: "John will be taught 2 activities (doodling and pUZZles) to occupy his hands
I

during free-time".

. ...._-- ....:..-_---
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These two are measurable and easy to understand. The criteria for successful

completion are apparent i)n both instances--John will have achieved his objective once he is

sitting at a table doodling~not engaged in nail··biting ( the percentage of the tinle can be

detennined later in the Method section). ill the second example, the staff will. have

accomplished their task, the day John independently goes to the cupboard and makes

himself a bowl of cereal and fixes a sandwich. Statements which interpret the intent or

meaning of the behaviour should also be avoided; we simply want to state what behaviour

the client is exhibiting, as objectively as possible.

Here are a few more examples (the underlined words are ones to stay away from):

INCORRECT WAY:

Needs statement: "John needs to stop hitting his head whenever he becomes frustrated It.

S.T.O.: "John will have Qjpportumties to practise waiting at the table and stop hitting his

head".

CORRECT WAY:

Needs Statement: "John needs to stop hitting his head on the table when waiting for dinner

to be served".

S.T.O.: "John will learn to wait at the table~ (sitting without hitting his head) for one minute
I

before his meal is served'~ (the time to be gradually increased to a maximum of5 minutes).

INCORRECT WAY:

Needs Statement: "John needs to have more COntact with his family".

S.T.O.: " John will learn to behave awropriately around his parents".

CORRECT WAY:

Needs Statement: "John needs to have more positive encounters at home with his family,

but they are frustrated with his behaviours dUlring meals ".

S.T.O.: "A full-time staff person will go to John's p~ent's home on 4 occasions with
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John to demonstrate the program to deal with head banging during meals".

It is this concreteness and simplicity that we should always strive for when writing

S.T.O.s. A common result of not simplifying the objectives is teachers and counsellors

making commitments to objectives which they are not sure about, or ones which are

umealistic given the skill [evel of the client I have dealt with teachers and counsellors who

commit themselves to a task which the client/student may not be able to do, not as a resultof

poor teaching, but due to the client's behaviour, health problems or other uncontrollable

variables. Possibly they have committed themselves to something as a result of peer

pressure in the meeting. That's where the manager needs to be skilled at reading body

language and step in to double check on a lteam member who agreed to do something,

which perhaps slhe may not honestly want to do.

Primary counsellors who are familiar with the client's skills and have~ done

adequate background research have a fairly good idea as to what they can teach and

commit themselves to. I always suggest that teachers and counsellors should initially work

towards very small objectives, while they get to know the client. Once these have been

achieved...move on to slightly harder tasks but ones which are definitely attainable. Isn't it

better to report at the next I.P.P. meeting that John achieved his goal 3 months ago and

moved on to two others which were also achieved? Ifprimary counsellors are unsure if

the client can read a who]e book, learn the whole alphabet, tie their shoes, or make a whole

sandwich, then it needs to be broken down into manageable tasks: John will, learn to read

one chapter, learn the first half of the alphabet, buckle shoes with velcro-closures, or

simply learn to butter bre:fl,d.

Many school boards (Metropolitan Toronto School Board; directive) are

encouraging teachers to write S.T.O.s which are open-ended and vague to pl1event

the possibility of parents suing the schools for not reaching educational objectives. By

using statements like: "increased independence", "have better awareness of...", "learn to

appreciate", no one could ever hold them to these objectives since they are wide open in

interpretation, as well as unmeasurable. I feell that this type of vagueness is unfair to the
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students and misleading tt) parents who usually have unrealistic expectations of their child.

When they hear objectives such as "John will have a better understanding of grammar"-

they might feel John is ready to write short stories, while the teacher could easily be

planning to teach John how to write a sentence. This vagueness also leads to

misinterpretatic?rt of objectives and can create problems fOf meplbers of the team regarding

issues such as technique or method.

Double Check the S.T.D.s:

Once the objectives have been written up and agreed upon, they shouJld be

reviewed to make sure of'the following:

- they reflect the priorities as determined by the group

- are agreed upon by all the meeting members

- are realistic given the environment and client's life-style

- are measurable

- are stated as positively and optimistically as possible

Adding to the S.T.D.s:

In addition to get1ling the wording accurate the SPecifics also need to be decided.

The I.P.P. form (see Appendix A) which I recommend has spaces for this information.

The I.P.P. manager should ask the groupthe following:

-~hen is this objective to be started/completed?

- who is responsitlle for writing the "How-To" or implementation plan?

- is the criterion f(>f success clearly stated?

. - is follow-up staff training required?

- who is to be con,tacted for further follow-up and who will contact th~~m?
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8 a) Service Goals

Once again we are trying to develop consistency in programming and make POOple

accountable. On the second inside page of the I.P.P. form there is a column titled "Person

to Write Program" and "Review Date". These should be filled in with the name of the

Personls responsible for vniting the program and the eXPeCted time to commence the

program, as well as a time when the Program will be reviewed and a decision made

regarding its effectiveness and appropriateness to continue.

On the back of the fonn is a section called Service Goals. This is more

administrative in nature and is geared towards the social worker, therapists, or

program supervisors. Typical service goaJls might be : ''Mr. Thompson will complete the

grant for funding for a summer Program for Jane". "The director of nursing will enquire

about a 'drug holiday' for Jane during Dr. Anderson's next visit". This also applies to

equipment needs and enqhiries about alternate placement. If it appears that one or two

people are doing most of the follow-up work, see if you can delegate some jobs to others,

or invite volunteers.

8 b) Qient or Staff Goal?

There should alsq be a section on the I.P.P. to state what goals have been set for

staff, or what skills they meed to learn. To explain this, imagine you are in a meeting

where it is decided that John will learn to use the sign "cookie". Now he can't be eXPected

to go to a manual and loolk it up for himself. Therefore, the staff have to kn()w the sign in

order to teach the client. 'The result is a staff goal "staff will attend a 10 week sign

language course offered at the college".

Many goals are staff dependent if we think about it. All teaching involves the

modification of the behaviour of the teacher or the requirement that they know a certain

skill in order to have the student perfonn a specific activity. Very few of our clients can

learn on their own devices and as a result we must alter our behaviour to bring about
, .

changes in theirs. I recommend that on the I.T.P. the performance responsibilities of the

------"------- ----------
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staff be clearly outlined, as well as the response of the staffperson to the client's reactions

during teaching. This willl be discussed in further detail in the next chapter.

9) Setting further meetins times

There is often a tendency, because the meetings run so very long, for people to

jump up from the meetin~ and leave immediately. Ifpeople have made a commitment to do

something regarding the [.P.P. then the I.P.P. manager should set the time and date right

then and there for that activity. Thus they can confirm that what was discusse-d, decided

and promised--will occur:. This can include future meetings, appointments, training

sessions, assessments and review dates. People are often so busy in this field, they

postpone activities or forget what they have committed themselves to. By having it in

writing, and a prearranged date agreeable lto everyone, there is more of a chance for it to

happen.

10) Signing the fonn

As a closing activity, everyone should have an opportunity to look over the I.P.P.

form and sign the back of the "rough-draft". That way they are more accountable and can

see in writing what they :are to do for follow-up. The I.P.P. manager can ask who would

like to have a copy of the final form and if they feel any changes are necessary. The

completed form could then go in fot typing, leaving the back page as is and copies of the

final draft sent out as quickly as possible to keep people reminded of their responsibilities.

At this time if the team would also like to sign a contract, as discussed in Chapter

Six this is the time to do SO. Copies of the contract could then be sent out with copies of

the final draft of the I.P.P. form.
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Here we have the!completed I.P.P. form. Although the whole process may seem

very long and tedious, onte again, it is more time efficient in the long run to have the

program specifics thoroughly discussed atlld defined rather than going through Ithe process

year after year, repeating the same concerns, dealing with the same problems or arguing

about program failures. Once this plan has been made up, subsequent review meetings can

be shorter and if the same team is still involved a year or two later and plans 1i>llowed, then

future I.P.P. meetings will also take less time.

e) CONCLUSIONS

As with any orgatrization, there must lbe organization of the iP.P. team. I find the

I.P.P. teams which have formed out of the groups of people working with my

clients lack structure and 'the manner in which they carry out their business is ad hoc.

Certain teams are very good, but for the most part, school boards, workshops and

association~do not have, clearly outlined procedures for LP.P. teams or meelings. Yet the

seriousness of the topic ~eing discussed is critical to another person's life. I would like to

think that if a group of people were meeting to discuss plans for my future, that they would
,

mutually understand: who is in charge, who is the primary worker, and the role of the

other pertinent players in, the team. I wouJld also hope that those people agree on most

things like, what will be done for me, their philosophical approach and their long term

goals for me. I think we lowe that to persons with mental handicaps whom we have on our

caseload In my view, if:we are getting paid to evaluate their life and impose on them

certain life choices and ways and means for how these choices will be fulfilled, then we

should agree to work as a productive member of a team with consistent attitudes towards

the client, with consistent goals and techniques and consistent methods for maintenance of

our plan.

__ n ~ ~ _



CHAPTER FIVE

CONSISTENT TECHNIQUES:

a) WRITING INDIVIDUAL TEACHING PLANS FOR MAXIMUM CONSISTENCY
(i) - Description ofI.T.P. Design

b) TEACHING NEW SKILLS TO CLIENTS
(i) - Standard teachingproo~
(ii) - Task analysis

c) STRATEGIES FOR TRAINING STAFF OR PARENTS

d) CONCLUSIONS

Now that the I.P.P. meeting is over and the target behaviours or objectives have

been selected, the staff must sit down and decide HOW, that behaviour will be taught.

The prescribed procedure, technique or "recipe" needs to be designed and this is called the

individual teaching plan (I.T.P.). The two most important aspects to guarantee consistency

in technique are to: a) miaJre sure the technique (I.T.P.) is written up precisely and

sequentially and b) make sure that the people carrying out the individual teaching plan are

doing so using the same techniques.

This chapter attempts to deal with the familiar old saying, "you can't teach an old

dog new tricks!" We are 'looking at two different instructional groups requiring -different

types of intervention. However, the same principles of learning and teaching of new

behaviours applies to both, albeit on a somewhat different scale. The first group of course

is the clients, whom we ~vant to teach new skills or more appropriate behaviours. Then

there is the front-line staff and parents who may also need to learn new behaviours, but in

addition, they need to un1earn inappropriate teaching habits. This is necessary to

standardize the techniques practised with Ithe clients which, in some cases, have been

prescribed by someone else.
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a) WRITING INDMDUAI.1 TEACHING PLANS (I.T.P.S)
FOR MAXIMUM C<DNSISTENCY

Writing step by step instructions for how a program is to be conducted, is the

"meat and potatoes" of pItogramming. We: wouldn't hand an aircraft mechanic: a wrench

and tell him to go rebuild a faulty engine. He/she would have the benefit of a manual,

specification sheets and diagrams. The same should apply to the teaching of 1his

population. As has been proven with precision teaching (Burton 1976), brealcing down a

skill or task into small steips and using repetitive teaching trials, leads to a higher rate of

success than teaching a skill one way, one day and then another way another day, by

another person. The indiiv'iduals with mental handicaps have difficulty generalizing skills

across environments and as Lou Brown pointed out (in the previous chapter) they need to

be taught each skill in the setting where it is to occur. The criterion for a well written

program should be: if the staffperson who wrote it, were to be off sick and a new person

came in to relieve him or her, could the program be carried out exactly the same way? (Or a

very close facsimile).

The I.T.P. should be written soon after the I.P.P. meeting either by the primary

counsellor or by a team df people who are responsible for that domain. For example, I

have helped to write man~ communication programs with teachers and counsellors and the

supervisor attended in some instances to ensure that the program design was feasible and to

better acquaint themselves with the program technique. Or, it can be prepared by the

primary teacher and the rough draft shared with other key team members for input or

alterations. The completed I.T.P. form (from Appendix B) on the following page, is one

which I prefer to use. You may choose to use another model, but the basic elements

should be included. An additional sample I.T.P. can be found in Appendix G.
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CC)MPLETED EXAMPLE OF I.T.P. :

Individual Teaching Plan

(i)
NAME: John Doe
DATE: February 12. 1990
AGE: _9. -

!ill
SHORT TERM OBJECTIVE: ~John will
engage in playing with a toy f@r 10
minutes and not engage in self-stimulation
fiddling with his clothes)

WRITTEN BY: Jane Staff - counsellor
OTHER STAFF RESPONSIBU::A. Supervisor
Pat Time, Jeff Alternate, June Volunteer,
Mr.& Mrs. Doe (parents)

.@l
STAFF RESPONSIBILlTY:-1Q.jrerbally
reinforce John every 2 minutes when John
engages in appropriate play (i.e. playing (i.e.
with toys)

fu1
CURRENT BEHAVIOURlSKIl~L:baseline data shows that during a 1 hour period, John fiddles
with his clothes 60% of the time and plays with toys and/or manipulates objects 10% of the
time

MEASUREMENT OF SUCCE.SS (as follows) :

INCREASE POSITIVE TO: JIJhn will manipulate toys or objects for 10 consecutive minutes

DECREASE NEGATIVE TO: iJohn will decreasle fiddling with his clothes to 25% during a 1
hour period

(v)
WHEN: staff will conduct a teaching session every day after school. HOW LONG: 1 hour

MATERIALS: stop watch or timer, preferred toys or objects (toy truck. toy piano & cup/spoon

(vi)
METHOD OF DATA COLLEd'TION: Cumulative time measure. of self-stimulation during a
one hour time sample. Start the stop watch when .John engages in fiddling with his clothes.
When John stops engaging inl fiddling. stop the watch. (Do not return the watch to Zl9ro). Data is
collected 4 out of 7 times per ;week, on randomly selected days. Enter the totals on attached data
sheet.
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(vii)
METHOD:

After John gets home from school, staff will give him a few minutes to unwind, get a snack and
go to the washroom. They willi then seat him at the kitchen table, or the living room Hoor and
present him with 4-6 toys.

1. If John independently engages in playing or manipulating an object for 10 seconds or more,
they will verbally praise him saying "good John, you are playing with the ".
2. after the initial 10 seconds, 'staff will repeat their praise for every 30 seconds of ongoing
toy play.

Interfering behaviour:

- If John engages in self-stimullation, staff will ignore (set the time on the stop watch), model
playing with the toys and wait him to independently bring his hands down. They will then go to
step 1 above.
- If he does not bring his hands clown himself, after 2 minutes, they will give him a liight touch
cue and reinforce him after 5 seconds on task and return to step 2.

Expanding the criteria:

- once John is engaging in toy play for 2 minutes, staff will extend their schedules of
reinforcement to:
Initial 30 seconds of play, staff give praise

. Next 60 seconds of play, staff ~ive praise
Praise every 2 minutes therea1ter.

- the criteria wilt then be increased by 2 minutes every time the objective is met, to a total of
10 minutes

TrOUble shooting:

- If staff are interrupted for some reason and cannot deliver praise on time (i.e. another client
has a seizure, or the telephone rings), they should make every effort to follow througlh with the
program. If more than two rei~forcements are missed, stop for 5 minutes, then resume again
and make up the time.

Generalization of program to other places:

- During an outing or activities ,around the hOUSEl, if staff notice that John is not engalged in self
stimulation for 60 seconds they are to verbally praise him for the alternate activity hE' is
engaged in. Eg. "John, good for you! You're watching T.V. with your hands down."
- Staff should give John some~hing to do with his hands, like carrying a grocery bag while
walking, or wiping the table aft.er dinner.
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(i) Description ofI.T.P. DeSi2n

Section (i)
----------------------------------~-----------------------~--------------------~-------------------------------------

NAME: John Doe

DATE: February 12, 1990

WRITTEN BY: Jane Staff - counsellor

OTHER STAFF RESPONSIBU~:A. Supervisor
Pat Time. Jeff Alternate, June Volunteer,
Mr.& Mrs. Doe (parents)

-------------------------------------:-----------------------------------------------------------,---------------------

This information is the general introduction regarding the I.T.P.. It is there to help anyone

reading it to know when lit was written, by whom and who the other person are who could

help to explain it and/or ~o carry it out. I have read many I.T.P.s and never knew who

wrote them, who else waS aware of it and how old it was.

Section (ii)

SHORT TERM OBJECTIVE: ~lohn will engage in playing with a toy for 10
minutes and not exhibit self-stimulation (i.e. fiddling with his clothes) during that time.

_________________________________J _

The short to/ffi objective ;should be taken dir~~tly from the I.P.P. form (see Chapter Three).

It should repeat exactly what was decided upon at the meeting and any Changf~S should be

agreed upon by the members of the key team. If there are major changes, it should be

brought to the attention of the whole I.P.P. team. For further elaboration of the wording of

short term objectives, retl!lrn to Chapter Three).

Section (iii)
STAFF RESPONSIBILITY: to verbally
reinforce John every 2 minutes when John
engages in playing with the toys

-----------------------------------------------------_.--------------------------------------------------------------

The exact requirements 0f the staff should be stated, to remove any doubt in anyone's

mind as to what is expected of them. This makes it much easier for supervisors to be able
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to evaluate staff; it gives them something concrete to point out andask staff to do. The

persons responsible for carrying out lthe program should also be clearly stated on the I.T.P.

so there is no confusion amongst staff as to who is to do the program. In some instances

only the teacher or primary counsellor is to conduct the program, possibly because it is still

in the preliminary stages,1 but most often all staffare responsible for the progtarn.

----------------------------~------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Section (iv)

CURRENT BEHAVIOURISKII.L: baseline data shows that during a 1 hour period. John fiddles
with his clothes 60% of the time and plays with tOYS and/or manipulates objects 10% of the
time

MEASUREMENT OF SUCCESS (as follows) :

INCREASE POSITIVE TO: JOhn will manipulate toys or objects for 10 consecutive minutes

DECREASE NEGATIVE TO: .John will decreaSIB fiddling with his clothes to 25% during a 1
hour period

This section defines exactly what the client's skill level is, preprogram. This is one of the

mai~ reasons why we mlist do further assessments after the I.P.P. meeting to establish

what is called "base-line data". In some cases this information will already b€~ available to

us because of the assessments of physical therapists or behaviour consultants who can say;

"John's range of movement is 20% ", or "John hits his head 3 times every hour". If you do

not have an exact measuI1e of the behaviour or skill you wish to program for, don't begin

until you do. You'd be sl!lrprised how many people rush in to begin a program without the

slightest idea what the cl~ent could do beforehand. From this information we can decide

exactly whafour criteria of success will be. In this particular case the client is to learn to

play with an object for 2 1tDinutes and decrease the amount oftime spent engaged in

self-stimulation to 25% d.uring one hour. This is a measurable objective and one which

staff can look at on a graph and say, yes the program is working or no, it has not been

successful after four weeks of teaching. I will discuss the importance of data further in this

chapter.

-.._-_._._---._----
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.._---------------

Section (v)

WHEN: staff will conduct a teaching session every day after school. !HOW LONG:: 1 hour

WHERE: In the kitchen at the table, or in the living room on the floor

MATERIALS: stop watch or timer, preferred toys or obijects (toy truck & cup and spoon)

------------------------------~-----------------------------~-----------------------------~._---------------

The when, where and what are very important. Some staff are unsure when 2L program is

to be done, what equipment is to be used and for how long. This information on the I.T.P.

clarifies the procedure and will help other ]people new to the program to remember

important details. Once again it should he written so anyone reading the program could

figure out exactly how it should be done.

Section (vi)

METHOD OF DATA COLLECTION: Cumulative time measure of self-stimulation during a one
hour time sample. Start the stop watch when ,John engages in fiddling with his clothes. When
John stops engaging in fiddling, stop the watch. (Do not return the watch to zero). Data is
collected 4 out of 7 times per week, on randomly' selected days. Enter the totals on attached data
she'et.

The importance of data collection cannot be stressed enough. People who conduct

programs for persons with mental handicappeds unfortunately do not record enough data in

their one-to-one dealings with their clients and I often meet staff who have no idea if they

are making progress with their client or not. Much of their information on the success of a

program is based on observation and opinion. If a major company never kept monthly

records of their sales in a particular area and their sales staff, how would they know where

to open a branch office or who was producing sales and who was ready for a promotion?

From my experiences in tihe field, staff tend to see data collection as redund3nt or too time

consuming. However, it is important that they be shown (possibly by the supervisor or

through personal experience) the time it takes to record data is always recouped later, when

the data shows what skill$ the client masters using certain teaching techniques. It will also
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help to cut the time wastrel in program plans which are not successful. Staff will no longer

have to continue to do a poor program day after day, if the data shows that there is a

problem with the procedtrre after only 4-5 trials.

There are many methods which can be used to collect and record data while

conducting an I.T.P. (Sulzer & Mayer, 1972) and staff can learn to be very creative in

their data collection methods. One teacher I worked with was an extremely busy person

with eight pupils to teach, all on programs which required the collection of data and only

one assistant. She managed to keep track of jal1 eight programs by wearing counters on her

wrists, carried a small note pad in her pocket and tape recorded small group sessions and

called out the figures into the tape recorder then jotted down what she had said into the tape

at a later time. This way she was able to keep data on skill acquisition for several students

at one time, while keeping track of other behaviours which were occurring simultaneously.

Needless to say, this technique required a great deal of planning and co-ordination, but the

results paid off for any confusion she may have experienced (I don't recommend this

method for a new teachet--- it's a skill you work your way into with many years of

teaching; much like juggling while atop a unicycle).

------------------~----------~-----------~----------~-------------------------------------------------------

Section (vii)

METHOD

(ADDITIONS TO MEtHOD)

INTERFERING BEHAVIOURS:

mOUBLE-SHOOTING:

METHOD TO FADEEROMPTING:

SPECIAL SUGGESTIONS:

----------------------------~---------------------------------------------------------------
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The method section would begin on the second page of the I.T.P. form and provide the

step by step procedure for the teaching of the target behaviour. As mentioned it must be

stated as clearly as possible and anyone picking it up should be ab~e to follow along and

carry out the plan. Individuals experienced in reading and following I.T.P.s might not

think ofall the possible interpretations of what they have written, since it is so clear and

obvious to them. Hence, they should be especially careful to include all the details of the

procedure so that an inexperienced reader could follow along easily. For example, they

may say, "Tell Helen to telephone her mother" - but perhaps Helen uses sign language, so

even though it is clear to the experienced staff person that it is necessary to sign and speak

at the same time, or to us¢ limited vocabulary, it is not evident to the novice what is to be

said. Therefore, the wording of the instruction should be ntell Helen to telephone her

mother-- while signing; Mother; telephone; now". Or, a special section could be attached to

the I.T.P. explaining the ,details of sentence structure with the client.

The sub-sections of the method section are flexible and should include all the

additional aspects of the methodology not previously discussed. They can include any

number ofexceptions or 3J.terations, but most important they should inform staff what they

are to do in "what if' situations and how the program will be altered as the client begins to

learn the skill.

In general, I.T.P.s are like recipes, but we can't always expect staff to know or

understand how to execute certain aspects of the process. like cooking, where one needs

to know what certain prdcedures mean (e.g. puree, fold, sift), staff need to know what

certain techniques mean. Therefore, it is very important that the supervisor (either

principal, workshop cooIidinator, or group home supervisor), makes sure the~ staff are

trained in the techniques of behaviour training. Terms such as: verbally prompt, graduated

guidance, ignore, token reinforcer, touch cue, should be well und~toodby ~111 staff

reading an I.T.P. , otherwise they should be explained in detail and attached to the I.T.P.

and a follow-up training session should take place.

It isn't enough to ,write an I.T.P. without conducting a staff training Slession as

well. Merely asking people to read the program and carry it out daily will not
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guarantee the consistency needed to make it successful. If there is a problem bringing all

the team members togetfuer for one or two training sessions, then a video tape is an

excellent way to demonstrate the exact expected procedure. Once again it is the

responsibility of the supervisor to make sure everyone involved has had time with the

primary worker to review the program and any unique details. If they canno1t do the

training themselves, they should make certain that a qualified person does so instead. The

method for carrying out these training sessions is discussed in the final section of this

chapter.
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b) lEACHING NEW SKILLS TO CLIENTS

As discussed in Chapters Three and Four the overall goal for each client is

independence in as many' of their daily routines as possible. This includes aU domains or

activities: meals, dressing, free-time, mobility, vocational activities and social skills.

Persons with mental hanidicaps are slower at learning these skills by observation and

modelling alone. They must be taught most skills activity by activity, step-by-step. It is

well known that this population:

~ learns more slowly
- has poor retention skills
- needs activities brolcen down into sequences
- requires more teachmg trials to assimilate a skill.

There are many methods which have been tried and tested with persons with mental

handicaps over the years. The strategies which I have had the most success with and

repeatedly prove to be effective in the research, are based on the principles of operant

learning as discussed earilier in this chapter. They are:

- ignore negative behaviours and rein£orce positive behaviours
- shape appropriate ~haviours through repetitive teaching trials and by br~..aking

the task down into $mall steps
- provide reinforcement according to predetermined schedules and based on

the preferences (motivators) of the client *

The following st;mdard teaching procedure (i) is one I recommend to most staff

engaged in teaching a skill to a client It can be adapted according to the needs of the client

and generalized to any activity or domain: communication, academics, motor skills,

domestic or hygiene programs.

*This manual is not intenided to teach behaviour modification skills. I suggest the reader tum to the many
texts available on this subject. I have simply :reviewed some of the basic principles to assist in the
understanding ofdesignirlg I.T.P.s.. .



(i)

STA.NDARD TEACHING PROCEDURE

- give instruction' (John, put on your coat)

- wait 5- 8 - 10 seconds for the client to self initiate the activity

- verbally promp1; them again

- wait

- give them a ligflt touch cue (physical prompt) ( lightly move

their hand in the direction of their ,coat)

-wait

- give them a bit of physical guidance as to what they are to do

(hand them their coat, or prompt them to push one arm into a sleevt~)

- label the activity being conducted ("you're putting on your

coat")

- wait for an approximation (doing part of the task

independent1~)

- reinforce (verbal praise, smile, head nod, pat on the back) for

any approximation

- repeat process ~f necessary
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This standard teaching procedure would be combined with the use of task analysis

which is simply taking a task and breaking it down into individual steps as in the sample

below. In this manner the teacher can target one step at a time, several steps, or the whole

task and collect data on each step along tbe way. They might measure how many of the

steps the client needs vemal or physical prompting with, how many steps they self-initiate

and their degree ofaccuracy. The collection of this data wijl help staff to determine their

rate of success and if they should alter their technique in some way to improve

performance. For examFle, in the tooth-brushing activity a counsellor may notice that

when they carry out the program with the client they use physical guidance for 40% of the

steps, whereas the data eollected from another staff person shows they use physical

guidance 75%of the tim.e. This would show that there is possibly a discrep~mcy in the

consistency of the techniques being used because the one counsellor has the client working

more independently than the other. However the reason for the discrepancy could be that

the client prefers one counsellor over the other. This could be verified by looking at the

data of staff performance when conducting other programs with this and other clients.



(ii) EXAMPLE OF; TASKANALY$IS

Recording Form for Toothbrushing (33 steps)

1. Pick up toothpaste with left hand.
2. Unscrew cap with right hand.
3. Put cap down.
4. Pick up toothbrush wi1ih left hand.
5. Squeeze toothpaste (in right hand) ontol toothbrush (in left hand).
6. Put toothpaste down.
7. Turn on cold water with right hand.
8. Wet toothbrush (in leff hand).
9. Turn cold water off.
10. Put toothbrush in right hand.
11. Brush front teeth bac:k and forth five times.
12. Turn bristles downward.
13. Brush bottom right mollars back and forth five times.
14. Brush bottom left m011ars back and forth five times.
15. Turn bristles upward.
16. Brush top right mollairs back and fOl1h five times.
17. Brush top left mollars back and forth five times.
18. Turn bristles downward.
19. Brush insides of bottom front teeth fivle times.
20. Turn bristles upward.
21. Brush insides of toP! front teeth five times.

I

22. Put toothbrush in left hand.
23. See #8.
24. Rinse toothbrush
25. see #10.
26. Put toothbrush down.
27. See #1.
28. Pick up cap with right hand. ,
29. Screw cap (in right fuand) on toothpaste tube (in left hand.)
30. See #7.
31. Pick up towel with ri!ght hand.
32. Wipe mouth.
33. Put towel down.
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c) STRATEGIES FOR 'lRAINING STAJFF AND PARENTS:

I find the most important part of training staff or parents is your relationship with

them. They need to be able to trust their trainer and feel comfortable about b£1ng critiqued

by that person. I believe in being "up front" and having a lengthy discussion before the

training actually starts about: your role, their feelings about being retrained, the client, the

teaching objectives and about different teaching methods. Quite often they already know

where their weaknesses are and will tell you what they want to work on. On the other

hand, it is not uncommon to meet staffwho feel their style is fine and they have no

intention of changing. They may have a mental block about certain things like: having to

use ''behaviour modification", about having a younger person teaching them" or about

having a specialist coming into their work environment who might create more work or

report negative things to their superior. This line of thinking brings us back to the issue of

attitude and the necessity to have common attitudes which bring about consistent

techniques. If this negative attitude does exist, I suggest further discussions regarding the

goals of the team, are in order.

The techniques used in behaviour management prove to be very difficult for us to

learn as adults. It is the :reverse of the-way most of us were raised. Ask yourself, how

many times did your mother ignore you when you threw your peas on the floor from your

high-chair? How many times did she say; "Good washing behind your ears!" Our

:knee-jerk reaction to tea¢:hing people is to tell them what they are doing wrong, or how to

do it better, rather than praise them for the little things they do right. In programs where

behaviour modification IS used the trainer/reacher does not respond to negative behaviours,

these are ignored, either by looking away, dropping eye-contact, pausing in the activity or

by walking away from tlle person exhibiting the behaviours. Now imagine asking a

woman who has reentered the work force after having raised three children to "ignore" the

inappropriate behaviours of their new client! It not only goes against learned. (motor)

behaviours, some people even feel silly doing this.

The next important element is to reinforce (praise, smile, give a token or edible to)

the client after they have behaved in a desired way. For example if we are teaching the
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client to feed themselves and the client picks up the spoon without being prompted (told or

shown), we would smile or say "Great! You picked up the spoon! fl. This is not difficult to

teach staff since they see immediate results in their clients as soon as they start using praise

. and this, in turn, reinforCes their own "re~inforcingbehaviours". Ignoring tikes much

more time to perfect. But if you think about it, ifwe were ignored every timc~ we made a

joke at a meeting we would quickly stop doing it. Right? If everyone laughed

uproariously we would try to think of more jokes to make. It's as simple as that.

Unfortunately, individuals are used to being punished for doing things wrong and some

even thrive on the negative attention because that's the only attention they've ever received.

As stated above; the trainer of the staff and parents should make every effort to

open the door to learning a new skill or changing old habits. Most people don't like to be

shown how to do something especially if they are a "seasoned pro", or they have just

completed their training and know "everything". McGregor (1960) points out: "criticism

can be frequent and frank but comfortable and shows little evidence ofpersonal attack" (in

Lawless, 1979, p. 32). One method which has been an effective (non- threatening) tool in

teaching staff new techniques is the use of video cameras. Although cameras can be

intimidating (because no one likes to see 1themselves on television), it is an objective and

fair observer. The use o~videos* has become very popular in the last ten years and it is not

uncommon to see video equipment as standard equipment in some classrooms or

programs. Behaviour ttl.anagement specialists make videos of people working with their

clients and show it to them as they discuss the principles of behaviour training and let the

staff make their own obServations of the~rerrors and inappropriate techniques.

The methods used to teach staff and parents are somewhat similar to those used

with the client. Reinforce positive behaviour and shape skills in small steps" In cases

where it isn't easy to igmore negative behaviour, so it is usually best to point out to people

'" I use video taping as a rpethod to record client's communication skills. A staff person will narrate as the
client demonstrates certai!n signs, showing how a client signs particular words using their own unique style.
Over time it is added to as the client makes progress and then becomes a visual glossary of the client's skills.
It can move about with the client from program to program, hence the effect on skills is minimized by staff
or environmental change$.
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what they are doing wrong (as quickly, fairly and diplomatically as possible) or show

them a video tape severaI times and discuss their mistakes. The following procedure is

useful when teaching staff and parents intervention techniques:

- to begin, discuss what behaviours the method is intended to bring about and then:

a)- demonstrate

b)-let staff try it - - while you observe

c)- point out how the client reacted and what staff did well

d)- try it again (possibly together) and watch again

e)- make positive suggestions for changes using statements like: "Try it this

way, it usually works better if you__, Keep in mind that__"

f)- be aspositive as possible without sounding patronizing--state what they do

well and th~n what they need to work on. Most performance training

specialists recommend a ratio of 5 reinforcing/positive statements to each

negative statement (or even 7-1 depending on the staffperson).

g)- watch them one more time or video tape them and have them analyze

themselves. If they continue to make mistakes go back to a) above

Another technique which I have used successfully to train staff and parents is an
,

Interaction Skills Inventory (Appendix K). This fonn helps to point out poor

communication or teaching skills when a videO camera is not available. I developed this

form several years ago for supervisors to use with staff to clarify their communication

techniques or for peers to evaluate each other, (which is often less threatening than having

a supervisor observe you). The form breaks down the types of interactions between

communication partners:and looks at annoying habits which block communication. For

example, are staff responding to the client's attempts to communicate and are they using an

appropriate tone of voice with a 25 year old man. It also evaluates the staffs use of

prompting procedures~d aversive techniques, which often are a source of inconsistency

amongst staff.
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Everyone need mot be trained in a one-to-one method, and some individuals can

learn by simply reading over an LT.P. (if it has been written clearly enough) or by

watching a quick demonstration. Over tim.e you will get to know the staff wbo are familiar

with various techniques. Use your discre1ion and if the staff seem to follow 1he prescribed

technique fairly closely suggest a few minor corrections and save the training session for

another person. Ifhowever, you have gOlile through this process and staff perrormance is

still not what you expect, you can take the stance that these techniques are a requirement of

the job and this is how things are to be done. In some cases the supervisor or trainer may

have to take disciplinary action if staff continually fail to perform according to the job

description. The "tough" approach is useful as long as there isn't a staffing shortage and

good staff are plentiful. Otherwise your "hands are tied" and you may just have to face the

fact that that staffperson cannot be trained and unfortunately you must then lower your

programming standards.

Noncompliance to the prescribed technique is especially an issue when dealing with

parents (or volun.teers) of children with mental handicaps. Such behaviour is common

among older parents whose attitudes are based on that of pity, or among those parents who

are less involved and petjhaps only see their child on weekends or holidays. JE!ither because

of lack of training, or feelings of guilt, they essentially sabotage programs by not adhering

to prescribed techniques and undo a great deal of work done by staff. Once ,lgain we are

confronted with the issue of consistent attitudes, which in this instance are affecting

technique. In addition to the suggestions made in Chapter Three c), regarding developing

consistent attitudes, I suggest the LP.P. manager, Program supervisor or primary worker

confront the problem only if it is having an obvious effect on the client's behaviour in their

Program.

In this case you Cannot use the "tough" approach and tell the parent or volunteer it is

a requirement of their job to adhere to a particular technique. In these instances I advise

staff to include the person in question in a~l training sessions for the staff as well as all

I.T.P. planning meetings. The point here is to demonstrate to them the amount of hard

work which is going into their child's program and how important it is to have cooperation
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from all parties. In addition, they should be shown (perhaps on video) how their

inappropriate techniques! affect the dient and are in·opposition to the program goals. If their

behaviour is having a critical effect on the overall program success, their actions can be

presented at the next I.P.P. meeting (as a last resort). The only reassurance I can give to

staff who are dealing wi1!h this sort of problem is to remind them that many ofour clients

have difficulty generalizilng skills from one environment to another. Hence they usually

learn two sets of behaviclur; one at home with the family and 'one in the Program (school,

workshop, group home).

d) CONCLUSIONS

Staff training is fundamental to any l.T.P.. Without standardization of techniques,

we are left with a variety of haphazard methods employed with the clients. Most important,

other attempts at consistency are negated iif it does not exist at this level. In my experience,

consistency in technique~is one of the major causes for program failure in our schools,
,

group homes and workshops. Ultimately it is the responsibility of the program manager to

guarantee that everyone ¢oming into contact with the client use similar, stand.:1Tdized

techniques. Once again, we cannot control the behaviours of everyone who comes into

contact with the client, b~lt every effort should be made to train the primary persons to

adhere to program techniques. This is especially true once programs are in operation and

target behaviours objectives are being met This brings us to the fmal aspect of consistency

which is maintenance.



CHAPfERSIX

STRATEGIES FOR MAJNTAINING CONSISTENCY:

a) CAUSES, METHODS & STRATEGIES

b) COMMUNICATION STRATEGIES

(it) - Ontario Student Records

(ii) - Client Intervention History

(iii) - Progress Postcards

c) CONCLUSIONS

I loved the scene in the Hollywood movie "Rainman", where Tom Cruise (the

normal brother) grabs his autistic-savant brother (played by Dustin Hoffman) and says;

"Quit-it!! Stop acting lik[e such a retard! "" I'm sure there have been many long, hot,

afternoons, spent in a cloistered classroom (or a family kitchen), when the humming and
,

rocking, or constant chattering, teeth-grinding or head-banging became unbearable and

we, the care-givers with paper work piling up and meetings demanding more of our time,

simply can't take anymore. We know we should not show the student or resident that their

behaviour is driving us crazy, but we want to shake them as Tom Cruise did, and say,

"O.K., you can stop now! Act normal! ..

Even the very altruistic, committed and consistent among us have our moments.

How do we make sure tllat we don't slip and react to something we shouldn't? How do

we guarantee that our (already) heavy work load will not interfere with what we have

agreed to in an I.P.P. meeting? What are our priorities? The client or the paperwork? We

have good intentions, b~t has anyone ever taken the time to evaluate their productivity and

155
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how often they set objectives, follow a plan, stay within thetime aliotmen4 work through

the system and reach their goals?

Maintenance li~ and controls the effectiveness of the various procedures at the the

primary and suprastructttre levels. Just as, we cannot talk about attitude at only one level,

we cannot look at .maintenance as an isolated concept. .It encompasses our routines; not

only how we do them, but how much value we give those routines. Maintenance can take

two forms, one being concrete, standardized procedures to follow (i.e. paperwork) and the

other being a predisposition or attitude to maintain consistency. Without both being

presen4 consistency caru.l0t survive at any level in any part of the process. Hence, we

look at maintenance as a. personal (emotive) strategy as well as concrete strategies which

affect consistency. I have already examined Jphilosophies and methods to foster and

develop attitude, and methods to standardize I.P.P.s and I.T.P.s, I will now discuss

strategies which attempt to maintain the efforts to achieve consistency in other areas of the

program. For those individuals who are familiar with much of the infoImation presented in

Chapters One - Five, this: chapter outlines how all the recommended strategies fit into the

overall I.P.P. process.



a) CAUSES, METHODS AND STRRl£G I ES TO IMPROVE PROGRAM CONSISTENCY

Causes of program
inconsistency

staff training model

(Method)

Stl'lltegies
to iimproue
program
consistency

1) Recognizing a pliOblem exists .. pre-I.P.P. suruey
1. poor attitude of staff
2. job conflictt 2) Discussion of probltems-& plans by all .. IFlnalysis of past

levels: upper management, supervisors I.P.P.s form
& subordinates

3. role overload or role 3) Analysis of jobs to determine measurable, .. Staff Orientation
ambiguity controllable work outputs -Baseline data and Ellaluation

form

4. lack of team work 4) Definition of goa~s and performance .- Team Contract
between supervisor opjectives (targerbehaviours)
and subordinates

5. lack of monitoring
- primary level 5) Training of supervisors and subordinates - I.P.P. Manager
- SuprdStructure and primary

worker reminder
6)1 Measuring progness; data collection is checklist
ol1lgoing in program

6. lack of feedback from
management 7)1 Feedback - Staff Orientation

and Eualuation
to subordinates form

8) Follow-up and/or delivery of
contingent conseqlUences

- D.S.R.
7. poor communication

9) Maintenance - Client
Interuention

History

- Progress
Postcards



1) Poor Attitude

2. Job Conflict

1) Recognizing the Problem and seekinq Ihelp

2) Discussion of problems
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Methodology: A trainingl team of behaviour therapists or a psychologist goes into the

setting (residence, institution, classroom etc.). They have either been invited by the

upper management, who recognize there is a staff conflict or a problem with clijent

programming and have sought out help, or are directly responsible to the settin!g (school

board or service agency) iand have been assigned to deal with a particular student or

client. (In other instances they are university :staff conducting research.) Usually a

prior problem has already been identified by management and/or staff or an hypothesis

has been formulated whiCh is being tested out.

The first step towards delivering a consistent program is to recognize there is a

problem. For one reason or another there may be conflict between staff members at any or

all levels. The term apathy has been used to describe a major cause of lack ()If staff

adherence to prescribed programs (Meichenbaum & Turk). They see the reluctance on the

part of staff to teaching treatment adherence to patients, as a problem with the beliefs and

attitudes of the health care professionals. They identify the following reasons:

- pessimism-perception of low outcome efficacy and low self-efficacy

- faulty memory,' inadequate skills and resources

- previous failures

- the complexity of implementing a treatment adherence program

- stimulus overload, no time to carry out a program

- no additional reinforcement for carrying out the program--they get paid no matter

what quality ofo'eatment delivery they provide. (1987, p. 257)

A specialist in oJ,:"ganizational behaviour, Basadur (1990) reminds us of the

importance of defining problems and looking at them in new ways. By doing so we come
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to creative solutions and this leads to improved organizational effectiveness and improved

mental health for everyone. In the field of social services there is a tendency to do things

the way they have always been done, so as to "not rock the boat". The combined input of

the team, and open lines of communication are necessary to overcome obstacles to progress

both in the staff and clients. If there is conflict between staff members, or resistance to

programming due to a poor attitude, the managers must encourage dialogue ~m.d look for

creative solutions for dealing with this problem. Methods to foster attitude change were

dealt with in Chapter Three c).

3. Role Overload & Role Ambiguity 3) Job Analysis

Methodology - The training team observe or assess the environment and operationalize

the tasks performed by the staff as well as the expected behaviours of the students or

clients (Le. greeting residents, feeding and talking to residents, giving therapy to

residents, students lining:·up, students sitting at their desks and paying attention, etc.).

By improving communication and by clearly defming the tasks and tp..,chniques to

be carried out by staff, ambiguity can be reduced. By operationalizing (defining and

break:illg down into small steps) the role of staff or standardizing the procedures there is

less chance of conflict due to communication difficulties and increased chancle for uniform

output (Bourdon 1982). Although it is l1learly impossible to produce identical responses

from a group of people ,v-ho may be worlcing with a client "it is possible to bring within

acceptable limits everyone's word choice, facial expression, sentence complexity and tone

of voice" (Divack et al., 1985, p. 349). I cOl1ltend that this is only possible if the

techniques are clearly written out and defined as specifically as possible to reduce incorrect
,

interpretation as outlined in Chapter Five.

_. .__._---------- --_.__.. _-_...- .



Strategy

Staff Orientation and Eui'duation Checklisll

I haLJe deLJeloped (and used) a form called the Staff Orientation and IEllJaluation

Checklist (RppendiH H) in: group homes to ODercome the problems of role ambiguity. In

essence, what I did was a task analysis «J)f sltaff responsibilities and perlomrumce

eHpectations. It is intended for use by glroup home superuisors 8S part of their

orientation for new stafr and then it is reuiewed after one, three and twelue months

to eLJaluate performance and giue feedb~lclK ;on skill deuelopment. This form is specific

enough so superuisors clln address weaklflesses and strengths in staff intenution

skills used with the clients as well as responsibilities regarding operation of the group

home. I t also makes superuisors accountable for their responsibilities related to staff

training. Staff cannot be eHpected to perform a task which they haue never been

shown. This form is easily adaptable to tile t:lassroom or workshop and! wOUild be

helpful to principals and workshop managers who must eLJaluate their staff 01'1 a

regUlar basis.

4) Lack oHearn work between members 4) Definition of goals & objectives

Methodology -The training team meets with staff (supervisory and subordinates) to

discuss problems. It is very important to combine both levels of employees in the

training project, to develbip team work. Over one or two meetings everyone agrees to a

set of performance goals (or target behaviours), a system of monitoring, feedback and

subsequent consequencl3s (called contingencies). The training team then collects base

line data to determine the current status of the selected target behaviours. This can be

anything from choosing to increase the number of interactions between staff and

clients/students or the number of times staff reinforce clients.

160
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In the field of management psychology, these methods ofaligning su.pervisors and

subordinates and setting target behaviours. are referred to as participative management and

management by objectiv~respectively. The use of management by objectives is similar to

that ofbehavioural contracting. Behaviourral contracting is an agreement (written or verbal)

negotiated between two or more individuals to achieve a particular, mutually agreed upon

target behaviour (Kirschenbaum and Flanery, 1985, p. 598). Behavioural contracting and

management by objectiv:es have both been used successfully by many businesses and direct

care staff working with emotionally disturbed individuals, especially adolescents.

Strategy

Behauiour Contracting UJiith the Team

The literature emphasizes the imllortance of ,setting objectiues to improue the

performance of staff on an indiuidual or smllill group basis. I also see this as a useful

technique for the manager to implement with the whole I.P.P. team. Quite often this

team is an ad hoc group. The majority olf the members are not necessarily directly

accountable to the team~ manager and come from a uariety of enuironments.

Therefore, it is often a good idea to deuelop a contract to work as a team. The mere

reQUIest by the team manager, to make up a contract may help the team members to

become more aware tha~ there is a problem within the current functioning M the

team, or it may initiate ,a certain degree of Icompllance from the team,thus leading to

greater co-operation amongst the members (Kirschenbaum and Flanery 1984, p. 599).

I hesitate to recommend anyone particular format for making up a Itlehauioural

contract, thinking it best to leaue tlilat up t(J1 the discretion of the team. Th1ey may

want to keep it informal, or possibly haulE! S(Jime creatiue suggestions of their own.

The design of a team contract should c1elllrty articulate the eHpectations and goals for

the group and the plans to follow through 0111 these. It may be a uery simplt~ contract,

done uerbally, but recorded within the manutes. Or, it might be more specific and

formal, similar to the I.P.P. written up fOlr the client. I haue completed I.P.F'. forms
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with two eHecutiue committees I sat on, and it was effectiue in defining what the

-eHpectations and goals lilJere of the group al1ld determining responsibilities. Once there

is agreement to work out a contract, the process for carrying out the objecHl.Jes

would take the following format:

(1)
Review of team
performance;
via I.P.P. survey

(6) (5b)
Cumulative periodic<f-<f----------Discuss and
review of team results redefine goals
agaiIist targets

(3)
Manager sets down

.; goals for the team ""it Determinatilon of how
~ progress win be recorded

Teronsffisdo~n~ 1
goals for themselves

(4)
(2)

Establish common ~--------~. feedback & change(---------------------~Joint agreement on goals &
goals measures of achievement

(i.e.design a behavioural
contracf~

(5) / '

Feedback of Interim
results ~.

~ "'" ~ (5a)
~ ~ Newfuput

Positive Negative

(adapted from Hersey & Blanchard 1972, p.106, cycle of management by objectives)

Let's continue with the other causes of inconsistency and methods of staff performance training.
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5, Inappropriate Monitoring - primary I,evel 6) Measuring progress

Methodology - The team 1teaches staff how to collect and analyze data to monitor the

progress of the behavioUl' plan.

- They continue to collect and compare the data on the specific skills being taught (to

staff or clients or both) to 'demonstrate how th€~ goals are being met. Daily, weElkly or

monthly results are reviewed by the supervisors along with the trainers.

6, Lack of Appropriate Feedback 7) Feedback & 8) Follow-up

Methodology - The supervisory staff is induded in all phases of the training. Their

responsibility is to provide reinforcement to staff and/or to give feedback on the

progress. Once the (initial) goals are met there is a gradual fading out of the trainers,

leaving managers and st~ff to monitor themselves. The training team mayor may not

stay involved, in some cases they return f€igularly to provide further training, de!al with

problems or to monitor pr,ogress.

Feedback goes hand in hand with monitoring of staffperformance, Although

punishment or threats of losing one's job is the technique used most often to control staff

performance, it is questi0nable if it will sustain improvement and what the overall effects

can do to staff morale (Reid & Whitman 1983), Supervisors need to be aware of the

manner in which they give feedback. Most specialists recommend that it be concise and

descriptive rather than e~raluative, dealing with specifics and given in small doses-not too

much at once. Supervisors must also set a good example and be willing to subject

themselves to feedback ~LS well and make an effort to change their behaviours in response to

it.
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Method: The long term monitoring of progress (of staff performance or program

adherence), is limited. Once the behavioural team does its initial intervention, it will

possibly collect some follow-up data, or return in 3-6 months to see if its procedures

are still in place. If progrE1ss has dropped off, it might return to reinstate the

procedures and continue to monitor, again for only a short period of time unless funding

is available to secure this team full time. Currently, there is no method·availabl,e to

maintain follow-up over a.longer period of time outside of making managers responsible

for maintenance.

The dependence on an outsider to conduct staff training or program ttx::hniques is

not sufficient to maintain progress. The impetus must come from the management level.

Divack (et al., in Ylvisaker 1985) recommend that the individual(s) involved with staff

performance training (such as behaviour management programs), be "viewed as a full

member of the treatment team, rather than as an outsider who comes to offer occasional

advice" (p. 349). The rersponsibility for developing consistency and providing feedback

should be that of the primary supervisor or case manager.

Staff and supervisors should meet weekly, monthly and yearly to set and review

performance objectives, according to BOUlrd91n (1982). Staff should be monitored by

management and management accountable to predetennined goals reviewed rlegularly by an

external agent (e.g. a consulting team, board of directors or parent group). Bourdon

(1982) suggests that "at each level of management managers have a vested interest in

examining the progress (i)f the managers two levels below" (p.111). Thus you have a built

in maintenance system at both the suprastructure and primary levels. The follow up

process is most important to consistency ~1II1d although it may take up time initially, it saves

time in the long run, avoiding the need to start and restart programs, or staff performance

training sessions.
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SIr-alegg

I.P.P. Reminder Checklists

In order to monitor and maintain progress at both lellels, I helle designed the 2

checklists (RppendiH M ltl' N) to remind I.P.Pi• managers ond staff of the manYlI.P.P.

details they are responsible for. (In some cases one person would compleh! both

forms.) If some of these recommendations sound rather obllious or matter of fact to

you, then you likely (Jon'. halle a pnJlblem with consistency. In some Programs (or

agencies) I halle come into contact with, they do.

7. Poor communication

In my experience there has been very little attention given to one of the most critical

areas on.p.p. maintenance, that being communication. The standard perfonnance training

model rarely, if ever addresses "communication technique" as an area for traiining. There

are several aspects to communication which influence consistency: communication

breakdown, ambiguous ~or vague) comm1UIlication, or semantic misunderstanding

(confusion over what has been said or implied).

A strong emphasis has been placed on the support of staff at the supervisory level

as well as having a cohesive team who share common goals. It has been my experience

that none of this can be accomplished unless there is clear, frequent and supportive

communication between ,all members of the team. We want to develop a relationship with

the client, a rapport with Ithe pri~j counsellors and an ongoing discourse amongst the

team members. I discussed in previous chapta-s that the method of obtaining consistency

in attitude, is through discussing values and feelings with resistant team members. The

vehicle to attain consistent goals is through dialogue in the LP.P. meeting. IConsistent

techniques and maintenance are achieved through written instruction plans, fiDllow-up

reports and performance reviews. Hence, one of the key factors to maintaining overall

consistency is communication.
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case Illustration
Sean had very few verbal skills and a serious lfacial tick, which his teacher notiGed,
increased when he used Ihis picture board. The teacher finally had an opportunity to meet
Sean's mother at a parents night and was surprised to watch the student communicate
whole sentences to his miother using a series of facial ticks, including rolling his eyes,
tilting his head and wrinkling his cheeks and not once using the Picture board. She was
able to understand that hl:l wanted to go home, have dessert and watch the "HLJLK" on
television, all of this from what the teacher had thought was a psycho-motor se:lf
stimulatory behaviour. The long term benetfits of this system can only be detel'm~ned

once Sean is no longer in his mother's care.

The ability to vetbally express ones needs, is one of the features that makes us

human. We can call for attention, ask "Mama--what's that?", or tell our side of the story.

This skill is seriously impaired if you are mentally handicapped. You are at the mercy of

your caregivers, to interpret what you mayor may not want, until (if you are lucky) you

learn some verballang~eskills. Many ]individuals with mental handicaps often never

acquire the ability to full~ express their thoughts, or even verbalize. They must rely on

their body language, gestures, grunts or moans, or some form of augmentativ'e

communication system to make their needs known to others. Most of my clients are not

fortunate enough to have a built in interpreter at home. Some clients don't even have a

"Mom" or "Dad" to develop a non-verbal code system with. This role is shared by

residential or institutional staff who have better things to do than figure out what Johnny

wants every time he is b;mging his spoon on the table or tugging on his pant~.

This then is one of the major problems with the provision of service for persons

with mental handicaps. Their inability to speak .on their own behalf makes Ithem dependent

on the educated guesses of the care givers to decide what they want. I think most service

providers do fairly well at interpreting the needs of their clients, but where the weaknesses

occur is in passing along this information to other involved individuals or their

replacements. This leads' me to another important objective, that being, staff (current or

past) imparting information regarding the client to people currently involved and to people

who may come into contact with the client in the future. All agencies should share vital

programming information with one another. It's not only professional, but the client is

entitled to informed priIJilary workers. Unfortunately this is not always the case.
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b) COMMUNICATION STRATEGIES

(i) The O.S.R.

One such area where staff from different agencies can improve their

communication skills is in the very valuable document called the Ontario Student Record

(O.S.R.), which is a file that a school must open the day a child is admitted to school for

the first time. This file follows the student from class to class, school to school, year after

year. When a student graduates these files are saved for 70 years (who knows where?) and

then destroyed. These fil¢s contain a weal1h of information on the student, with copies of

report cards, assessment riesults, memo's, decisions from I.P.R.C. meetings and letters ~o

and from parents. These files, however, are considered legal, confidential documents and

are not to be shared with anyone outside of the school board. Parents and students must

get special permission from the principal in order to look through these (Bill 82). Why

these documents are stored away for 70 years eludes me. These should be passed along to

the student or their next Program (receiving agency) when they graduate so that others can

benefit from the past 18 (CDr so) years of programming experience.

I can already hear some militant IYcJlfents growling, saying that they would prefer to

burn the O.S.R.s , as they ,are "a testimony to the incompetence of many a school board"

who failed to provide thm idea of adequate services to their child. I disagree. I think the

O.S.R.s tell a wonderful we of the programming struggle which went on between the

school and the parents, and reviews the intervention history of the student, including

successes and failures. Ifischool boards do not want to share all their information (or

reveal their "dirty laundrf'), I suggest that certain documents be designated "Vital

programming information" and be put in a separate section of the O.S.R. with the full

knowledge that it will be passed along some day. These documents could be a different

colour, or stored in a separate section of the O.S.R. and the day the student graduates, it is

automatically given to the next service provider. Admission procedures into a Program

(workshop or group home) should include the passing along of this document. Staff in

these Programs could ben~fita great deal from having information such as: Johnny has

already worked on tying his shoes for 14 year's with 14 different teac~ers, with no success,
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therefore they needn't bother wasting any more time (especially his) on this skill. In some

instances the workshop staff do go to the school to meet with the incoming clients, but

infonnation is usually shared only verbally and informally. I discourage this method, since

it is likely to lead to inconsistency.

(ti) Client Intervention Jclistory (Appendix L)

Now that we have shared the information, what are we going to do with it? So far

in this manual, I have been able to detach myself as a communication specialist and just

deal with the I.P.P. process. At this point however, I cannot help but point out that

communication is 50% eXlpression and 50% reception. I do not find staff take the time to

go over I.P.P.s or files, read reports or talk to past caregivers often enough. Program

managers and principals constantly complain to me that staff do not read what is given to

them, nor do they abide by it. Therefore, we must make whatever information we have on

the client as complete and relevant as possi.ble. We don't want to make staff feel like robots

when dealing with their clients, however the weakest area in programming see~ms to be in

the intake of information :and consequently, the performance of staff as a result of what

they read or were told Written communication is needed which explains client preferences

to unfamiliar caregivers and details past intervention or instructional programs used with

the client.

Although many agencies have a client information form in the main file (or program

binder), I suggest that in place of this they use the Client Intervention History (Appendix

L), which details more than just health-medical information. This form is essentially a

written representation of the client. It would be completed by the previous primary worker

and the new primary worker when a client is changing from one Program to another (one

classroom to another). It is necessary that all staff become familiar with it's contents

because the client can rarely communicate this information for him or herself.
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(iii) Progress Postcards:

Meichenbaum and TUrk (1987, p. 264) suggest methods such as checldists that can

be strategically placed in one's office or postcard reminders, and telephone prompts to

follow up service orpro~plans. I,like their idea of postcard reminders to develop

treatment consistency in staffand "patients". I think they can be used in service agencies

to act as reminders to team members, or to report program progress. I suggest that staff

use either a standardized tOrmat, which they send out to all key team members, or add a

little fun to the process by buying some of the commercially available postcards which

have humorous, artistic or old pictures on the front. This will make the event of reporting

progress more interesting and the funnier the card, the more likelihood of staffpassing it

around. A third idea is to have the client draw a picture on the postcard so they become

part of the process as well. It should be noted however, ,that the cards are not just meant to

be chatty greetings, they should have very dear information on them, reporting status of

the program, current data levels or any changes which need to be made. As mentioned

previously, this information could also be shared in a "client newsletter", which either the

parents prepare, or if the client is literate slhe can do for themselves.

When it comes to communication, nothing should ever be taken for gnanted.

Supervisors and subordinates should feel comfortable about stating when they do not

understand something or asking one another to clarify when there is a communication

breakdown. In situations 'Where there are staff are dealing with clients 'Who have

multihandicaps requiring: a high degree of nursing care, this is especially important.

In general, just because things seem to be going smoothly, doesn't mean we can

relax. When things are going well it is an important time to reinforce and gent~alizethe

progress. Here are some general communication pointers for LP.P. managers and staff

alike:

- never assume anything, always follow-up and always reinforce positive behaviours

- never assume someone l!mderstands an intervention or instruction progr.am, watch staff do
I

it, make notes and discuss it later.

u_u_n _
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- never assume people dOltl't need feedback, as the research shows, everyone needs to

know how they are doing~ they need positive reinforcement and a sense of

accomplishment, which is not always forthcoming from this population

- staff also need to know that their behaviour is recognized by another person and that they

do make a difference howlever small it may be

- never assume that just because you haveI1l't heard from someone, that everything is fine -

-"no news is good news". This is usually not the case. Follow-up with a phone call if

someone was supposed W get something to you or report back to you.

- have staff initial memos and all documents to ensure that they have read it or at least seen

it.

c) CONCLUSIONS

Clear and frequen!t communication between staff is fundamental1to su('"cessful

program maintenance. We can devise and implement many concrete strategies to meet this

objective and evaluate thei success ofour efforts. Unfortunately, clear and frequent

communication from cliel1lts to staff about theiJr needs or satisfaction is more difficult to

achieve and is often a lowpriority of staff. Many individuals with mental handicaps are at

our mercy to identify, inte;tpret and articulate what they are trying to communicate; whether

it be pleasure, frustration,. grief or illness. This form of interaction is dependent lllpon the

attitude, interpretation and communication skills of each and every staff person.

With regards to the overall maintenance of programs for persons with mental

handicaps, stress has been placed on the staff and methods of tIainingand monitoring

rather than on a system or procedure to oversee the process. Issues such as; psycho-social

needs of staff, environments, client skills, potential attitude differences and diversity of

backgrounds or roles, present an formidable list of variables which affect program success

and consistency. The related strategies which have proven to be effective are: management

recognition of staff needs" clear definition of roles and the expectations placed on staff,

involvement with the selection of (and agreement by) all levels of personnel 'with the

program techniques or objectives, clear communication, self-monitoring ofprogress and
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frequent feedback to stafffrom management In order to maintain adherence, the person

responsible for monitoring must bean active member of the team, such as the casemanager

or supervisor, not an extemal individual such as a behaviour or management consultant. I

have supplemented this behavioural staff training model with concrete strategies to develop

consistency in attitude, goal setting, technique and maintenance of the I.P.P. process.



CHAPfERSEVEN

SUMMING UP:

a) DEALING WITH CHANGES

b) SUMMARY OF STRPlGIES FOR CONSISTENCY

c) CONCLUSIONS

a) DEALING WITH CHANGES

In my view the true testimony to an effective system, is it's ability to deal with

change. According to Robbins (1987) most ~.op1e are resistant to change on a large scale

because:

Any change can be an actual threat to employees' economic

well-being, security, social affiliations, or status. Change can result

in the loss of money, friends, or work group associates. Since

employees have a highinvestment in specific skills, change also

threatens employee self-interest. (p. 325)

On a small scale, Robbins says that people don't like changes because they quickly

learn what behaviours are 'expected in a particular job and become contented with the

routines. If something is introduced which may be good for us, but threatens the

status-quo, this causes insecurity and conflict. Just look at what happened when computer

technology was introduced into offices. Even when something is supposed to improve our

life, often our immediate response is to mistrust and reject it.

172
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Once you have convinced staff that the procedures for consistency are not going to

cause them the loss of their jobs, then you must also show them how you can be flexible

and accommodate the m311Y changes which occur in the environment. The best way to do

this is, again, through communication techniques..

Ifit is a change td the I.P.P. by one of the members of the LP.P. team or as a result

in the status of the client, the person wanting to make changes should arrange a short

meeting with the key-team members. They should explain what they want to (~hange in the

program and why. Onceiit is discussed and agreed upon by all the members, formal

changes should be made tiO the respective documents.

If the change is an external event, such as the approval for a move to a new

Program, or funds for a Olle-to-one worker, then the team should meet and ~ide if

changes can wait until the next LP.P. meeting. If the external event causes extensive

changes, perhaps a new I.P.P. needs to be conducted. Members of the team should feel

that their input is valuable and nothing is "written in stone". If they feel that an error

occurred when an objecti~re was selected or a time line was set, they should be: encouraged

to present their ideas. Thi!s will make them: (possibly) more realistic when it comes to
,

selecting objectives at the'next I.P.P. meeting and more accountable in the long run.
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b) SUMMARY OF STRATEGIES FOR CONSISTENCY

At this point I have already presentJ~d and explained all my recommended strategies

to develop and maintain eonsistency. The following Procedure for Consistency flowchart

indicates where they would appear in the typical I.P.P. process presented in Appendix J.

The strategies which have been incorporated into the following consistency procedure include:

- Pre- I.P.P. survey and review form* (see Chapter Three b, ii)
- I.P.P. form (see appendix A)
- Client Intervention History (see Chapter Six c,ii) (Appendix L)
- Staff Orientation and Ev~luationform (Appendix H)
- Progress Postcards (see Clilapter Six c, iii)
- IT.P. (see Chapter Five)
- Team contract (see ChapteT Six a, iii)
- I.P.P. Manager's Remind;er checklist (see Chapter Six a, vi)

* Highlighting indicates any strategy which is an.addition to current procedures. The remaining
forms/strategies (or ones similar) are already in use by agencies where lP.P.s ar€~ in use.



STANDARD PROCESS

I.P.P. CONSISTENCY PROCEDURE

PROCEDURE FOR CONSISTENCY

CLIENT ENTERS A PROGRAiM

CASE MANAGER IS ASSIGNIED
(prior to admission or within

the first day or two)

- Vitali information is collected, Bill past
documentation (especially program and
medical information) and O.S.A,. if
possible -

- have previous staff complete client
Client Intervention History form

- begin I.P.P. reminder checklist for

yourself and give one to primar~rworker

- meet with direct care staff as s,oon as
possible to review important
information, such as health/medical
needs, previous objectives and programs
and unique characteristics. Invite past
primary worker if possible to review
this information and demonstrate any
essential techniques

-set date for I.P.P.meeting in 6/8 weeks

- Match client's previous and current
needs to specialties of staff
(E!.g. match client who is diabetic with
staff who has nursing background, if
available). Once the program is well
established, then other staff can be
trained in these particular methc)ds. The
client should not be made a teac;hing
subject for untrained staff.

- use Staff orientation and evaluation
checklist to train staff on the
appropriate management of client and
performance of their responsibillities

KEY TEAM IS CONTACTED BYCASE MANAGER - for new clients, this will have been
done within the first week

TO ARRANGE AN I.P.P. MEETING

- for clients already in a program the date should
be one year after the last I.P.P. or six months
following the review meeting



one month prior to meeting

PRE-tP.P. SURVEY FORM IS SENT OUT
- with covering letter, if staff are

unfamiliar with the process

Adjunct to this
.. visit the programs, observe and
discuss client progress witlh staff

one to two weeks prior to meelting

PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENTS IDONE
- Review client's file to see if
testing has been done in the laslt year and
if the information is reliable and/or
complete. If necessary arrange for
further testing or conduct your ()Wn.

I.P.P, REVIEW FORM
- COMPLETED BY CASE MANAGEIR
- compile findings needed for I.P.P. discussion

I.P.P. MEETING

INDIVIDUAL TEACHING PLAN

- complete I.P.P. form (draft) have it
siigned by those in attendance
- send out a typed copy to all mElmbers
- record attendance, take additiClfnal
allleCdotal minutes and send out copies to
those not in attendance

- write up behavioural contract with
team members

ROUGH DRAFT WRlnrEN: .
- copy sent to other members of tlhe key
team as well as the manager for approval
or input

IMPLEMENTED:
- initiate program,trial run for 2 (or
more) weeks to work out any flaws

FINAL. COpy WRITTEN:
- trailll other staff on techniques to be
used and data collection methods

FOLLOW-UP: - memo/postcard sent from primary
counsellor to key team to report the
results of the first month of proSlram
(i.e. data they have collected)
- visit program and give feedbac:k to staff



EVALUATE

SERVICE GOALS CARRIED OUT

(3-6 months after LP.P. meeting)

PROGRAM REVIEW MEETING

CLIENT LEAVES THE PROGBAM

REPEAT THE WHOLE PROCESS

-review and make modificationsi as
necessary

- use memo/postcard form or newsletter
to announce to other key team what has
been done and the outcome (e.g. John
went for a hearing check-up and the
results were......)

- discuss areas where the system broke
down, make plans to eradicate tlhat in
future
- review & evaluate program
- modify as necessary
- Icheck objectives and progress to date

- IIf and when the client is moved to a
new program, invite the new I.P.P.
manager and/or primary worker for one
diay to observe and discuss the client's
p~ogram.
• :share all documents and ensure these
forwarded when the client leave~s
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If these strategies (or ones similar) are currently being followed, but problems

persist, I suggest you go back over the chapters on attitude, choosing and Writing goals and

consistent techniques; the: three main areas where inconsistency in programming occurs.

The overall feeling one milght have at this point is that a tremendous amount of additional

responsibility and paperwork was just created. Ifyou are currently in a system which

utilizes I.P.P.s, you should already have the I.P.P. form, the I.T.P. ,an annual report, a

staffevaluation form and aclient information sheet. In essence all I have adde~ to the

overall process is 3 new pieces ofpaperwork. They are the Pre-I.P.P. Survey, the Survey

Review form and the reminder checklists. (As mentioned earlier ifyou are the primary

worker as well as the case manager, you will have 2 checklists, hence 4 additional
. .

documents). You can choose to use the Staff Orientation and Evaluation form and the

behaviour contract depemiing on your needs. lllie information from the 3 addiltional

documents will assist you in completing thle already existing forms. The time required to

complete these is minimal, compared to the amount of time required if you don't. The time

you take to discuss problems, modify programs and look for solutions can be reduced with

these procedures and more positive time can be spent reinforcing the suprastructure, or

with the client.

c) CONCLUSIONS

My criteria for su~,cess of this manual on consistency is to look back on my former

student (now in the workshop, who no one speaks to) and ask, would these strategies

make any difference? Would he have a richer life, more interactions, a better job? The

determining factor is the staff. Ifmembers of an I.P.P. team are already demonstrating a

reluctance to be consistent in their management of the client's program, there is no

guarantee that the strategies I have recommended will bring about the desired behaviour.

Other methods may bring about the desired results of a consistent I.P.P. proc:ess. Once

again I must state that the:st:rntegies can only help to pin-point where problems exist, and

offer concrete solutions ifstaff are willing to £ollow the strategies. Their ultimate
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co-operation depends on llieir attitude, theiir res:[X>nsibility to their job and the authority of

the manager. We cannot force individuals to perform their jobs in a specific, :standardized

fashion. We can only demonstrate to them the positive consequences when this occurs, be

specific with our expectations and hope that their pessimism or non-co-operation is altered

as a result. A program is only as good asthe individuals who carry it out.

Naturally it is easier for a supervisor to develop appropriate programming

behaviours in their subordintes, than it is for a subordinate to point out their supervisor's

shortcomings. For those 'of you working in a situation where the problem lies with the

supervisory level--take heart. Your efforts are not going unnoticed. Ifnot by your

supervisor, they are most appreciated by yowr clients. I know they'd say "thamks for all

you're doing", if they COUld.

---- --_._--------_..



APPENDICES

A - Individual Program Plan: I.P.P. samplte form

B - Individual Teaching Plan: I.T.P. sample form

C - Sample of "Passing" form - Wolfel1lsberger

D - Pre-I.P.P. Survey: sample form

E - Analysis ofPre-I.P:.P. Survey: sample form

F - Analysis of Past I.P.P.s: sample form

G - Additional sample @fcompleted I.T.P.

H - Staff Orientation and Evaluation Checklist

J - Standard I.P.P. Flowchart

K - Intervention Skills Inventory: sample form

L - Client Intervention History: sample fonn

M - I.P.P. Manager's Reminder Checklist

N - Primary Worker's :Reminder Checklist



Appendix A

INDIVIDUAL PROGRAM PLAN ~,19__

1)Na'ne: D.0.8. _
(see back page fOr persons in attendance)

2) REVIEW OF LAST YEAR'S IPF~ OBJECTIVES:
(or tP.P. Survey form)

3J UPDATED INFORMATION, ASSESSMENTS, ETC.

Date: Completed by:

General Health/Medical :__~ ~ _
Hearing : ~ _

Vision :, _
Dental : ~ _
Seating :, ~ ~ '___ _

Therapy : ~ _

Communication : _

Other :__~ __'_ ~ . _

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
FURTHER ASSESSMENTS :~ _

4) LONG TERM OBJECTIVES:



7) SHORT TERM OBJECTIVES STAFF PERSON TO
WRITE tT.P. REVIEW (date)

** Additional strengths and accomplishments since last IPP may be found on attachied page(s).



AppendixB

Individual Teaching Plan

WRITTEN BY:

_____~ OTtiER STAFF RESPONSIBLE: _

NAME: _

DATE:

SHORl TERM OBJECTIVE: _

CURRENT SKILL LEVEL (or BEHAVIClR): _

MEASUREMENT OF SUCC:ESS (as follows):

INCREASE POSITIVE TO: . '--__

DECREASE NEGATIVE TO: --'-- _

W HEN : _ HOW LONG: ~ _

WHER E: , ~ ~ _

MATERIALS: ~ _

METHOD OF DATA CiOLLECTION:_~ __'__ _

.. _. _......._._-------



METHOD

(ADDITIONS TO METHO'D)

INTERFERING BEHAVIORS:

TROUBLE SHOOTING:

METHOD TO FADE PROMPTING:

SPECIAL SUGGESTIONS:

(page two)



PASSING (Program Analysis of Service Systems' Implementation of Normalization Goals)
CHECKLIST

I. Agency Being Assessed: Date(s): _
Month Dt.Y(I) Ynr

2. This form shows the level assignments of:

o Pr~-conciliation team poll.

o Pre-conciliation rating levels assigned by individual evaluators;

Evaluator's name: _

Evaluator's team role: 0 Team leader

o Team member
o Other: __:_-__------__-- __

I.

i.

Instructions to Evaluators for Filling Out PASSING Checklist

In order to reduce the likelihood that awareness of the rating level weights would bias assign.
ment of levels, the PASSING Scoresheet/Overall Service Performancc Form, and any other
materials which show the wcights of each of the ratings, should be put away while individual
rating level assignments on are recorded on this Checklist or the PASS/PASSING Individual
Rating Evidence Organization Sheet. ' '

Evaluators should make their individual level assignments in pencil by placing ~ circle 0) i~
the box that corresponds to the level that they decide best chanicterizes the 'service's perfor
mance on each rating.

§

o Post-conciliation' team decision (if this Checklist shows ratings both of an individual team

member prior to conciliation. as well as of a team's conciliation, then check both this box and the

one abo.ve).

3. The levels shown on this form are based on the fo!lowing type of assessment:

o The service of a single-component agency (..,,, .....k, ..... "dlrr".n' r.....,•..,1

o One component, namely _

of a multi-component agency, where this component was:

o The only compon~nt assessed at this time.

o One of a number of components of the agency assessed at this time, with the results of

the assessments of the other components recorded on a separate Checklist each.

o Consolidated assessment of several components of a multi-component agency, as if these were

one unit. The followinll components are represented on this Checklist:

3. Evaluators should mark:their individual ratings in pencil so that if they change their minds on a
level assignment prior to team conciliation, they can easily change the level they have assigned.

4. However, evaluators are not to make any cha'nges in their individual levcl assignments either
during or after conciliation by the full assessment team.

S. Evaluators should mark the final conciliated team level assignments on the Checklist inpen by
placing an X in the box that corresponds to the level that the team agrees upon for each rating.

6. If the final conciliated team level assignment is the same as a team member's individual level
assignment, then the X should be placed inside the circle (@ lin the same box.

7. Evaluators should turn in their completed Checklists at the end of conciliation to the 'team
leader or other relevant person. Evaluators will have a record of the servicc's performance on
the assessment on their own copy of the Scoresheet/Overall Service Performance Form, which
they are supposed to fill out at the end of conciliation under the team leader's direction.

COPYRIOHT 111) BY THE CAN...otAH NATIONAL INSTITUTE ON MENTAL RETARDATION.

NOT TO ilE REP~ODUCED IN PART Ol IN WHOLE WITHOUT PERMISSION.

:>:g
o
I'"L
1=
><l
(1
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PASSING (Program Analysis of Service Systems' Implementation 01 NormallZ8UOll UtI""." .....u .....m~..

CHECKLIST

I RATINGS PRIMARILY RELATED TO SOCIAL IMAGE ENHANCEMENT 2 RATINGS PRIMARILY RELATED TO PERSONAL COMPETENCY ENHANCEMENT

LEVELS LEVELS
II IMAGE-RELATED PHYSICAL SETTING OF SERVICE .. 21 COMPETENCY-RELATED PHYSICAL SETTING OF SERVICE

RIIII Setting-Neighborhood Harmony 1 2 rI R2111 Setting Accessibility-Clients & Families ~ 4 ~

RII12 Program-Neighborhood Harmony 1 ? ~ II R2112 Setting Accessibility- Public ~

RI121 External Setting Aesthetics 1 9. ~ 5 R212 Availability of Relevant Community Resources ~ II

R1122 Internal Setting Aesthelics 1 9. ~ 15 R213 Physical Comfort of Setting :l rI

RI131 External Setting Appearance Congruity R214 Challenge/Safety Features of Setting 1 !> ~ II

With Culturally Valued Analogue 1 !> ~ R215 Individualizing Features of Setting 9. ~ ~

RI132 Internal Setting Appearance Congruity

With Culturally Valued Analogue 1 2 ~ 4 rI

RI141 External Setting Age Image 1 Po 3' 4 • rI

RI142 Internal Setting Age Image 1 9. :l 4 15

RIl51 Image Projection of Setting-Pllysical Proximity
-

1 2 :l 4 II

RI152 Image Projection of Setting- History 1 2 3 4 ~

RI153 Image Projection of Setting-Other Internal Physical Features 1 2 :l rI

12 IMAGE-RELATED SERVICE-STRUCTURED GROUPINGS & 22 COMPETENCY-RELATED SERVICE-STRUCTURED GROUPINGS &
RELATIONSHIPS AMONG PEOPLE RELATIONSHIPS .AMONG PEOPLE '

Rial Image Projection of Program-ta-Program J\lxtaposition 1 :l ~ R2211 Competency-Related Intra-Service Client Grouping;-Size, 1 2 ~ 4 OJ

RI22 Service-Neighborhood Assimilation Potential 1 !> ,R2212 Competency-Related Intra-Service Client Grouping-Composition 9. ~ 4 15

R1231 Image Projection of Intra-Service Client Grouping-Social Value 1 R222 Competency-Related Other Integrative Client Contacts 2 ~ 4 15

RI232 Image Projection of Intra-Service Client Grouping-Age Image ~ ~ II & Personal" Relationships "
9. ~1 1

RI24 Image-Related Other Integrative Client Contacts & R223 Life-Enriching. Interactions Among Clients, Service Personn~I, &'Other~ ~ ~ rI
Personal Relationships 1 ? ~ 4 II R224 Program Support for Client Individualization 2 ~ 4 rI

RI251 Service Worker-Client Image Transfer 1 ? 3 II R225 Promotion of Client Socia-Sexual Identity ~ ~ !I.::,.,l

RI252 Service Worker-Client Image Match 1 9. II " .. " , ,, . ..

13 IMAGE-RELATED SERVICE-STRUCTURED ACTIVITIES & OTHER 23 COMPETENCY-RELATED SERVICE-STRUCTURED ACTIVITIES &
USES OF TIME OTHER USES OF TIME

RI3I Culture-Appropriate Separation of Program Functions m R231 Program Address of Clients' service Needs -, .E±±mRI32 Image Projection of Program Activities & Activity Timing Intensity of Activ'ities & Efficiency of Time Use
,. ,

R232
R133 Promotion of Client Autonomy & Rights R233 Competency-Related Personal Possessions

14 IMAGE-RELATED MISCELLANEOUS SERVICE LANGUAGE, SYMBOLS, & IMAGES .. "
...

R141 Program Addres.s of Client Personal Impression Impact 1 2 :l !I . -
RI42 Image-Related Personal Possessions ' 1 9 :l II

R143I Image Projection of Personal Labeling Practices
.-,

1 ~ ~ II

RI432 ,Agency, Program, Setting, & Location Names. 1 2 :J 15 .. , .. ..... - .
RIM Image Projection of Service Funding 1 2 3 15

RI45 Image Projection of Miscellaneous Aspects o,f a Service 2 :J 15
,'. "

~g
~
(1
'd
N

(
I"



AppendixD

PRIE- I.P.P. MEETING SURVEY

please note this is a no name survey (alnonymous) but we would like the
name of the client__~ _

date: -'-__

1. Without looking at any documents, list the short term objectives whiich
you have been working mn with the client since the last I.P.P. meeting:

2. Describe the long-term goals which were chosen at the last I.P.P.
meeting for the client:_~ _

3. What do you feel are ~he client's priority needs at this time?

Academic: ~ ~ ,

Vocational: ~ ~__

Domestic: ~ _

Social or Interpersonal:~ ..,-- ,

Communication:__~ ,

PhysicaI/Motor: -'-- -'-- _

Other: ~ _

4; What do you see as the most important areas for change in: the team, the
I.P.P., the client's program, or anytl1ing else?

_. - ~---~-----.--. ---------



-2··

5. Do you feel comfortable with your rolle and with what is expected 01~ you
by the other team members? _
If not please elaborate :,~ _

6. When was the last time you had a sense of accomplishment with this
client? What was achieved? .__

7. What one to one techlnique do you fee1 works best with this client when
. teaching them a new ski!lI? _

8. Other than receiving this survey form, when was the last time you had
contact with another member of this team regarding this client?

Contact with the client?~ _

9. What if anything, do you strongly disa~~ree with regarding the pro£lram
for this client?

10. What skills do you feel you need to develop for this job or for working
with this client:

11. Please elaborate on any of the above points. _



AppendixE

Anah'lsis of Pre-I.P.P. Survey

1. List all the short-term objectives stated by the respondents:

2. List all the long-term goals which were stated by the respondents:

* Highlight the ones which are the same as the previous LP.P.. Calculate the percentage correct.

3. List the priority needs for the client, as chosen by the team members:

Academic: ~ _

Vocational: --'- _

Domestic: ~ _

Social or Interpersonal:_'_.,..- ~ ' _

Communication: --i. _

PhysicallMotor: ~ _

Other: _

_* High-light the priorities ~lected two or more times.

4. List the points which people chose to change about the program.

*High-light the points chosen more than twice.



within past two months. _

past year -=--'"':':'7-""""":"""----------'----
not recently (if ever) _

-2-

5. Do people (in general) feel comfortable wilh their role? What percentage

do, -...-__ what percentage don't? _

What were some of the elaborations on probl1ems with roles (if any)?

6. When was the last time wople had a sense of accomplishment with the client?
(state the percentage)
past month,~ ---;._
past 6 months. _
past two years, -'-_

7. What one technique do people feel works best with this client?

8. Amount of contact with other team members:

daily __+__ weekly ,
biweekly -'-- monthly ,
bimonthly__---'-__---'-_ every six months _
not since the last meeting_''-- _

With the client:

daily ---'- weekly _
biweekly -...- monthly _
bimonthly________ every six months. _
not since the last meeting>- _

9. What do people strongly ~sagree with regarding ilie program for this client?

*Highlight the issues repeated more than once.



-3-

. 10. What skills do people feel they lack most with the client?

*Highlight the skills rePeated more than once.
I

11. What statements did team members make which could lead to inconsistency in carrying out the
program? .

12. What main issues do you feel should be shared with the team?

13. What changes in LP.P. goals, objectives or techniques are needed to be effective for the next
___~months? ~ ~ ~_,

14. What staff or system changes need to be made to bring about consistency or improvements in
#13 above?



AppendixF

Analysis of past I.P.P.s
date:, _

Number of years reviewed: from: to:, _

Long-term goals chosen:

1), ~ ----'# of times repeated: _

2) # of times repeated:__

3) # of times repeated:__

4) # of times repeated:__

5) # of times repeated:__

6) # of times repeated: _

7) # of times repeated:__

8) # of times repeated:__

9) # of times repeated:__, _

10) # of times repeated:__

11) # of times repeated:__

12) # of times repeated:__



Short-term objectives Cont.

9) '-- # oftimes repeated:__

10), '--__----, # of times repeated:__

11) --- ----0# of times repeated:__

12) #, of times repeated:__

Service Goals:

1) # of times repeated:__

2) # of times repeated:__

3) # of times repeated:__

4) # of times repeated:__

5) # of times repeated:__

6) # of times repeated:__

7) # of times repeated:__

8) # of times repeated:__

Take a highlighting marker or a different coloured pen and high-light the goals, objectives and
plans listed above which we~e achieved. If you are unsure whether or not they were achieved
make note ofthis and ask the I.P.P. team members later.

Which areas/domains have tlhe highest rate of success? (e.g. service plans, behaviour, hygiene)

Now circle the goals, objecthres and plans which were chosen more than twice, but never
accomplished. Write these below:

__ n __ • __._ .•••. _



Appendix G; Additidnal example o1f an Individual teaching plan

Communication Program:
Ken Klient; Koroni School

June 16,1989

Needs: Ken currently does not indicate his needs to his caregivers; he is
very passive in his daily routines and waits for staff prompting;
before he wiU participate in the shared activity or; when asked to
make a choice.

Long-term Goal: for Ken to indicate! his needs by actively choosing
activities or concrete items

Short-term Objective:: for Ken to make deliberate (intentional) choices
between concrete items

Target Behaviour: Ken will touch a preferred item using the tips of his
fingers, with his palm extended--or by reaching for and
grasping the item .

Person/s Responsiblie: all group home! staff

When: this program Will be carried out in one to one teaching sessions
during snack time (15-20 minutes) which will take place twice a
day (minimum onc:e); 1) after school

2) before bed-time (prior to brushing teeth)

- it should also takl.9 place throughout daily routine activities

Where: At the kitchen table or at a table in the play-room



Method:

1) present Ken with two preferred items (drink and fruit or dessert)
and ask him "what do you want Ken?" .

a)- wait 8-10 seconds; if he does not respond;

- show Ken the it/ems, label each dearly and ask again

- wait 10-12 seconds

- if he clearlyloo~,s like he wants ~ particular item, but is not
responding, use a light touch-cue to help him to tap that item and say
lido you want the ?" Then wait again for him to make the choice
independently.

?>?No Response:

2)- if he continues not to indicate his choice, tell him "you're telling me
you don't want anything". Remove the items and initiate another
(different and less m0tivating) activilty for 3-5 minutes

- During this time Kerl should not bel given anything else to eat, however,
staff should try to engage him in as mUlch interaction as possible

- After this time-out p1eriod, Ken should then be given another
opportunity to make a selection and staff should repeat #1 above

!! Response II:

3) If Ken does choosl9 an item, by either touching it or grabbing for it,
staff should immediately praise him verbally and give him the item.
They should also labi~1 the item which he has chosen (e.g. "good Ken, you
told me you want the ").

- Staff should en~er on the data sheet (attached) the # of prompts
and what Ken selected

-Staff should repeat the choice IProcedure until the edibles are
finished or until 210 minutes hav4~ passed

2



3

Trouble Shooting:

Noises; - if Ken makes a noise or behaves inappropriately during the
choice-making, staff :should look away, discontinue the activity for
8-10 seconds (untill1e finishes)andl say NOTHING. Then .resumEl as if
nothing had happen~~d. They shoulld never laugh or comment on what he
has done.

Object Manipulation; - if Ken grabs another item (or piece of clothing)
during the choice- making, staff should gently redirect his hand to the
table or to his lap and hold it there for ~5 seconds before releasing. If
this continues for m0re than 8 redirections, staff should say (in a 11rm
voice) "No fiddling Ken" while prompting his hand down again.

Lack of Interest; - Ken seems to have Ihis good days and bad days. On the
bad days he is gene~ally lethargic and un~nterested in activities which
occur around him. VI/hen this occurs staff might try a warm-up session
with Ken, where they spend 10-15 minutes joking or "rough-housing"
with him,encouraginig him to play with staff. Ken enjoys loud noises
and songs with physical actions. (Staff should use their judgment to
determine the appropriate level of physical contact and volume, so as
not to get Ken too e~cited). This warm-up session should be conducted
away from other loud! noises (T.V., other clients) to ensure that Ken is
attending as much as possible.

General Suggestions:

- Ken should be giveh regular opportunities to make choices such as this
throughout his daily r;·outines. For example, during walks he can be
asked which direction he would like to take (left or right), when doing
his grooming routine, he should be ~}iven a choice of hygiene activities
( wash-face first or brush-teeth?).

Staff should follow thlrough consiste~ntly with whatever choices Ken
makes first, praise hiim for indicatin{} a choice and always label what he
has chosen.

- Staff should never assume what Ken wants. They should wait for him
to actively indicate a'need, rather than anticipating all his needs for
him.



APPENDIXH

STAFF ORIENTATION AND EVALUATION CBECKJ.JS.I

Staff Name:, _
Supervisors Name:, _

'Second Supervisor's Name:, _

Dates:

Orientation:, - _

First Month ReView _

3rd Month Review _

One year:, _

Performance Codes:

..LAchieved

-±...= Needs Work

N/A = Not Applicable

Method: Each item is written so that it is initially taught to the staffduring their orientation v\lith their supervisor and
then. it is evaluated at the three different time periods. Comments should be made with the appropriate
corresponding number. For exwpple. if the skill was not reviewed during the 3rd. monthrevil~, the comment would
read: "3. skill' not reviewed at :this time." If there is no date entered in a square, that implies it has not yet been
taught, or reviewed, therefore th~ staffperson is not lresponsible for that skill area.

AREA Orientation lstMon. 3rd. Mon. I Year Comments
1.

...,
3. 4."..

,

Client Related

1. practical Needs
I(enter client's initial I

as it is reviewed)

2. health/medical
needs

3. eating, dishes,
place at table,
seating

4. hygiene

5. sleeping habits
bedtime routine

6. clothing selection
& coordination

7. equipment
,

8. routines:daily
weekly, monthly

. -...-- --------_...



AREA Orientation
1.

lstMon.
2..

3rd. Mon.
3.

1 Year
4.

Comments

Pertinent to client I s with Physical Needs

9.lifting/carrying
procedme

10. back care

11. positioning &
handling

12. safety & wheel-
chair use

Pertaining to all clients, Individual Program Plans (I.P.P.s)

13. LP.P., what, when
where (flowchart)

14. I.T.P. responsibilities
- service goals follow-up
~ writing
- training
-data
- evaluate & change .

15. inform others
when changes are
made to I.P.PJI.T.P.

I

16. initiating new
ideas for new progrcuns

17. client's binder
kept up to date

18. client reports
completed

19. familiar with
behaviour programs of
all the clients
- carries these out
(cooperation)
- asks questions if
you do not understand

General

20. contact with
family members,
workshop, teachers,

21. outings! special
activities

-. - - - -- . -- ---- ~ .•. - - .--,-" -- ._-



AREA Orientation
1.

1st Mon.
2"

3rd. Mon.
3.

1 Year
4.

Comments

Intervention (or Teaching) Skills

22. Prompting
- wait for selfinitiation

- waits for client attention
before starting

- verbal prompts

-touch cue

- hand-over-band

23. Praise
- contingent on behaviour

- appropriate verbal input

- tactile andlor eye contact

- set a motivator (e.g. "if you
do _, then we will do Xli)

- ignore when necessary
or, continue with task,
or, redirect as needed

24. Correction
- remove your contact

- hands down prompt

- remove client from
activity

- set an ultimatum and
follow-through

25. Teaching a skill
- task break-down is
according to client's skill,
level

- wait for them to self
initiate before prompting
- wait time (allows client
enough time to respond)

- keeps voice calm when
frustrated, (or does not make
a facial expression) or removes
themselves as necessary
- calms dient down when
necessary



AREA Orientation
1.

lstMon.
2.

3rd. Mon.
3.

1 Year
4.

Comments

26. Communicatio~ skills

(See Interaction Skills
Inventory)
- insert results here

27. General issues pertainlng to teaching a client

- selects age appropriate
activities

.- provide a balance
between teaching and
recreation activities

- shares their insights
with other staff

"Task Specific" Staff Responsibilites

28. Medical ·matters
- contacts Doctor
as needed

- relays Medical
information to
other staff

- dispensing, recording
of medication

- medical supplies:
surplUS & restocking

- health directives
and information is
placed in proper flle

- seizure procedures
followed appropriately

- minor medical treatments
(enemas, compresses, etc.)

- medicaI/hygiene (staff,
clients,equipment)



AREA Orientation
1.

1st Mon.

2"
3rd. Mon.

3.
1 Year

4.
Comments

30. Emergency procedures

- medical emergencies, records
etc. what to take with you

- location of local hospital
- numbers ready for
emergency: taxi, ambulance.
doctor, supervisor

- accidents and unusual
occurrences, incident
reports

-Fire
- hoses & extinguishers
location & use

-smoke detectors

- fire drill procedure
and emergency routine

31. Housekeeping

32. Other Pertinent Deitalls related to tillS POSItIon

- trash disposal

- cleaning: daily, weekly, I

monthly,. annually,
standards

- house supplies (i.e.
food, hardware, office
supplies)

- meal planning
and preparation

- involve the clients I

as much as possible

- returning items
when finished with use

. . .

- --.--._._- -----------



Appendix J
Individual Program Planning Process Flowchart

CLIENT ENTERS A PROGRAM
(vocational, acadrmic, residential)

I.P.P. <OR CASE) MANAGER IS ASSIGNED
(teacheF', social worker, primary counsellor).

(prior to admission or within first week). 1
PRELlIMINARY ASSESSMENTS DONE

(observation, teaching trials, basic skills testing etc.)

(after admission anI prior to i.P.P. meeting)

KEY TEAM IS CONTACTED BY I.P.P. MANAGER
TO ARRANGE AN I.P.P. MEETING/CONFERENCE
(parents, counsellors, teachers, social worker,

therapists, Psycr09ist, doctor) .

I.P.P. MEIETING;
LONG-TERM GOALS AND SHORT-TE:RM OBJECTIVES DECIDED

(within two-three months of admission). 1
INOIVIOWAL TEACHING PLAN WRITTEN BY KEY

TEAM MEMBERf Or PRIMARY WORKER

SERVICE GOALS CARRIED OUT
(anytime after I.P.P.)

Evaluate, RevieJand Modify I.T.P.

1
PROGRAM REVllEWr MIEETING

( 3-6 months later)

1
RE:PEAT THE WHOLE PROCESS



AppendixK

INTERACTION SKILLS INVENTORY

NAME OF STAFF:. _

NAME OF OBSERVER: 1)__------------

2) _

DATE AND ACTIVITY BEING OBSERVED:

1) --- _

2) _

3) -'-- --------------

4) - _

Enter the appropriate code letter beside the points below: observation code: S =a strength, 1=: not a problem
NfW =needs work

SKILL

I) Voice: volume - too high

- too soft

2) Modulation: - is your voice tone irritating?

- are you mumbling

- is you voice tone age appropriate

3) Labeling: (depending upon the client's level)

COMMENTS

do you: -label the item in use (shared referent)

- label the action

- label the sound

- identify other persop.s

- describe an item fuuther

- expand on their responses

- is your vocabulary selection approp.

4) Do you give the client oppoitw:JLities to make choices?

5) Are your initial instructions clear?

6) Do you break down the task acaording to skill level?

7) Do you give the client a chance: to respond to your
instructions before repeating the prompt



SKILL

8) Do you talk to other staff about problems
with the client in front of the client?

9) Ability to deal with frustration:
- you k~p calm

- remove yourself

- it shows in your fao~al expressions

- it shows in your physical contact

10) Are you spontaneous to events and use them
as a topic of discussion with the client?

11) Positioning for activity:
- when teaching the client are you
in close proximity, ~here eye-contact
can easily be made?
- are they close enough for you to
physically prompt thl~m ifnecessary?
- are you too close?

12) Do you give the client a chanc<e to'
repair conversation break-downs?

- ask them to repeat

- ask them to use another word

- ask them to use andther strategy
(sign, gesture, point,picture)

- do you 'ask other sUi-ff for help?

13) Do you use topics (items) which are
motivating to the client (favourite~)?

14) Do you anticipate what the cllent wants
thus, denying them the opportunity to express
their needs appropriately?

OVERALL COMMENTS

COMMENTS



AppendixL

CLmNT INTERYENTIQN HISTORY

NAME: -------:. _

DATE OF BIRTH: ---'-- _

RESIDENTIAL BACKGROUND:'

ACADEMIC BACKGROUND: -'- _

VOCATIONAL BACKGROUND:

BRIEF HISTORY, FAMILY BACKGROUND:

GENERAL MEDICAL INFORMATION:

recent surgery ---. ----;

hearing ---'- ---'- do they wear hearing aids? _

vision ----------do they wear glasses?, _

motor -----------

allergies -'- _

current medication -'- _

METHOD OF COMMUNICATION: ~



EQUIPMENTUSED: ~ _

a) who is responsible for it? (maintenance, storage & repairs) _

b) where can it be fou:o.d? . _

OTHER AGENCIES CURRENTLY INVOLVED: (belh3.viour, therapy, etc.):

FAVORITES:

people - _

activities '-- ---: _

foOO -- _

other _

HABITS: _

ROUTINES: -'- _

PET PEEVES: -:-. _

STRENGTHS: . _

WEAKNESSES: "-- _

HOW DOES THIS PERSON LEA.RN BEST? (describe in detail):



WHAT TECHNIQUES ARE DEFtNITELY NOT EFFECTIVE WITH TIllS INDIVIDUAL? (please describe in

detail), ~ ~ _

UST THE INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS WHICH THIS PERSON HAS BEEN INVOLVED WITH IN THE

PAST 5 YEARS, AND 1HE OUTCOME (POSITIVE OF NEGATIVE) OF EACH. PLEASE GIVE THE NAMES

OF THE INDIVIDUALS RESPONSIBLE AND THE LOCATION THE PROGRAM WAS CARRIED OUT:

ACADEMIC:_~ ---..:.--- _

PHYSICAlJMOTOR:, ~ _

COMMUNICATION: _

BEHAVIOR: ---~- _

,OTHER: ~_~ ~ _

I

OTHER IMPORTANT INFORMATION:

WOULD YOU KINDLY UST SCIME NAMES OF PREVIOUS PRIMARY WORKERS, CASE WORKERS

(etc.) WHO WOULD CONSENT TO GIVE FURTHER INFORMATION IF NEEDED, ON THE BACK OF THIS

PAGE, THANK-YOU (please incJludenumhers where they can be contacted):



AppendixM

I.P.r. MRNOGER"S REMINDER CHECKLIST:

name: _

Name of Client:, ---- ~

D!!!91 te do;

jl} Prior to i.P.P. Meetiing

- Set I.P.P. date 6' contact alJ!those who are to attend

- or set Reuiew Date:

- Send out Suruey form to key team .

- Reuiew and compile result~ of survey (t 5 days later)

- Set a date to uisit Program

- U1sit program and talk to dy team

date:, _

b} Felr Meeting
- arrange room 6' refreshments

- arrange for person to take minutes (If needed)

- makl~ sllre all documents are ready

- remind iflnyone who might be prone to forget date

- arrange for client to be there

- arrange for interpreter to be there if nl~cessary

:t,} Rfterl.P.P. Meeting

- Key team has seen I.P.P. final copy

- Keg team has written I.T.P.

- Staff trained on !.T.P.

- Seruice objectiues completed (follow-:-up C(]JntalCts made i.e. letters sent, registrations done)

- Rssessments completed

- Equipment purchased

- One month eualuation of 1.t.P. completed, any modifications necessary?

- uisit Program to prouide feedback: and reinlforcemlent

- Progress postcard sent out,



AppendixN

PBIMBBY STOfF I.'.'. REMINDER CHECKLIST

name:, ~ ...:__

Name nf tlient:, ~ _ date_:~ _

:DUngs to do:

a} Prior to "P.P. Meetiing

- note date nf I.P.P. meeting

- complete all assessmlents

- list st...engths and ne1eds arid goals I feel a...e important

- collect pertinent data, roakle su...e it is up to date

- complete I.P.P. SUTuey fnrRil and ...etum to manager

- a......ange fo... client to be at meeting

III At I.I~.P. meeting

- beprepitl ...ed to p...esent ...eport (s)

- record all my responsibilities

~} After I.P.P. Meeting

- haue looked ouer I.P.IP. fin~1 copy ond returned it to Manoger

- written I.T.P. with key team 0 ... shared it with them

- tried out I.T.P. for tWill weeks to iron out "kinks"

- haue trained other staff responsible on I.T.P'.

- Service objectiues complet1ed

- Rssessments completed

- Equipment purchased

- Follow-up contacts made (I,.e. letten slent, registrations done, phone calls made)

- Prog...ess postcard sent out
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